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WIN!
Ltd Edition copies of 

TESO on PS4, XO & PC!

See p80 for  
details.

“GamesMaster belongs 
to our readers. The GM 
community is central to 
everything we do…”

W
elcome! Whether this is your first 
issue of GM or your 275th you’ve 
picked a great month to join us. Why? 
Because this month we’re launching a 
brand new look GamesMaster. Making 

changes is never easy, but a new gaming gen 
demanded a new-gen mag as well. 

What have we done? Firstly, we’ve given 
you more content: we’ve packed almost 
twice as many words into our pages for 
better, deeper reviews. More importantly, 
we’ve given you control. GamesMaster 
belongs to our readers. The GM 
community is central to everything we 
do, which is why we’ve added your 
comments and suggestions 
throughout the mag. Want to take 
part? Just visit our Facebook page or 
email gamesmaster@futurenet.com.   

In fact, it’s so amazing that I’m sad 
to reveal it’s Game Over for me. 
Next month I also become a reader, 
and I can’t wait to see where Team 
GM – and you – takes the mag next…

54

32

12

Issue 275 / April 2014

Matthew Pellett – Editor

EDITOR’S CHOICE
MY TOP PICKS THIS ISSUE

Online at www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster…rr …or subscribe and save money on p92.
The post-launch drought is over: Thief 
kicks off a fresh wave of new-gen games. 

We go hands-on with Evolve, the hotly- 
anticipated follow-up to Left 4 Dead.

Sonic gets in on the redesign act with 
an all-new look for 2014. Copier.
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Contents

Reviews Previews Regulars

What’s In Your Latest Issue?

twitter.com/gamesmaster

54  THIEF
He’s been away for what feels like 

forever, but is the return of Garrett cause for 
celebration or complaint to The City guard?

64  OCTODAD:  
DADLIEST CATCH

He’s an octopus. With a family. Who thinks 
he’s human. Can you continue the ruse?

70  CASTLEVANIA: LORDS 
OF SHADOW 2

Gabriel Belmont’s back in full-on Dracula 
mode as ’vania finally emerges from its 
coffin. Our no-holds-barred review bares all.   

76  NIDHOGG
Never heard of it? Find out why this 

little PC-only indie game has become the 
lunchtime office game of choice.  

78  BLOODSTROKE
The one and only John Woo trades 

movies for gaming this month, in this 
stylistic mobile slash-’em-up.

32  EVOLVE
Epic hands-on with the four-versus-

one humans-versus-monster multiplayer 
game from the maker of Left 4 Dead.

42  SOUTH PARK: THE 
STICK OF TRUTH

The first ever hands-on with the game 
we’ve waited years for. Good news: it hasn’t 
been delayed again, honest!

43  WOW: WARLORDS  
OF DRAENOR

Fallen out of love with World Of Warcraft? 
Be prepared to be sucked back in…

44  DARK SOULS II
Our swords and shields were ready, 

but even we weren’t prepared enough to 
survive the opening two hours…

46  MXGP
The new season of Motocross has 

missed new-gen consoles, but that doesn’t 
mean there isn’t reason to be cheerful.

08  FANBASE
Now settling in to its home right at 

the front of GamesMaster, Fanbase is the 
corner of the mag where you have your say.

12  UPFRONT
The biggest news of the month lives 

in Upfront – you’ll find major new reveals 
and the latest industry rumours here.

48  INDIEMASTER
Indie gaming’s bigger than ever, so 

we’ve devoted an entire section to the best 
games emerging from the indie scene.

82  RETROMASTER
GamesMaster is the longest-running 

UK gaming magazine, after all… We love old 
games and machines, and RetroMaster is 
where we pick apart the very best classics.

88  CHEATMASTER
By popular demand! Our creaky old 

Secret Service has run out of credits, and in 
its place is the new,secrets-packed 
CheatMaster for all your guide needs.

38   TITANFALL
Will it be the game to reverse the Xbox 
One’s fortunes? GM goes hands-on with  
EA’s multiplayer blaster to see if it can 
compete with the big boys.

26  THE ELDER  
SCROLLS ONLINE

We’ve spent a week inside Bethesda’s new 
massively multiplayer online RPG. Does it live 
up to the hype? Will it work on consoles? Can it 
topple World Of Warcraft? Read on to find out…

60  DONKEY KONG 
COUNTRY: 

TROPICAL FREEZE 
What does the Wii U bring to 
the Donkey Kong jungle? 
Moreover, can any game 
starring Cranky, Funky and 
*shudder* Diddy Kong ever  
be considered top banana?
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Matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman 
GamesMaster’s games editor spent a 

full week of the issue locked inside

Tamriel for our cover feature. After a 

poor character selection choice he 

spent most of his time stealing 

sweetrolls from NPCs. Apparently

he, “couldn’t stop being Nordy.”

Infamous: Second Son 
Preview – P40

Lightning Returns: 
Final Fantasy XIII
Review – P66

South Park: Stick Of Truth
Preview – P42

Tomb Raider: 
Definitive Edition
Review – P69

Dark Souls II 
Preview – P44

Castlevania:  
Lords Of Shadow 2
Review – P70

Daniella Lucas 

cookies. Then she wrote a mouth-

watering, food-flavoured entry in 

CultureMaster. When she started 

‘wakking’ us for typos we realised 

the truth: production editor Dani is 

actually Ms Pac-Man in disguise.

Phil Haycraft
Or ‘Evil Phil’, as we call him in the 

office. We’re not totally blaming Evil 

Phil for Matt P’s imminent departure, 

but the death threats we spied in the 

editor’s drawer were created with a

surprising amount of Photoshop 

flair. Just saying…

Issue 275 / April 2014
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We are committed to only using magazine paper 
which is derived from well managed, certified 
forestry and chlorine-free manufacture. Future 
Publishing and its paper suppliers have been 
independently certified in accordance with the 
rules of the FSC (Forest Stewardship Council).

THE MOST DEDICATED TEAM IN THE BUSINESS 
We stay up late exploring the Nether in Minecraft. We spend every 
lunchtime hunting down stars in Super Mario 3D World. And, yes, we 
even cosplay as our favourite characters. Say hello to Team GM!

The BIG GAME finder
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1 2 3
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A few new games have hit the shelves

without split-screen co-op in recent

months. Why the exclusion?

Lexionstar asks the question: is online ruining local multiplayer?

Trading brains  
for an Xbox
Just wondered what your thoughts were 

on the teenager who bought a photo of 

an Xbox One on eBay. This boy said in an 

interview that he read in the description 

it was a photo but still bought it. Then he 

complained about this and got his 

money back. Then he was given an 

Xbox One for free! There are people who

would do anything to get their hands on 

one but can’t afford it, yet even though 

he can afford it he gets one for free for 

being an idiot. I wish I could get a free 

one for been an idiot. And breathe…

James Champion, email

Um… Did you just wish that you were 

an idiot? To be fair, he seems like the 

kind of chap who would get a kick out 

of drivle such as LocoCycle, so fair play 

we guess.

It’s just not cricket
I was one of those who bought Ashes 

Cricket 2013 before they removed it from 

the shelves. Seriously, why haven’t they 

ever been able to get cricket games 

right? In this modern gaming universe 

of ours just about everything has been 

finely honed to perfection, but with 

cricket we have been left sorely wanting. 

Can someone please explain to me why 

on earth cricket has been treated so 

poorly among sporting games since 

time immemorial?

Rob Roemer, email

For every gamer laughing at the 

guffness of Ashes Cricket 2013, there 

must have been a legitimate cricket 

lover blubbing into their palms. You’re 

right, though. If there’s a half decent 

Truck Driving simulator out there then 

how the deuce has cricket never been 

knocked for six?

Nintendon’t give up!
I don’t think Nintendo should give up 

their exclusives, but more games need to 

be made for the Wii U. Wind Waker HD 

and Super Mario 3D World are proof that 

games look amazing on the console. On 

the Wii, I have to admit, Smash Bros and

I
’m glad that Microsoft has ditched DRM 

and Sony is giving out update discs, but 

still, as a gamer who has a pitiful internet 

connection (I would have more but it’s 

out of my control) I feel more and more 

that I’m being pushed aside. 

Multiplayer gaming is exploding, but only online  

(which gobbles up data like a hungry wolf). Why has local 

multiplayer been pushed aside so much? No split-screen 

on Killzone: Shadow Fall? Why the devil not? Even 

previously single-player epics such as The Elder Scrolls  

are going full online only. 

I feel like I’m  missing out on so many games now. 

It seems like there’s no stopping online-only gaming!  

Is there no answer GM? I feel like I’m losing out on a 

huge chunk of the gaming community.

Lexionstar, email

It’s true that loads of games are ignoring the plight of 

sofa-co-opers, but thankfully there are still plenty of 

options out there. The console version of Diablo III is 

great banter fuel (ironic considering the PC version is still 

online only). Head on over to our Nidhogg review (p76) to 

find out why it’s our new office lunch break game. Also, 

ignore the haters and grab yourself a Wii U. It was built for 

playing with mates! Smash Bros is out soon, too.

Oh, and who says you have to play the very latest 

games? Pick up a PS2 or Xbox. Neither might boast 

new-gen’s eye watering visual punch but games such 

as TimeSplitters 2 and Halo 2 will always be great. Q

L E T T E R OF THE 
MONTH

Nidhogg has made us so competitive that the team had 

a falling out and booted Matt P off the mag.

CONTACT US
Email gamesmaster@futurenet.com

Twitter www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Facebook www.facebook.com/

officialgamesmaster

Post Fanbase, GamesMaster, Future, 

30 Monmouth St, Bath, BA1 2BW, UK

WIN ! 
Got an opinion? Have even the barest grasp 

of words and how to put them together? The 

best letter bags a free mystery game!*

*Don’t forget to include your postal address and 

chosen format!

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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FANBASE

“I NEED TO FINISH SKYRIM OFF 

SOMETIME BEFORE I DIE!’’

Do you have a bigger, better or 

 more badass crib? Send it to 

gamesmaster@futurenet.com!

This Month:  Mark Robinson, via email

First up in our new look Reader Cribs 

comes Mark ‘The Unit’ Robinson’s huge 

wall-filling TV stand. He’s got: Xbox One 

– 2 games, Xbox 360 – 60 games 

including special editions, PlayStation 4 

– 2 games, PlayStation 3 – 15 games 

including special editions, PS Vita – 4 

games, Wii U – 7 games, 4 Wii games 

and 2 GameCube games, 3DS – 6 

games, iPad, Kindle Fire, Disney Infinity 

collection, selection of figures including 

Kratos, Lara Croft, Master Chief and 

Solid Snake, Halo Mega Bloks, Gears of 

War Meccano, Lego Marvel and DC 

Minifigs and 150+ Blu-rays. *Phew!* 

That’s quite the impressive collection! Q

Skyward Sword looked bad,  and 

somehow worse than GameCube games. 

I think Luigi’s Mansion 2 should have 

been made for the Wii U not 3DS (or both 

would have been even better). I wasn’t 

going to pay nearly £200 for a handheld 

console and one game – I only just got 

Wind Waker because I remember getting

it ten years ago and loving it. Nintendo 

just needs more games. If they were to 

make that amazing Zelda HD game and 

market it like crazy it’ll be fine.

Joe Wall, Facebook

The great thing is: we know that Zelda 

Wii U is coming. The fact that Ninty

slashed its sales predictions for the Wii 

U down from 9 million down to 2.8 

million is a massive blow, but with cash 

reserves to spare and Smash Bros, 

Zelda and more to come, we wouldn’t 

write Ninty off any time soon.

Show U the money!
Not everybody wants three £400 

consoles that are all the same and you 

certainly don’t want to buy one for

young children. Nintendo finance their 

own software through being a hardware

manufacturer so anyone saying go 

software-only simply doesn’t understand 

the nature of their business. They’d be a 

much more risk-averse company if they 

were software only... The games wouldn’t 

enjoy the same financial backing, relaxed

development schedules or marketing.

Wii U is a great machine but it’s spent 

the last year priced between PS3 and

360 and the new consoles, and people 

have simply been picking up all of those 

instead. It’s unusual to have a Nintendo 

console over a year old and for none of 

us to know what the next big Zelda or 

Metroid will look like... As the price 

comes down and big games get 

revealed I think it will do much better.

They’re not going anywhere – people 

begging and hoping to see them on PS4 

are going to be disappointed.

Thomas Joseph German, Facebook

Another problem is the fact that from 

day one, nobody has been able to 

adequately describe what the Wii U is to 

the existing casual, Wii owning gamer 

market. Hand a non-gamer a Wiimote 

and they’ll swing away. Hand ’em a 

GamePad and it’s a different story.

It is the size that counts!
Is it just me or does anyone out there 

think that games nowadays are far too 

big? Skyrim. I’m hooked on it and it’s a

great game, but it goes on forever. And 

now GTA V is out, which is even bigger. 

I’m not likely to buy any new games as 

I need to finish Skyrim off sometime

before I die!

I think Skyrim and other games as big 

should have been made in two parts, 

with the second part coming out 

sometime later. Just like The Lord Of The

Rings film trilogy. What do you think?

Howard Parkin, email

Splitting games up like films? It can 

work, but only if each ‘part’ is marketed 

as a full game. Think Mass Effect, which 

was always going to be a trilogy from 

the start. GTA V: Episode 1 doesn’t have 

the same cashier-baiting ring to it…

Dead Rising 3 is a hotbed for 

madness. It does, after all 

have a boss whose primary 

weapon is a detachable 

knob gun. GM reader Simon 

takes the biscuit for most eyebrow 

raising-est situ so far. A Japanese 

school  girl outfit? And naughty 

truncheons? We won’t ask… 

Simon O’Donnell, @Simonodon19

READER CRIBS
Show us your rooms of gaming glory! SHOW US  

YOUR SNAPS!
This month’s sweetest reader 
screenshots and photos.  
Post your best pics to our 
Facebook wall, or tag them 
#GMfanbase on Instagram

OFF THE CHART!
The month’s talking points in tasty pie form

24% I’m a bigger Street Fighter fan than you!

18%  Skyrim on new-gen = good idea?

45%  Are Nintendo making a dog’s dinner of the Wii U?

04%  Which gaming series needs a card game?

09% Is Final Fantasy’s the best gaming music EVAR?

As part of our new reader 

screenshot section we don’t 

just want to see your 

exceptional skills on display. 

Oh no. We want to see the 

luckiest coincidences you’ve 

encountered in gaming, too. Darrujaz, 

over on Twitter, flaunted his fluke with 

this beyond jam goal in NHL 14.

Darruzaj, @rajman74 

We like this bear-faced knife 

kill from Red Dead 

Redemption, sent in 

courtesy of Shane and his 

YouTube channel. Great 

Benny Hill vibes in this. We especially 

like the Scooby Doo-like chase where 

Bear and Marston constantly miss each 

other! – http://bit.ly/1ex3nT8

Shane Byrne, Facebook

We asked for images of 

gaming greatness and we 

can honestly say we weren’t 

expecting legitimate art.  

“I drew William Adama in 

Art Academy Sketchpad on the Wii U...” 

claims Thomas, modestly. We wonder 

what other artistic things readers can 

think up… You know our deets!

Thomas Joseph German, Facebook

1

2

3

4

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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GM readers share 

their creative

wins!

Wisdom and weirdness 

from our social media 

channels

 T-shirt designer Dean Stevens captures 

fungoid sidekick Toad’s inevitable breakdown. 

Pick one up for yourself: http://bit.ly/1aNZiJt

 Chester looks knackered in Deviantartist 

Nisiman’s summery Don’t Starve art. 

Someone throw him a bone (key).

 Nobody suspects a thing as 

Deviantartist LevitatingShrubbery 

puts Octodad to digital canvas.
 Winter may be over, but there’s still time to 

don Etsy Seller Cuteling’s League of 

Legends Teemo hat. 

 “I just had to substitute 

black shorts for the blue 

underwear since Ireland 

has been an icebox as of 

late,” says Lucia, from 

Dublin on her first Mad 

Moxxie-themed foray into 

cosplay. Much better than 

Phil’s attempt, that’s for 

sure. *shudder*

 GM reader Chris Ashankt 

got this incredible gaming 

tat of Chuck Rock for charity, 

raising a whopping £750 for 

the Asperger Syndrome 

Foundation. We salute you 

sir! Kudos to tattooist Adrian 

Robb for getting his needles 

out for free, too! 

SOCIAL  
 GROUSING

PS4 wont let me 
check my 
trophies offline. 
As an offline 

gamer who has no 
internet, this is a major 
problem. Sony need this 
patched as my Vita and 
PS3 do it fine.
Christopher Kelly, Facebook

You know, 
Bayonetta does 
actually have an 
amazing story. 

It’s a shame that it’s 
overshadowed by the 
provocativeness that 
puts some people off.
Luke Hardy, Facebook

Go with a PS4 
if that’s just 
what you enjoy, 
but in my 

opinion you’re paying 
£350 for a minimum 8-9 
months wait until they 
release something 
really inspiring. The 
games at the moment 
on it are absolutely 
mediocre. Honestly.
Darren Indierocknroll Jr,  

Facebook

Last generation, 
I thought GM 
were as tough 
as porterhouse 

steak when it came to 
PSP games. But with the 
Vita and with Tearaway 
those conceptions are 
totally obliterated.
James Davie, Facebook

MANIAC OF THE MONTH!
“I love it [Street Fighter] 

because it’s the only game 

that lets me slam a man’s 

head into a Russian’s 

crotch & then spinning 

piledrive them.” 

Kieran Galaska,  

@beardburrito

COSPLAY 
STAR!

KILLER 
FAN ART

D.I.Y.

MAGIC!
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Former Need For 
Speed dev Slightly 
Mad goes social in 
its new free-to-play 
driving stunner.

14 World Of Speed

twitter.com/gamesmaster12    APRIL 2014

Tails looks alright, but Sonic’s 

sporting a silly scarf and his arms 

have turned blue, while Knuckles 

has been on the ’roids…

BLUE TUBE
Sonic back on telly? Boom! Shake, shake, shake the ’toon!

Sonic is voiced by Roger Craig Smith, he of Chris 

Redfield and Ezio Auditore vocal chord-age.

2003’s Sonic X was made for Japanese viewers, while 

Sonic Boom will be aimed at anime-averse westerners.

Dr Robotnik (Eggman if you really must) looks like he’s 

been hard-boiled so long that he’s lost his eye yolks.

New look Sonic begs the 
question: “You’ve got to 
be echidna-ing?”

BOOM AND GLOOM
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The games, serving as prequels to the 

accompanying TV series, are set to place much 

more focus on collaborative play. Sonic, 

Knuckles, Tails and Amy will each be playable 

and offer up differing abilities. So far we’ve 

seen examples of Sonic dashing across the 

surface of a huge lake, Tails predictably 

’copter-ing about with his dual bum brushes 

and Amy bashing Badniks with her hammer.

Remember how Knuckles’ climbing ability

allowed you to reach new areas in the Mega 

Drive games? Well he’ll be fisting his way up 

walls again, though now with added 

ceiling-hanging skills. 

Naughty hog
On Wii U Sonic Boom is being developed by 

Big Red Button Entertainment, a developer

founded by Ex-Naughty Dog duo Bob Rafei and

Dan Arey. These two industry types boast back 

catalogues brimming with Jak & Daxter and 

Crash Bandicoot games. Perhaps their 

involvement also explains Sonic’s Nathan

Drake-style Boom-raider neckerchief? Over on 

3DS, the handheld version rests in the steady 

hands of Sly Racoon: Thieves In Time developer

Sanzaru Games. 

Interestingly, there are currently no plans 

to release Sonic Boom, the game or TV show, 

in Sonic’s home nation of Japan. Sonic Team, 

which is collaborating with BRB and Sanzaru on 

Boom, will continue to work on its own branch

of new Sonic titles.

Boom-a-wrong?
The TV series will air in the US later in 2014, with 

European launches yet to be announced. 

Dubbed an ‘ensemble comedy’, Sonic Boom 

will play out across 52 11-minute episodes.

Can Sonic Boom finally lift Sonic back into the 

realm of relevance after years of diminishing 

returns? This will be the third Sonic title in Sega’s 

partnership with Nintendo, and hopefully it can 

build on the good, though not groundbreaking, 

foundations of Sonic: Lost World.

Footage shows some genuinely exciting 

potential behind an ear-splitting dub-step 

soundtrack and controversial new character 

designs. In motion, there’s more than a passing 

resemblance to Ratchet & Clank’s combat, while

Sonic Heroes-style racing sections remind us of 

those sofa-breaking collaborative/competitive 

racing stages from Super Mario 3D World. Still… 

what is with that echidna? Q

IO Interactive teases 
details for new-gen 
Hitman. Now we’ve 
told you we’ll have 
to kill you…

16 New Hitman 20 The Big Picture 23 The GM To Do List

Breaking Bad star 
Aaron Paul races into 
cinemas in the 
surprisingly good 
Need For Speed film.

All the dates and 
major releases you 
need to know about 
taking place during 
the next month.

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Burning   
Question
              Do you like the new-look Sonic?

YES 

Meh, they don’t look 

that different. And to be 

honest, you can’t grab a 

new generation of fans 

with the old designs; as 

classic as they are 

they’re still outdated.

Gavin ‘Statik’ Goddard,

Facebook

The

No 
The new look is both 

stupid and impractical. 

With that stupid scarf 

surely all Eggman needs 

now is a well-timed 

hook to capture Sonic. 

Don’t even get me 

started on the issue of 

aerodynamics. 

Conor Magennis, Facebook

Visit www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

T
he legs! The scarf! The… bandages!? Calm yourself Sonic fans. Before 

the year is out The Hedgehog and pals will tear their way across two 

new games, called Sonic Boom, dashing exclusively onto Wii U and 3DS. 

Keeping pace is a new television CG animated series, while a line of toys

is also set to screech onto shelves. As you’ve no doubt gathered from 

these shots: Sonic Boom sees the blue blur and friends redesigned from

the ground up, with peculiarly protracted pegs, dubious attire and, 

in Knuckles’ case, alarming upper body growth. There must be something in the ants…

“THERE’S MORE THAN A PASSING 

RESEMBLANCE TO RATCHET & 

CLANK’S COMBAT”
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I
t’s no great slight on 

the newest racer out 

of Slighty Mad Studios 

(the team behind the

Need For Speed: Shift

series) to say that our 

hands-on didn’t quite live up to the 

preceding promotional activities at the 

game’s reveal event. Because, to be 

honest, not many gaming experiences 

can compete with driving a trio of 

supercars around an ex-F1 circuit just 

outside of Amsterdam. Perhaps a 

Mount Your Friends tournament with 

The Saturdays, but it’s a short list.

What the team did promise us was 

innovation, and a solution to some of the 

major problems plaguing the driving 

genre. The result of this is World Of 

Speed, an online, socially-focused team 

racing game in which finishing in pole 

position is far from the be all and end all 

when it comes to player goals. To 

encourage teamwork, and to prevent a 

first corner pile-up effectively ruining 

your experience before it’s even got 

started, you get a list of objectives at the 

start of each drive: things such as trading 

paintwork with all of the opposition, or 

spending ‘x’ amount of time drafting 

behind another car. Then there’s the 

matter of your Driver Score, an XP-style

system which rewards you for any 

positive in game actions – overtakes, 

following the racing line, etc – and not 

just getting on the podium.

As such, it isn’t simply the team with 

the best finishing positions at the end of

each competition that’s declared the

winner. By totting up what each player 

has achieved in terms of goal completion 

and XP, World of Speed calculates the PP

best team players and, ultimately, victors.

Capital games
This all plays out across a range of 

real-world locations, and we drove 

multiple races on both Brands Hatch and 

a London street circuit that winds 

through St James’s. Handling is very 

much on the arcadey end of the 

spectrum – this is a driving game 

designed for everyone, not just the 

enthusiast who stays up late adjusting 

the bolts on his custom racing seat. As 

lead producer Pete Morrish tells us: “It’s

more about making it easier for people to 

be great at racing games even if they’re 

not great at racing games. We want it to 

be easy, respectful, encouraging, and 

make you feel like a hero.” And in a more

socially acceptable way than wearing 

your He-Man costume in public.

When in control you can feel basic 

differences between models – the 

New driving MMO  
WORLD OF SPEED comes  
to PC as a zero-sum game

SOCIAL 
RACING 
TAKES THE 
FREE WAY

The game’s team structure means that 

these guys don’t necessarily want to run 

you off the road. They still might, mind.
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FIRST-PLAY OF

BRAND NEW

GAMES!

NEW 
REVEAL

“NOT MANY GAMING EXPERIENCES 

CAN COMPETE WITH DRIVING A TRIO 

OF SUPERCARS AROUND A CIRCUIT 

JUST OUTSIDE OF AMSTERDAM”

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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The car roster is yet to be

confirmed, but beasts such as 

the Mercedes SLS are present.

The upcoming games 
Team GM is itching for

As a big Lord Of The 

Rings fan, being able 

to run around 

Middle-earth as a 

ranger with wraith 

powers is an exciting 

prospect. And I’m 

invincible? Result! 

Bring on the orcs!
PS4, XO, PC, PS3, 360 – TBC 2014

DANIELLA’S PICK…

Middle-earth: 
Shadow Of Mordor

I’m both excited and 

worried by this one. On 

one hand, a new Metal 

Gear experience is just 

days away. But. But. 

Why have we barely seen a peep of it? 

I’m worried it’ll last no more than a 

couple of hours – an experience no 

bigger than MGS 2’s Tanker opening, 

sold separately rather than bundled 

with The Phantom Pain next year. Please 

prove me wrong, Koj.
PS4, XO, PS3, 360 – 20 March

MATT PELLETT’S PICK…

Metal Gear Solid V: 
Ground 
Zeroes

It’s so close you can 

almost taste the blood, 

sweat and tears. I’ve lost 

count of how many 

conversations I’ve had 

with fellow gamers 

about FromSoft’s first 

two Souls games. After 

eking out so much game time from Dark 

Souls (mainly because I’m rubbish at it, 

admittedly) I’m totally ready for a new 

challenge. You can keep your Bed of 

Chaos, though. Oh, and NG+ Four Kings 

can do one.
PC, PS3, 360 – 14 March

MATT GILMAN’S PICK…

Dark Souls II

McLaren was more responsive than the 

powerful Mercedes SLS – but currently

there’s just not much joy to be found 

behind the wheel. It feels like you’re 

fighting to get around corners even

when on the correct racing line, and 

you constantly have to make 

micro-adjustments to get the car back

where you want it.

Free wheeling
The fact that the game comes with a zero

pound price tag reinforces the ethos of

inclusivity behind World Of Speed. 

And while free-to-play has become 

something of a dirty term of late, the 

team at Slighty Mad is convinced that its

game won’t be adding to the freemium/

pay-to-win debate. “We’re ‘good’ 

free-to-play!” says Pete. “We don’t charge 

for competitive advantage, although 

anything other than that is going to be 

fair game. We’re trying to build a 

community: we want to keep our user 

base happy, so our chargeables need to 

represent value for our players.”

This is an on-going project that will 

evolve in the wild during its lifespan. It’s

ambitious, with clubs of racers 

competing for ownership of the various 

tracks, a social and stunt playground 

called the Airfield for players to mess 

about in, and a level of attention to detail

often not present in free titles. The basic 

driving model needs some fine tuning, 

and details of car and location lists will 

play a big factor. But racers across the 

board (the game’s currently only 

confirmed for PC, but consoles, “are not 

a definite no”) should keep tabs on this

different approach from a studio with 

unquestionable genre heritage. Q

Burning   
Question
              When it comes to racing games 

do you prefer arcade or 
simulation?

Arcade
There is nothing more 

fun than driving up the 

side of a wall and firing 

giant rockets forwards 

at the unsuspecting 

racer ahead, only to 

watch them blow up 

in flames.
Adam McCloughlin, 

Facebook

The

Simulation
Sim all the time. I think 

simulations are far more 

popular these days and 

with the machines 

becoming more 

sophisticated gamers 

expect more than 

Outrun-style physics.
Leighton Morrell, Facebook

Visit www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

When not on the track you’re able to show off your motors in clubhouses, 

accessed by winning territories in competition with other teams.

Tracks are set in real-world locations. Here we see St Petersburg’s iconic church… 

or is it the grandest Iced Gem sculpture ever made?
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HITMAN WITH THE 
NEW-GEN PLAN
Agent 47 is set to take out a contract on PS4 and XO

A
brand new Hitman 

game has been 

confirmed for PS4, XO 

and PC. IO Interactive 

is suiting up for the 

development 

responsibilities once more and has 

shocked precisely no one by revealing

the new instalment will again star 

bullet-bonced anti-hero Agent 47.

“The game concentrates on the core 

Hitman fantasy of using a wide range of 

tools to take out a diverse group of

targets across expansive, exotic locations 

around the world,” IO Interactive

announced. “We’re building this game 

on the backbone of the Glacier 2 engine,

using the best parts and what we have 

learnt from Absolution and drawing 

inspiration from past titles such as 

Contracts and Blood Money to fulfil the 

core Hitman fantasy. That means we’re 

packing in an extreme level of detail on 

the largest levels we have ever built.”

Hit harder
From what IO Interactive says, it sounds

like new-gen Hitman may even be

classed as an open-world game. 

“We’ve adopted an open, non-linear level 

design approach to the game,” IO

explained, “ensuring the game will play 

out across huge, checkpoint-free 

sandbox levels.

“Our aim is to create living, breathing 

and believable levels which will allow 

gamers to play around with the AI to 

create those unique moments every fan 

of the Hitman franchise loves.”

Other details choked from the gobs 

of IO include the return of the 

ace multiplayer Contracts mode from

Absolution. We’ll be playing as Agent

47, “at the prime of his career,” when 

he’s shacked up with the ICA alongside

long time handler Diana Burnwood. 

Hardened assassins will be glad to hear 

those bottomless ‘magic pockets’ are set

to disappear as well. We’re totally ready 

to start hiding handguns in flower

bouquets again.

Earlier reports that IO Interactive were 

dropping the Hitman series have been

confirmed as hokum, though it is true 

that Square Montreal are beavering away 

on a few mobile games, some of which 

may be Hitman related. Q

This month we ask

the question:

Should every game 

have multiplayer?

The dev
Yui Tanimura

Co-director, Dark Souls 2, FromSoftware

Multiplayer is a method and is purely 

dependant on the game’s concept. I 

think the difference is whether you want 

to sink deep into a book, or play sports 

with people. I don’t think it directly 

determines the quality of the game.

The critic
Daniella Lucas

Production Editor, GamesMaster

I can understand the temptation: devs 

want you to hold onto their game for 

longer. But it’s just not necessary for 

story-heavy games. I’d rather the 

resources used for superfluous MP go 

into improving the main game further.

The reader
Ruairí Coughlan

GM Reader, Facebook

For the past couple of years single-player 

games have provided the best MP 

experiences. For example, TLOU, 

Assassin’s Creed, Mass Effect 3 and GTA 

V. As long as it doesn’t compromise the 

single-player: I’m happy.

“WE’RE TOTALLY READY TO START 
HIDING HANDGUNS IN FLOWER 
BOUQUETS AGAIN”

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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B
e honest: who would 

have gone out of their 

way to pick up Zone Of 

The Enders  on PS2 if it 

was released without 

that second disc? Konami included 

the lengthy Tanker demo of MGS2 

and suddenly those 40 English 

pounds couldn’t be thrown at your 

local game shop proprietor fast 

enough. But fast-forward to 2014 

and Konami isn’t bundling its latest 

MGS teaser with a game of any 

description: Ground Zeroes costs 

£20-£40 depending on format and 

version, and won’t come included 

with The Phantom Pain… Rage?

Not from me. Johnny ‘speedrun’ 

No-mates might whiz through 

Ground Zeroes in two hours but I 

anticipate spending a hell of a lot 

longer mucking about in Kojima’s 

new sandbox. I must have spent days 

experimenting in MGS2’s Tanker, 

shooting ice cubes, rolling through 

magazine racks and carefully 

positioning sleeping guards into 

back-breaking positions. “GZ offers 

freedom of approach and play style, 

which we hope players will enjoy 

over and over,” Tweeted Kojima. In 

Koj we trust.

But I am worried: what if other 

publishers sees this and think they 

can get away with it too? There’s a 

dangerous precedent being set here, 

and they might think it’s okay to 

charge for demo-like ‘prequels’ in 

the future. You know who we mean… 

This is only something that will 

work when we’re talking about a 

series boasting a peerless record of 

quality. Quality, it should be noted, 

that Kojima has never failed to  

deliver in the past. Q��

1  PS4 to get a Dark Souls 
exclusive spin-off

NeoGAFer DemonNite reckons so. 

Shuhei Yoshida said on the PS Blogcast 

that, “lots of things that Dark Souls did… 

inspired us when we were designing the 

system features for PS4.”

2  Spiritual sequel to Star 
Wars: Galaxies coming

According to Sony Onine president John 

Smedly, their next as-yet unannounced 

MMO (though not a Star Wars game) will 

be, “a game that the old [Galaxies] 

players will feel right at home in.” 

3  Naughty Dog is thinking 
about The Last Of Us 2

In the run-up to the release of DLC 

chapter Left Behind, The Last Of Us 

writer Neil Druckmann has revealed he’s 

been part of studio brainstorming 

sessions for new IP and, yes, a sequel.

4  PS1/2 compatibility 
coming to PS4

Eurogamer’s secret spies have claimed 

this will be achieved through upscaled 

HD emulation, rather than just relying on 

the PlayStation Now streaming service 

to get the job done.

Four of the month’s 
hottest rumours

STATS MAGIC The gaming month in facts and figures

“This will only work  
with a series boasting 
peerless quality”

It’s true! MGS V: Ground Zeroes can be finished in 
two hours. Would you pay £40 for such a ‘demo’? 
Matt SG points out that we have done before

Number of players dipping into League Of Legends 

every day. Also the number of players that could  

destroy wannabe LOLer Matt SG (unless he’s Nidalee. 

Then it’s 26,999,998)

27,000,000
Number of Xbox One 

prototypes Microsoft went 

through before settling on the 

current black slab. 

Number of game industry 

bods in The Sunday Times’ list 

of 500 most influential Brits. 

Only two?! Outrageous.

75+ 2

TAKE 
AIM

YOUR  
EYES  
ONLY…4

“PUBLISHERS MIGHT THINK IT’S 

OK TO CHARGE FOR DEMOS” 

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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Burning   
Question
              What other gaming series would 

work as a collectible card game?

Final Fantasy 

Got plenty of games to 

choose good Shiny 

cards from in FF. 

Kev Thompson, Facebook

The

Mass Effect 
There’d have to be a 

Shiny Shepard card, or 

failing that Thane. 

Christopher Galazka, 

Facebook

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

18    APRIL 2014 twitter.com/gamesmaster

In typical Blizzard fashion, the 

presentation is superb, with great 

atmospheric interludes.

You will pull this face every time 

you earn enough gold to get yourself 

a booster pack.

U
s Europeans can now 

join in the open beta 

for Blizzard’s 

collectible card game, 

Hearthstone: Heroes 

of Warcraft.

We’ve been playing through both 

closed and open betas and can confirm: 

it’s certainly worth investing some time 

in. That’s providing you ensure there’s 

absolutely nothing else on your plate 

for hours/days to come. 

Unlike pretty much every CCG going, 

the rules of Hearthstone are incredibly 

simple. Your main hero card faces off 

against an opposing hero (either human 

or AI controlled) by placing cards along 

a single row and using mana resources 

to fuel further card placements and 

attacks. Deceptive depth bubbles to the 

surface once spells, weapons, special 

unit types and shiny rare cards come 

into play.  Each match rapidly evolves 

into a smug-of-war, with players 

slamming down hands, believing 

they’ve got the win, only to see the 

tables turn. It looks great, too, unusually 

so for a humble CCG. Search for Gmania 

to challenge Matt SG to a match. Q

FULL HEARTH!
Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft 
goes all-in for card gaming glory…
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No, we don’t want to continue thanks…

TUSK KIDDING
…so Black Tusk is set to work on the new 

Gears Of War title, huh? Where does that 

leave that mysterious untitled stealth 

spy game we saw at E3? Apparently that 

was only ever a concept piece and was 

never given a green light to begin with.

FENIX RISING
Microsoft has finally taken the plunge, 

opened its wallet and out-and-out bought 

the Gears Of War franchise from Epic 

Games. Development duties for the next 

title in the series will fall to Msoft’s very

own super-studio Black Tusk…

SLIM WHEN

YOU’RE WINNING
GM’s PS Vita ‘fat’ is looking over at our 

new Slim model with jealous eyes, but it

needn’t worry too much. While the £180

redesigned handheld is 20% thinner and 

15% lighter, the older model’s OLED 

screen is more vibrant than the new LCD 

one. We say: stick with the original model.

SAFE AS HOUSES?
It’s not all sunshine and buttercups in 

the land of PlayStation 4, as hundreds of 

gamers have had a save-corrupting 

error acid-rain on their gaming parades. 

There’s a fix now, though, so if you’ve 

encountered error code CE-34878-0 

then get downloading the latest system 

software patch.

SPACE ATTORNEY
Over $300,000 (approx £181,000) 

worth of real-money damage was 

incurred during the biggest space battle 

in EVE Online’s history. It all kicked off 

like a galactic Scorsese flick, when one 

member of a corporation failed to make 

a protection payment. 4,000 pilots got 

in on the fray in the PC-only MMO. 

STICK WITH US
Staring at this month’s sticker sheet and 

wondering where those rectangles go? 

Wonder no longer! They’re decals for 

your new-gen machines. Stick them onto 

your consoles (don’t worry – they’ll peel 

off!) to celebrate March’s big exclusives.

CART BLANCHE
A super rare NES game on eBay saw 

bidding end at a wallet-numbing 

$100,000 (approx £61,000). The 

winning bidder retracted their offer, 

however, claiming that it was their 

two-year-old sprog doing the errant 

bidding. The game in question, 

Nintendo World Championships, 

usually fetches around $18,000, with 

only 90 thought to be out in the wild.

PULSES RACING
You can now pick up a PS4 Pulse 2.0 

Bluetooth headset for your PS4. The 

sleek blue-banded ear-assaulter will set 

you back £80, and can run for eight 

hours on a single charge. It comes with a

PS Vita jack included, so you can choose 

to look like a right twonk on the bus too.

Topping the leaderboard this issue...

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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1
Rapper Kid Cudi

plays a

helicopter pilot 

who helps Tobey get out 

of a few scrapes (the best 

of which is pictured here). 

He’s the ‘funny one’, and

has a couple of 

memorable moments.

2
Aaron Paul 

offers a wide 

range of 

emotions throughout, 

from ‘serious while racing’

to ‘serious while talking’ 

to this one, ‘serious while 

being the only person not 

looking at the camera’.

3
Mr Serious 

doesn’t go it 

alone. He’s 

accompanied by Anita 

(Imogen Poots), a friend

of his car’s owner. At first

he’s annoyed she has to

tag along, but you can 

guess what happens...
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THE HOTTEST SHOT

OF THE GAMING

MONTH!

THE BIG 
PICTURE

1
2

4

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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A
s any self-respecting 

gamer knows, 

movies based on our 

favourite pastime 

tend to get a bad 

reputation, thanks 

to stinkers such as Super Mario Bros, 

Max Payne and House Of The Dead. 

The latest effort trying to break that 

myth is Need For Speed, and while 

it’ll definitely never win an Oscar it’s 

a surprisingly good adaptation.

Tobey Marshall (Breaking Bad’s Aaron 

Paul) is a mechanic and car nut who 

gets sent to jail when he’s wrongly 

accused of killing his mate in a street 

race. When he gets out he’s offered 

the chance to enter a secret race in 

which his chum’s actual killer 

(Dominic Cooper) will be taking part. 

Trouble is, he’s in New York and has to 

get to the start of the race in California 

in 45 hours. We smell a road trip: a 

ruddy fast one, at that.

Road Rash
Need For Speed’s plot isn’t based on a 

specific game in the series, instead it 

takes elements from each title. The 

whole ‘racing across America’ part is 

clearly inspired by NFS The Run, 

there’s canyon racing a la NFS Carbon 

and there’s even a cheeky scene 

involving a schoolbus (which could be 

unlocked in older NFS games).

It’s not afraid to throw in its own 

ideas though, coming up with the sort 

of setpieces that wouldn’t be out of 

place in Grand Theft Auto V. 

Highlights include the ridiculous ‘hot 

fuel’ section (in which Tobey’s friends 

drive next to him at 130mph on the 

motorway and refill his car’s petrol 

tank on the move), and a scene 

involving a helicopter that gives new 

meaning to the phrase, “need a lift?”

Braking bad
Add to that all the usual Need For 

Speed elements – police chases, 

ridiculous powerslides, even a ‘focus’ 

section where time slows down – and 

you’ve got a film that, while not totally 

lifted from the games, should still 

appeal to fans of them.

We’ll be honest: because Need For 

Speed has appeared with very little 

fanfare or hype we expected it to be 

atrocious. Instead, we came away 

pleasantly surprised. Don’t get us 

wrong, it’s a mindless popcorn flick 

and it’s cheesy – good lord, is it cheesy 

– but if you’re a fan of the similarly 

cheddar-scented The Fast And The 

Furious films then we can think of 

worse things for racing fans to do 

on a night out. Q

“TOBEY’S FRIENDS DRIVE NEXT TO 

HIM AT 130MPH AND REFILL HIS 

CAR’S PETROL TANK ON THE MOVE”

4
Brit actor 

Dominic Cooper 

plays Gino, the

token baddie. He’s a nasty

piece of work who causes 

a fatal accident and then

frames Tobey for it. His 

American accent is 

decent, mind.

5
Of course, the 

real stars of the 

film are the cars 

themselves. Fans of Ford

Mustangs will be in

heaven, and there’s 

another brilliant race 

involving three 

Koenigseggs. 

3

5

WE FEEL 
THE NEED 

FOR SPEED
The movie adaptation of EA’s 
racing game series is coming 

to the big screen in March, 
and we’ve already seen it...

Aaron Paul does his best Batman 

impression, speaking in a gruff voice 

that’s so low only dogs feel threatened.

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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              What’s the best stealth  
game ever made?

Hitman: Blood 
Money 
You know you’ve done 

stealth properly when 

you see a news report 

saying the guy died in 

an accident and no 

one even knows you 

were there.

Joe Thompson, Facebook

Metal Gear Solid
MGS gave me a 

completely different 

experience of gaming 

that encouraged 

patience and 

appreciation of all 

aspects of the game. 

I must have spent hours 

hiding in lockers and 

boxes calling Otacon 

every time I found a 

naughty poster.

Becky Sutcliffe, Facebook

Manhunt
Cos if anyone found you 

on those first few levels, 

all you had to defend 

yourself with was a 

plastic bag!

James Purcell, Facebook

Metal Gear Solid
Sneaking around so the 

guards don’t get you 

and Psycho Mantis 

reading your memory 

card was pure class.

Will Wood, Facebook

Tenchu: Wrath 
of Heaven
Brilliant music to get 

you immersed. 

Satisfying difficulty. 

Great gameplay/

controls and the level 

design was 10/10.

Amy Powis, @Ulyath 

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

W
hat with Thief’s 

Garrett stealing our

cover for himself 

two issues back and 

now a 200-year-old

goblin channelling 

his inner Solid Snake, 2014 sure is 

putting its stealthiest foot forward. 

And the good news is that age seems 

to be no impediment for this greedy 

green grifter.

Styx: Master Of Shadows (based in the 

Of Orcs And Men universe) takes place in 

the enormous Tower Of Akenash, which 

the Humans and Elves have built to 

protect a sacred tree, at the centre of

which lies the powerful – not to mention 

valuable – Amber. And it’s this that you, 

as Styx, are attempting to get your

hands on.

What this means in practical terms 

is a lot of hiding, climbing, looting and 

neck-snapping – all of stealth gaming’s 

core food groups. Each level in Akenash 

has multiple routes through it so you 

can plan your own approach, but with 

Styx weak in direct combat staying 

unseen is key.

Double daring
He does however have some tricks up 

his scaly sleeves in the form of magical 

powers, including the ability to turn 

invisible for a brief period of time and the

capacity to create a clone of himself – this 

can be used for distractions, or to open 

up alternative routes by flicking switches 

or crawling into tight spaces.

Both combat and platforming look 

solid, and the game’s setting and 

anti-hero give it a fresh spin within the 

genre. Developer Cyanide’s track record 

so far isn’t great, admittedly, but our first

look suggests that Styx may emerge 

from the shadows and enter the spotlight 

as its release approaches later in 2014. Q��

GOBLIN UP FOCUS’ 
NEW SNEAKER
Styx: Master Of Shadows sees the light of day

We’re pretty sure this guy’s seen 

you. We’re also pretty sure it won’t 

matter in half a second’s time.

“A LOT OF HIDING, CLIMBING, 
LOOTING AND NECK-SNAPPING – ALL 
OF STEALTH’S CORE FOOD GROUPS”

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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FALL’S GOLD
All Xbox One owners should read our preview 

this month then go buy Titanfall for online

shooter awesomeness. Nice collector’s ed, too!

REAPY CHEAP
Diablo III: Reaper of Souls touches down on

PC. Add Matt SG (gmania) for day-one action!

CHOICE PICKS
Big hitters Thief, PVZ: Garden Warfare and 

Castlevania: LOS2 are all out today. Turn toLL

Reviews now to see how two of them fare…

SOUL AGAIN
Take a seat at the GM bonfire with issue 276, 

out today. What will we make of Dark Souls 2?

OVERDUE SOUTH
Like South Park? Get to the shops! Obsidian’s

long-delayed JRPG The Stick Of Truth voids its 

foul-mouthed humour on PC, PS3 and 360.

28/02

27/03

GET INVOLVED!
MGS: Ground Zeroes is out today. Share your 

forays into Camp Omega with us on Twitter.

21/03

25/03

07/03

14/03

21/03

LEAF IT OUT!
Visit www.cvg.co.uk for the 

latest news from The Game 

Developers Conference.

Top sessions include an AC: 

New Leaf post-mortem.

17/03

Crucial dates for your gaming 
diary. If you only do one thing 
this month, eat, but otherwise 
make a note of these events...

THE  
TO DO LIST FIERY BISCUITS

Yearning for a new PS4 exclusive? Today’s 

your day: go grab inFamous: Second Son.

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

01 02 03 04 05 06

INCOMING  Six big releases headed to a format near you…

Pac-Man And The
Ghostly Adventures

Format Wii U, PS3, 360, 3DSt

Released 7 March

Watch Dogs
Format PS4, XO,t

Wii U, PC, PS3, 360

Released Spring 2014

The Elder Scrolls Online
Format PS4, XO, PCt

Released 4 April (PC),

June (PS4, XO)

The Crew
Format PS4, XO, PCt

Released Autumn 2014

Final Fantasy X/X-2 HD
Remaster

Format PS3, PS Vitat

Released 21 March

Destiny
Format PS4, XO, PS3, 360t

Released 9 September 2014
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THE ELDER SCROLLS ONLINE

T
he Elder Scrolls Online (TESO to 

its friends) threatens to become 

the all-encompassing RPG 

experience. It attempts to meld 

the supposedly unmeldable 

components of its single-player, 

open-world predecessors with massively 

multiplayer communities and content. There’s a lot 

that could go wrong, but a hell of a lot that could go 

oh-so right. Can it place you, the player, at the centre 

of its world?  Even as so many others out there fight 

alongside you? And can a series so long dedicated  

to densely packed worlds spread its systems 

convincingly over the vastness of an MMO space?

To be honest, and this speaks volumes regarding the 

sheer scale of the game, even after days ploughed 

into the pre-release betas, there are no solid answers 

to these questions yet. We’ve a Dragonborn’s 

pocketful of impressions, but there’s just so much 

game here. After the first ten action-packed hours of 

play we zoomed out our map to see how much of the 

space we had explored and were blown away by how 

little land we had covered. 

There is one question every series fan will have that 

we can answer pretty much straight away, though: 

does this feel like an Elder Scrolls game? Yes, it does.

The artistic direction behind TESO’s Tamriel is 

clearly geared towards capturing the sense of 

We take a week-long tour of The Elder Scrolls Online 
to see if it can do the impossible and live up to the 

‘massively-multiplayer-Skyrim’ hype… 
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The Wailing Prison makes for a suitably atmospheric tutorial dungeon, allowing you to test your 

chosen starter weapon against self-detructing flame atronachs.

place just as we remember it, while also offering 

up new ideas of its own. We spotted Ayleid ruins 

– complete with ethereally glowing tree murals 

and jagged crystal pedestals – dotted around 

the Summerset Isles. Familiar sights such as 

these complement brand new environments. 

Canvas bazaar tents flap in the desert breeze  

of Stros M’Kai just south of the Hammerfell 

mainland, for example.

Cyrodiil or no diil?
This depth of presentation carries through to 

the clothes and armour people wear, the 

architecture of the inns, shops and dungeons, 

and the infectiously mimicable accents and 

dialects of the unfathomable number of fully 

voice-acted characters you speak with.

One of our prime worries when 

approaching TESO was that the typical things 

a traditional MMO might task you with doing 

– killing ‘X’ number of spiders, or collecting ‘Y’ 

number of runes, for example – could deaden 

the unpredictable atmosphere of the places 

we know and love. Though we obviously 

can’t speak for how questing will unfold 

months down the line after release, during our 

time within Tamriel’s embrace each quest felt 

fleshed out, considered and even hand-crafted. 

Even the ones where you are collecting or 

killing stuff are bulked up with a sense of 

meaning, of purpose.

In the space of an afternoon we had burned 

a series of demonic tomes sealing away 

ancient Deadric devilry, saved some 

shipwrecked marines from becoming a large 

snake-filling sacrifice and halted an evil- 

looking ritual in order to enlist the services of 

a shady crew of mercenaries. 

On the face of it, these were collect, fight and 

fetch quests. But they were all wrapped up in 

compelling lore-infused packages that Elder 

Scrolls fans will lap up greedily.

And then there are the really memorable 

quests. The ones that buck many prevailing 

MMO storytelling trends. After delving into a 

nearby ruined temple we had to make a choice. 

One of the two NPCs we had been travelling 

with had to be sacrificed to spend the rest of 

eternity trapped within a purgatorial domain 

with naught but a rampaging demon to torture/

sustain them. We can’t think of an MMO that has 

actually given us pause for thought like this. We 

were adventuring alone at the time (the press 

beta, presumably for reasons of smoothness, 

was fairly under-populated) but we can 

anticipate parties of players agonising and 

debating over these kinds of decisions. 

Perhaps the most illustrative moment during 

our time playing through our starter area of 

Mistral City and its surroundings surfaced when 

we came to leave for the next area. A whole 

group of NPCs rocked up to see us off, all of 

whom we’d helped or hindered through our 

adventuring. Rather than simply boot you out 

into the next zone, TESO takes the time to frame 

the experience of the one you leave behind.

Before you start packing your alchemy gear 

and revising your dragon shouts, however, 

certain elements of this MMO-ed Tamriel seem 

to lack the (Daedra) heart that made The Elder 

Scrolls so compelling to begin with.

There are plenty of places to go and things 

to see across the many different zones, but too 

often we were ‘distracted’ by a point of interest 

that was… well… uninteresting. You know how 

in Skyrim or Oblivion you could wander into a 

random house and not know what to expect? 

Our favourite Skyrim memories derived from 

simply looking around, reading the 

environment and seeing a world lived-in. 

Broken furniture, a bloody note scrawled on 

burned paper, a locked cellar door… “What 

happened here?” we would ask. TESO doesn’t 

offer that experience. Take a journey to Monkey 

Rest, which sounds like it should be a lot of fun. 

Well, Monkey Rest is just a plain house. With 

some monkeys in it. The end.

TESO’s Tamriel, for all of its excellent writing 

and beauteous surroundings, doesn’t capture 

this ‘lived-in’ feel. Like a showroom house, many 

of its locations look the part, but are without the 

threads of meaningful emotive tapestry fans 

will anticipate. There are other areas where the 

standard expectations of Elder Scrolls veterans 

have been challenged, too…

Agro-nian
Combat has changed, which may not be a bad 

thing. For all of its wonders, Skyrim was 

perhaps weakest when it came to getting your 

blades dirty. It required little more than flailing 

melee, the occasional bout of stealth/magic 

and a whole lot of back-pedalling. For combat 

to work in an MMO, with players working 

together, it needs to become decidedly more 

tactical. And it has.

Our early access was limited to the PC 

version, and the combat controls will resonate 

with old hands. Left-click and you’ll attack with 

First-person view is great for atmosphere. 

Not so much for anything else…

   WHICH VERSION  

   SHOULD I BUY?

If you’re used to 

playing MMOs on a 

PC, and you have one 

powerful enough, 

then we’d obviously 

recommend that 

version. It’s the one 

the developers use to 

test new builds and 

it’ll likely be the one to 

be updated soonest 

when new content or 

patches become 

available. If you’re 

lucky enough to own 

two new-gen consoles 

then you’ll want to 

look long and hard 

at the PS4 version, 

as PS Plus, unlike 

XBL Gold, isn’t a 

requirement to play.

“IF YOU’RE A SORCERER 

WHO LIKES WIELDING TWO-

HANDED WARHAMMERS 

THEN POWER TO YOU”

Feature
On The Cover!
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your chosen weapon, right-click and you’ll block. 

Click both buttons together and you’ll shield 

bash, useful for interrupting foes. Hold down 

your left button and you’ll charge up a power 

attack. So far, so Skyrim. But very quickly you’re 

introduced to the reworked Skill systems of 

TESO. Each class has three unique skill trees to 

go with the various universal batches available 

to all. These are what will come to define your 

character and lend them the combat role 

affability necessary when working in a team. 

Our Dragon Knight, for example, is able to 

control the battlefield, dragging enemies 

towards him – Mortal Kombat Scorpion style – 

and away from our lightly armoured teammates.

Skills can be upgraded, too. Use a skill enough 

and it’ll level up and morph into one of two 

altered versions. Our foe-pulling Fiery Grip skill, 

for example, becomes Empowering Chains, 

which ensures the next attack we land on our 

dragged foe does extra damage. We could have 

opted for Extended Chains, however, letting us 

grab enemies from further away.

Any class can use any weapon, so if you’re 

a Sorcerer who likes wielding two-handed 

warhammers then power to you. Your hammer- 

wielding skills will increase along with your 

class skills, should you use them regularly.

This freedom when building a character 

means it’s easier to commit to just one. Any 

MMO gamer will tell you it can be annoying, 

months down the line, to suddenly want to play 

as an up-close melee warrior, but not being able 

to because you’ve committed too much time 

and effort into building a mage. From this early 

stage it appears as though TESO has a solution. 

Unbinding weapons and armour from classes 

does, however, make it harder to identify other 

players and their ideal roles in a party.

Die another Daedra
Your ability to use this huge number of skills 

whenever you want is deliberately hindered. 

You’re only able to use six skills at any one time 

(12 total once you unlock an extra weapon set 

slot). Not only is this ideal when it comes to 

KATE BECKINSALE

Members of the 

Aldmeri Dominion will 

meet Kate Beckinsale’s 

character fairly early 

on in their main quest 

line. The Underworld and The 

Aviator star voices adventurous 

royal, Queen Ayrenn.

ALFRED MOLINA

Best known for his 

turn as Doctor Otto 

Octavius in Sam Raimi’s 

Spider-Man 2, Alfred 

Molina lends his 

chords to sly wizard and political type 

Abnur Tharn. 

JOHN CLEESE

No stranger to 

videogames, having 

been part of Fable III 

and Jade Empire, 

Fawlty Towers and 

Monty Python legend John Cleese 

takers on the role of Cadwell, a 

pot-wearing loony with a lute.

LYNDA CARTER

That’s right, Wonder 

Woman. Lynda Carter 

reprises her role as 

Azura, Daedric 

Princess of Dusk and 

Dawn. Lynda’s been involved in The 

Elder Scrolls since Morrowind, 

having played Nords and Orcs until 

Skyrim came along.

MICHAEL GAMBON

Professor Dumbledore 

may be long gone, but 

his familiar tones can 

be heard delivering 

the lines of The 

Prophet, a blind old seer. Be an 

Argonian Sorcerer and he’ll say, 

“You’re a lizard Harry.” If only...

MALCOLM MCDOWELL

The Clockwork Orange 

actor and voice of 

Killzone 3’s Stahl makes 

a welcome return to 

the Elder Scrolls’ folds 

in the role of Molag Bal. This Daedric 

god is TESO’s chief baddie.

BILL NIGHY

Not one to shy away 

from a billowing cast 

of English brilliance, 

it’s only Davy Jones 

from Pirates Of The 

Caribbean. Nighy plays High King 

Emeric, who’ll lead players opting 

into the Daggerfall Covenant.

AND THE REST…

Other recognisable voices that crop 

up include Jennifer Hale (FemShep, 

Mass Effect), Jim Ward (Captain 

Qwark, Ratchet & Clank), Peter 

Stormare (The Replacer, COD: Black 

Ops II’s ads) and Kevin Michael 

Richardson (Tartarus, Halo 2).

CASTING 
SPELLS
Meet the tonsils 
behind Tamriel’s 
troupe…

Press and hold the F key (on PC)

when near a fellow player and a neat

quick-select social menu pops up.

The towns look great but it’s hard to distinguish 

between merchants and regular NPC homes.

    HOW MUCH  

    WILL IT COST?

TESO is a startlingly 

expensive proposition. 

The Imperial Edition, 

packing the titular 

additional race to play 

as, will hit you up for 

an initial £90 blow in 

physical form, or £70 

should you opt for a 

digital edition. The 

regular edition will be 

£39.99. On top of that 

there’s a monthly 

subscription of £9 to 

consider.
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THE ELDER SCROLLS ONLINE

Make sure whoever you pick is a class-act...

HERO HOUR
Prepare for launch with our handy character-building guide!

Aldmeri Dominion
If you like…

Oblivion
Pick this southern alliance and you’ll start out on the 

isle of Khenarthi’s Roost, just to the south of Elsweyr, 

before heading to the verdant green isle of Auridon. 

Your main quest line takes you into the service of 

Queen Ayrenn, whose dodgy-dealing (but likable) 

Khajiit bodyguard Razum-Dar teaches you the ropes.

Khajiit
These feline folk have had a hard time 

of it recently, with disease wreaking 

havoc across their homelands. Their 

Elvin neighbours have helped them restore order 

and so for this reason they join forces.

Altmer
These glow-skinned uppity Elves 

were the earliest denizens of Tamriel, 

and have an aptitude for magic. Their 

ultimate racial skill ‘Highborn’ lets them increase 

magika recovery for a period of time.

Bosmer
While stealth is scaled back compared 

with other Elder Scrolls games, the 

Wood Elves benefit from a passive 

ability that increases the effective range of their 

stealth. They can also summon bears for help. Bears.

Nightblade
If you like…

Stealth attacks
The classic rogue class, annoying for 

anyone except the person playing as 

them. Here there be stuns.

Assassin’s Blade
A nice finisher, this, dealing 

more damage the lower the health of 

your enemies.

Shadow Cloak
Need to scarper? This ability 

will let you do so without hassle, 

rendering you invisible.

Strife
Activate this to deal damage- 

over-time to your opponent. When it’s 

active you’ll receive healing, too.

Mage’s Fury
A bombastic lightning attack 

that occasionally causes a target to 

explode for extra damage.

Rune Prison
Odd one this. Ensures an 

enemy becomes disoriented but heals 

them up as well. 

Unstable Familiar
This summoned imp is more 

of a distraction than a damage-dealer, 

unlike the Ultimate Storm Atronach.

Sun Fire
Your basic fireball attack, 

with added snare effect. Also deals 

some minimal damage over time.

Rushed Ceremony
The first healing spell you’ll 

come across, letting you rejuvenate 

yourself or allies from afar.

Puncturing Strikes
One of the most effective 

area-of-effect spells accessible from 

early on, this hurts up to four foes.

Spiked Armour
A very cool-looking spell, 

granting back-busting armour for a 

limited time. Perfect for tanks.

Searing Strike
Summon a giant fiery claw to 

rend a targeted foe and deal lasting 

burning damage.

Stonefist
This unsubtle but effective 

attack knocks back enemies by 

lobbing a ruddy great boulder at them.

Sorcerer
If you like…

Dishing out hurt
Unlike most MMOs, the possibility of 

heavy armour means this damage- 

dealing mage class isn’t as vulnerable.

Templar
If you like…

Healing pals
Use sun power to deal damage and 

heal. Make great team players and 

highly survivable when solo-ing.

Dragon Knight
If you like…

Taking the hits
A combination of fire and melee 

wrapped up in a crowd-controlling 

damage-over-time package.

Orc
Orcs, famously easily riled, have a 

Berserker Rage Ultimate ability 

letting them deal out impressively 

high damage over time. Seething GM prod ed 

Dani’s fave race, no doubt…

Redguard
Tamriel lorehounds will know that 

Redguards’ desert upbringing 

makes them an athletic bunch.  

Their skillset is based around stamina recovery, 

ideal for dual wielders.

Breton
Probably the most traditionally 

human of the Race line-up, Bretons 

were once ruled over by the Altmer, 

meaning they are more adept at magic than most 

other human races.

Dunmer
The Dark Elves aren’t exactly the most 

affable bunch. Thankfully they have 

diverse affinities, letting them resist 

fire, gain more experience using dual weapons and 

even summon ghostly apparitions for aid.

Nord
This hard-to-kill race of northerners 

boasts passive skills such as Rugged 

and Robust, which increase armour 

and health. They also have a Battle Cry ability which 

increases damage by them and all nearby players.

Argonian
Matt SG’s favourite race, mainly due to 

their Amphibious passive ability that 

lets them move through water quickly. 

At least, that’s what he says. More likely it’s because 

of the potential for horn related jokes.

Daggerfall Covenant
If you like…

Daggerfall
High King Emeric rules over the Daggerfall 

Covenant, by virtue of political manoeuvrings with 

the Bretons, political marriage with the Redguards 

and political, uh, willy-waving with the Orcs. Pick 

this faction to start out in the desert climes of Stros 

M’Kai, off the south coast of Hammerfell.

Ebonheart Pact
If you like…

Skyrim
Not ready to say goodbye to the icy crags and 

Nordic accents of Skyrim? Then the Ebonheart 

Pact is for you. You’ll start out on Bleakrock Isle, 

a Nord outpost between Morrowind and 

Eastmarch. Jorunn the Skald King is your ale-

loving leader.
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The story of The Prophet makes up the first few hours. Besides helping us escape from Molag 

Bal’s clutches, Gambon’s Dumbledore wannabe also reveals past events through flashbacks.

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

mapping the controls to PS4 and XO pads, it 

also cleans up your screen for ample 

imp-bashing. The age of 40+ hotkeys a la WOW 

appears to be behind us, thank Akatosh. Just 

like in the first Guild Wars, which limited you to 

eight skills, it’s vitally important to determine 

these choices before heading into combat. We 

found ourselves discussing skillsets with our 

party each time we grouped up.

A noticeable side effect of this increase in 

tactical nuance is the redundancy of the 

first-person mode. Using your mouse wheel to 

zoom in and out, shifting between first- and 

third-person views is seamless. But when the 

giant’s toe hits the fan and you find yourself in a 

combat situation, teammates rely on each other 

to avoid becoming noob-flavoured clannfear 

food. Many enemy attacks are telegraphed 

onto the ground by red markers and you can 

dodge out of the way of these. If you cripple 

your view you’re less able to see the things 

happening around you and less able to react 

as quickly. It’s unfortunate, but playing TESO in 

first-person, while an option, will likely become 

known as the wrong way to play.

While the combat system has changed to 

encompass the values of massively multiplayer 

play, the series’ staple crafting mechanics 

remain as deep and as satisfying as ever.  

It could change come the final release, but we 

found that keeping on top of our crafting 

skills ensured whatever we built felt effective. 

Rather than craft an item and then instantly 

salvage it for materials or sell it on (Guild Wars 

2 and WOW are both guilty of this), TESO lets 

you harbour attachments to your crafted 

gear. Rarity-altering upgrades implemented 

with the materials you gather in the world 

help keep your favourite weapons relevant 

for longer. 

Another nice touch is that rather than have 

you wander around looking for grindstones, 

furnaces and tanning racks, TESO sees you 

spread your crafting skills more definably. 

Blacksmiths go to a Blacksmithing Station and 

Woodworkers go to a Woodworking Station, 

for example.

Making a Fus
MMOs constantly evolve, and TESO will be no 

different, with additional packages of content 

already being collated for release every six-ish 

weeks. We’re hoping that some of the smaller, 

easily fixable problems we encountered are 

already on Zenimax’s radars. The compass, 

which in time-honoured Skyrim fashion sits at 

the top of the screen, doesn’t always relay the 

information MMO players will want. A minimap  

would instantly tell you where party members, 

merchants, quest givers and sometimes mobs 

are without the 360 degree turning hassle. So 

why no mini map? ‘Following tradition’ isn’t a 

good enough excuse.

Little things, such as the lack of easily 

identifiable profession tags for important NPCs 

or the inability to loot multiple urns at once, will 

irritate those used to evolved MMO systems 

that have long been established and iterated on.

Another bugbear: mounts. Fast travel 

waypoints mean equestrian exploits aren’t as 

essential as they might be, so why are horses so 

prohibitively expensive? The cheapest horse we 

found was 17,200 gold. After eight hours of play 

we had amassed just over 1,000. Whichever 

way you cut the sums, you aren’t getting a 

horse for a while. And before you ask: no. You 

can’t steal one either. You sly boots, you.

The world of Tamriel, with so much lore and 

history woven into its construction, ensures 

that TESO hooks us despite these 

eccentricities. There’s simply too much 

awesome on display for us to want to stop 

playing. But while we spent pretty much every 

second gushing over the size of the world, the 

depth of the quests and the memorable 

characters, we realise that TESO’s take on the 

Elder Scrolls is a very different kettle of 

slaughterfish from what’s gone before. Whether 

you’re looking for more Skyrim or eager to 

transfer from another MMO, there’s still work to 

be done. Q�Matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman

“TEAMMATES RELY ON 

EACH OTHER TO AVOID 

BECOMING NOOB-FLAVOURED 

CLANNFEAR FOOD”

Enemy-spawning Dark Anchors crop 

up in the world and players will have

to group together to tackle them.

   WHAT ABOUT 

   PVP?

An opportunity to go 

hands on with TESO’s 

impressive sounding 

PvP contingent lay  

just past our print 

deadline, but here’s 

the skinny. Opt-in PvP 

campaigns will play 

out across a huge map 

of Cyrodiil, with up to 

2,000 players getting 

all stabby at once. 

Feature
On The Cover!
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              What’s your favourite monster  

from games gone by?

Pyramid Head, 
Silent Hill 2
Just one freaky guy. 

And the sound of his 

Giant Blade dragging 

through the corridors. 

INTENSE!

James, @83_digital

Nemesis, 
Resident Evil 3
The sound of 

STAAAAARS! would 

always put my heart 

in my throat.

Chris, @trajiin

Lisa Trevor, 
REmake
You were never in real 

danger as it was so 

slow. But my God it 

scared the hell out of 

me and still does!

Bob Makin, Facebook

Valus, Shadow of 
the Colossus
I remember the first 

time I looked up at it and 

wondered how the hell I 

was gonna kill it and the 

awesome sense of 

accomplishment I got 

when I toppled it.

Shane Byrne, Facebook

The Monster, 
Papo & Yo
He was metaphoric of 

something more than a 

monster to scare us.

Theo Tsangaris,  
@HappyCanMan

Visit www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

“EVOLVE’S MORE THAN A TITLE: 
FOR THE MONSTER, IT’S A MISSION 
STATEMENT AND THE KEY TO SUCCESS”

Val’s anti-material rifle destroys patches of Goliath’s armour, creating weak points for 

others to target. Direct hits result in double damage. Now that’s co-op.s

Even a juvenile Goliath can take down a human with ease. An evolved Goliath, 

however, eats entire teams for brekkie.

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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C
ounter-Strike: 

Source. Left 4 Dead. 

Left 4 Dead 2. Turtle 

Rock Studios might 

not be the 

best-known 

development team in the world, but its

CV is hard to ignore. So what do you do 

when you’ve made some of the most 

revered co-op games in history? It’s

easy. You Evolve.

The premise is simple: four humans 

versus one monster. Griffin, Val, Hank and 

Markov are Evolve’s Bill, Zoey, Louis and 

Francis, only this time around our group 

of misfits are on the offensive rather than

the defensive. Tooled up with more

weapons and survival gear than any big

game hunter could reasonably wish for, 

they drop into hostile alien maps with

one objective in mind: to track, corner

and kill the biggest beast in the area.

The full game will feature different

gametypes, varied levels and a wide

selection of monster breeds, but for the

purposes of our playtest we have access

to just the Hunt mode and one single 

map and monster. A large tropical map

shaped like Australia is our playground,

which is the natural habitat of a reptilian

King Kong-like brute known as Goliath. 

He’s a behemoth big enough and 

powerful enough to strip trees of their 

bark with a single sneeze, and for the 

time being, he’s us.

Feature creature
Just as Left 4 Dead let you play as either 

the survivors or the infected, Evolve gives 

you control of both sides of its 

asymmetrical bouts. For the four humans 

Evolve is a class-based first-person 

shooter. For the chosen monster’s pilot, 

it’s a third-person game of hide-and-seek 

followed by a frantic eat-’em-up challenge.

Evolve’s more than a title: for the 

monster, it’s a mission statement and the 

key to success. Life as the chomper 

begins in the menus where we must 

select two skills from a total of four (we 

turn our noses up at fire-breathing and 

pouncing skills to pick the ability to dash 

and to throw giant boulders), but when 

we’re dropped in the game our aims are 

simple: avoid the humans, and evolve.

EVOLVE
The maker of Left 4 Dead turns
its gaze to Predator…

Game timers force the humans and beast into confrontations. If one side wants to 

play cowardly they will lose.l

The beast starts off by picking two power moves out of a total of four. Evolving 

unlocks additional abilities.

Developer Turtle Rock  Publisher 2K Games 

Format PS4, XO, PC  Released Autumn 2014

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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“WE CAN HUNKER DOWN AND 

ENVELOP OUR BODY IN A COCOON 

TO EVOLVE”

With a thirty-second head-start the 

imminent task at hand is to scarper. In 

its freshly-spawned state Goliath can

take down one human, maybe even two, 

but will be torn apart by four. As a

monster we leave glowing blue 

footprints that betray our most recent 

velocity, and if we aren’t careful with our 

movements we’ll disturb flocks of 

tracker birds, which ping on 

the humans’ HUDs.

We’re not the only beasts 

on the map. The swamps 

and jungles are filled with 

indigenous wildlife, and we 

need to kill and digest these 

creatures to fill up our 

evolutionary bar. Once done and 

when we’ve judged we’ll be safe for the 

next 15 seconds we can hunker down 

and envelop our body in a cocoon to 

evolve. Doing so transforms Goliath into 

a much bigger and stronger monster and 

unlocks a third skill as well, although it 

leaves us vulnerable and armour-less 

until we gobble up more creatures. 

Repeat the pattern again and a third

evolutionary step is triggered...

A few wildlife snacks later to top up 

our health and it’s time to end the scrap. 

We’ve two options: either head on over to 

an abandoned factory to first destroy a 

generator and then gobble up 12 NPC

scientists to claim victory; or simply line 

our stomachs with the quartet of

journalists sitting opposite us.

Sweet teams  
There’s a three-strikes-and-you’re-out 

rule in play, meaning the fragile fleshbags 

can be downed a couple of times and

make a quick comeback with help from 

a teammate before they’re out of action 

for a full two minutes until a troop carrier 

drops identical siblings into the game. 

A level three monster is a real force to be 

reckoned with, and the human team 

needs to be on form to snatch victory 

from the jaws of Goliath. 

That’s because there’s no room for

passengers. After successfully grinding 

the bones of our fellow journos into the

ground we swapped sides and

experienced the action through the eyes

of the humans. We didn’t get a sense of

any real character from the quartet

(compared with Left 4 Dead’s chatty 

leads they’re relatively bland) but

what they lack in natter they 

more than made up for

with purpose.

Assault, Medic, Support

and Trapper are the four 

character classes and one

of each is present during

any game of Evolve. Our

favourite by far is the Sir

Hammerlock-esque Trapper, who is 

responsible for tracking and trapping the 

monster. He can slam electronic sound 

spikes into the ground to alert the team

whenever Goliath stomps past one, and 

is also packing a submachine gun to dish

out the hurt. But his two standout pieces 

of kit are the harpoon and mobile arena:

the former latches onto the monster and,

so long as the Trapper stays rooted to the

spot, prevents the monster from jumping 

or running away; the latter generates a 

giant energy dome with a 50m diameter

when deployed, which traps the monster

inside with four very angry humans until 

the charge runs out.

So thrilling was our time as the 

Trapper that we were stunned when

others singled him out as their least

favourite. Some loved the you-know-

what-you’re-going-to-get Assault and his

invincibility shield, and others preferred

the Medic and her long-range healing 

gun. Even the Support had fans: mostly

because his airstrike skill is awesome.

Add them together and the 

devastation can be awe-inspiring: a

monster leashed by the Trapper’s

harpoon gun, lethargic and dazed by the

Medic’s tranq gun, being zapped by the

Assault’s lightning gun and bombarded 

The thrill of the hunt
A who’s who of Evolve’s four human stars

Markov, Assault
Damage-dealer Markov 

is packing a lightning 

gun for close-range 

damage, an assault rifle 

for long-range shooting, 

electrically charged arc 

mines to block certain 

paths and a personal 

shield for invincibiliy.

Griffin, Trapper
Responsible for 

cornering the beast, 

Griffin carries sound 

spikes to track the 

monster, a harpoon gun 

to leash it, a submachine 

gun for defence and a 

mobile arena device to 

trap the monster.

Val, Medic
Her medgun heals from 

distance, her healing 

burst emits an area- 

effect instant-healing 

spray, her tranquilizer 

pistol tags and slows 

down the monster and 

her anti-material rifle 

destroys armour.

Hank, Support
Though his laser cutter 

dishes out damage, 

Hank’s all about support. 

His shield gun projects 

invincibility onto others, 

his cloaking gear turns 

people invisible and his 

orbital barrage drops a 

friggin’ airstrike.

At stage one Goliath really wants to avoid this type of confrontation until it can evolve 

into something bigger and nastier.

65% 
complete
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from above thanks to the Support’s 

airstrike is as screwed as a wall-mounted 

shelf. But take one of those humans out

of the equation and the balance shifts to 

the giant feet of the beast.

There are distractions aplenty, too. 

The indigenous life we gleefully 

swallowed as Goliath? Deadly. Take the yy

Tyrant croc, which lurks in lakes and 

swallows people whole. Hell, even

Evolve’s plants eat people. But if the teams

takes the time out to slay one of these 

‘Elite Beasts’ they’ll bag timed power-ups 

such as double damage or extra 

movement speed.

It’s fantastic fun, but it’s no Left 4 Dead. 

Not yet, anyway. Though there’s plenty 

still to be revealled we worry that Evolve’s 

open maps aren’t nearly as conducive to

environmental storytelling as Left 4 

Dead’s campaigns were. Yes it’s shocking 

when an Elite Beast catches you by

surprise and a mini-boss scrap flares up, 

but whereas L4D’s A-to-B-to-C treks were

gruelling and scary because you always 

knew you had to make it to the next safed

room unharmed, Evolve’s open map 

could see you running in circles in a 

lengthy game of tag. 

We love the character classes and

being the monster is empowering; we

just hope that the world’s threats are 

jacked up to almost unbearable levels

to help recapture that sense of always

being one misplaced foot away from a 

grisly end... Q�Matthew Pellett

This straight-line approach makes for 

nice screenshots but is a terrible 

approach in the actual game. You’ll need 

pincer movements to corner Goliath.

Native creatures aren’t just there for 

decoration. Though they can harm both

sides, there are huge bonuses for taking 

time out to tackle the wildlife.

Both the breeds and the locations of the 

Elite Beasts are randomly picked at the 

start of each level, so you never know 

what’s lurking out there...

This isn’t a good place to be as a human, but see the Trapper lurking in the 

background? All’s not lost…

Instant Reaction

+
Four very distinct classes 

give everyone a key role in

the hunt. And during our playtest, 

everyone had different favourites.

–
Open maps make for less

thrilling jaunts than L4D’s

journeys thanks to diminished 

environmental storytelling.

THRILL-O-METER

It feels great to play but much will 

hinge on other monster designs.

54321

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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VIVE LA EVOLUTION
Turtle Rock studio head Phil Robb  
discusses Evolve’s atypical evolution 

Q
How do you top the success 

of Left 4 Dead?

A
Honestly, I try not to think about 

that. Left 4 Dead was a team effort:

we worked on it but Valve had a lot to do

with it and we certainly can’t belittle their

contribution. We look at this as a way to 

prove Turtle Rock is for real, and we can 

do all this stuff without help from other 

people we’ve traditionally been tied to. 

We’ve got something to prove here.

We use a lot of the lessons we learned 

from Left 4 Dead to inform our decisions 

on Evolve and I’m sure on any future 

games that we do, but we never [want 

to] run the risk of being arrogant and 

saying, “we know what we’re doing 

because we made Left 4 Dead.” That’s

bull****. You’ve always got to stay

humble and not become too in love 

with your own legend.

Q
Before 2K took over publishing

duties Evolve was a THQ title and 

was dragged into the publisher’s 

bankruptcy proceedings. What was 

the mood in the studio like during that 

period, and did the game change 

much during that process?

A
There is the core game and the core 

game idea that has remained true

from beginning to end. We sold the game 

to THQ on this idea and they believed in 

it. We knew going into it that THQ were 

having some financial troubles but we’re 

a bit of a sucker for the underdog. They

were in a position where they were a bit 

desperate, maybe, and willing to take a

risk on something new and different. 

They were super enthusiastic and 

it’s really hard to say no to something

like that. And they fought really hard for 

the project because they weren’t the 

only ones interested. The contract they 

gave us was a great contract and we 

said, “screw it, maybe these guys will 

pull it out. And hopefully they will.” But 

they didn’t.

So we went to auction. Yeah, that 

was a scary time... 

A lot of the guys were nervous but

we kept working on the game. We were

like, “we’ve got the funds to keep working 

on this, we’re going to keep doing this.” 

At that point, when something like

that happens and stuff goes up for 

auction, everybody gets to come and 

look. We’d been keeping this a secret and 

nobody knew what we were working on 

and suddenly every publisher in the 

business got to come in and root through 

our underwear drawer, which is really 

how it felt. It was weird.

There were publishers who came in 

who we had good rapport with, and 

there were publishers who came in who 

we were really hoping didn’t bid. 

Just like with THQ, they were looking 

at what we had to offer and we were 

looking at what they had to offer, and 

we looked for somebody who shares

similar values; who gets enthusiastic 

about the game and can really get 

behind it. Fortunately for us the 2K guys 

came through and showed that 

enthusiasm for the game. They were 

really, really into it.

So Chris, my partner, and I sat down 

and said, “here are our best case 

scenarios. One: THQ manages to pull 

their head out from under the guillotine

right before the blade hits and we 

continue working with them. Two: 2K 

bids…”

Q
Hold up, are you saying that 

because there’s a 2K 

representative in the room?

A
No, no, no. I mean, any of the guys 

you talk to will tell you I don’t 

bull****. I tell it like it is all the time. They

were our best choice.

The last one, the hairy one, was we 

put up a bid for our own game, cos we 

figured, what if nobody bids? What

happens then? Then our game sort of

goes off into the nether and never gets 

made. So we scraped up every little bit of 

money, all the money we’d taken away...

Q
You would have banked the 

future of the studio on this game?

A
That would have been tricky, but

yeah. We would have had to ask a 

lot of our employees and say, “look guys, 

you’ve got to bear with us while we find 

somebody else to help fund the game,” 

but at least we wouldn’t have lost it.

The nice thing about this was we’re 

nervous, right, but we know we’ve got

a good game. Everyone who comes in

to play it is having fun. We’re having fun 

and a lot of the time the proof is in the

pudding. I can’t say we weren’t worried – 

we were – but at the same time we felt 

good about our prospects because we

had a strong project.

The other nice thing about us putting 

a bid in is that our representatives got to 

go to the auction and for 24 hours I was 

glued to my iPhone, getting 

blow-by-blow texts about what was 

happening. It’s a really long story and I

won’t go into it – it’s a really interesting

and harrowing one – but at the end of the 

day 2K got it and we’re like, “that’s 

awesome. We’ll get to continue forward.” 

2K certainly didn’t have any financial 

problems. They’ve got a really good

library of games and there are a lot

worse places we can be than with 

BioShock and Borderlands and XCOM, 

which is, by the way, one of my favourite

games of all time. It was a tense time but

the entire process from the time Chris 

and I formed Turtle Rock has been one 

terrifying hurdle after the next. We’re not 

businessmen. We didn’t get into this to 

be businessmen. 

15 of my 20 years have been in 

development. I have an art background

and have been drawing and modelling 

and animating for the first 15 years of my 

career. So it was pretty scary, the idea of 

running a studio. But so far, so good. As

long as we stay scared it’s okay!

Q
What are your favourite monster 

movies and did they have any 

influence on Evolve?

A
Predator, I think, is a very obvious 

one for this game, and I do love that 

movie. Alien of course, and that’s Alien –

the first one. We get a lot of that vibe, like

there’s something out there and it’s

going to get us. 

A lot of my favourite monster movies 

are actually zombie movies, but I’m

really looking forward to the new

Godzilla movie. I watched the trailer and

I’m like, “okay okay, bunch of faces of 

people looking scared, whatever,” but 

then they actually showed the Godzilla 

clip and I thought it looked ******* 

awesome. He sounds like Godzilla 

should sound so I’m looking forward to 

seeing how that goes. But those first

ones are my favourites and influenced

Evolve very heavily.

Q
Is it fun creating your own

monsters from scratch with no 

jumping-off points?

A
Yeah, but sometimes it can also be 

hard because we’re like, “what do 

we do?” Goliath is heavily inspired by 

King Kong. He’s a big gorilla kind of guy.

The other monsters that we’ll reveal 

later were a lot harder to come to 

because they’re very different and not 

your classic cookie-cutter monster.

Most cookie-cutter movie monsters 

are very ‘smashy’, but these guys play 

very differently. I’ll be really interested 

to see how people react to them. 

They’re really cool but they’re very 

different to Goliath...Q

“EVERY PUBLISHER IN THE 

BUSINESS GOT TO COME IN AND 

ROOT THROUGH OUR UNDERWEAR 

DRAWER. IT WAS WEIRD”

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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EVOLVE

Concept art shows deep caves and icy 

climes, hinting at maps far removed from 

the jungle network of corridors and open

plains we played in. As far are we’re 

concerned, claustrophobic maps are best.
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              Will Titanfall tempt you into buying 
an Xbox One?

NO!
I got a PS4 but thought 

this would tempt me to 

get an XO until I learned 

it’s coming to 360…

Gary Gorman, Facebook

YES!
Right now, yes it 

probably would. I don’t 

think you would get the 

same experience on 

the 360.

David O’Brien, Facebook

Visit www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

twitter.com/gamesmaster

W
e’ve got some bad

news. The first time

you climb inside a

Titan will be a

disaster. You’ll

wonder why you 

can’t jump and gnash your teeth at 

your apparent vulnerability. 

Eventually, you might have to eject. 

And, as you’re violently launched 

upwards, suddenly everything will 

make sense. Titanfall is about giving 

you amazing things and then taking 

them away, until you’re utterly in love 

with the whole experience.

It’s also about the simple thrills of deft 

headshots and giant robots battering 

each other. It’s an online, multiplayer-only 

shooter: a dry way of describing 

something that in reality feels instantly 

familiar and pleasingly energetic. Set on 

a derelict planet under the shadow of 

constant war, it pits the authoritarian IMC 

against a ‘terrorist’ Militia. At first glance, 

any kind of narrative cedes its position to 

stomping gunplay.

Atlas Shrugged
In practice, however, it’s clear that 

Titanfall doesn’t need any kind of

crowbarred story. It’s a game about

opposites where every encounter tells a

tale. The obvious one is verticality versus

laterality: the pilots can jump almost

anywhere, but the Titans are limited to

clunking runs along the ground. Taking 

on a Titan from the front means probable

death, whereas approaching it from 

above gives you the giant-killing chance 

to hop on and shoot out the mechanical 

gubbins. Even ejecting from a Titan feels 

tactical: launch yourself skyward and you 

can switch to the big guns midair, before 

floating back down to exact your 

revenge. It’s satisfying because the 

balance is spot on. In the wrong 

circumstances both pilots and Titans feel 

fragile, and the correct approach makes 

the difference between life and death.

Even the melee kills tell a story: if an

opponent snaps your neck, the last thing

your twisted head sees is your killer’s 

face, staring into your soon-to-be dead 

eyes. Lovely.

Best of all, it feels intuitive without

being tedious. Controlling the pilots is

buttery smooth, and the wall-running,

TITANFALL

Titans recall Halo’s tactical gunplay. 

The regenerating shield means 

bravely running away is often the 

best option.

Developer Respawn Entertainment  Publisher EA Format XO, PC, 360  Released 14 March

Don’t be discouraged by Titanfall’s 12-player cap. With the addition of 

AI bots, it’s already breathless, balanced and perfectly chaotic.

“CONTROLLING THE PILOTS IS 
BUTTERY SMOOTH, AND THE 
PARKOUR FEELS LIKE MIRROR’S 
EDGE WITHOUT THE FAFF”

It’s man versus machine in EA’s exclusive COD killerAA
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double-jumping

parkour

elements feel 

like Mirror’s 

Edge without

the faff: one game

in, and you’ll be 

acrobatically leaping to 

places that previously felt tantalisingly 

out of reach. Piloting a Titan takes more

practice. It’s all about dashing 

horizontally to avoid attacks and deft use 

of your Vortex shield to absorb enemy 

projectiles before chucking them back.

Gods Of War
The various game modes also give a

sense of how effective simple twists of 

Titanfall can be. Last Titan Standing is a 

round-based elimination game that only 

features Titans, and it gives you a real 

sense of how the machines control. It’s

also surprisingly sneaky stuff, where a 

cunning flank manoeuvre or sudden 

mismatch makes all the difference. 

Hardpoint is a take-and-hold mode that 

further highlights the game’s elegant 

balance: pilots can quickly capture points, 

and Titans can be used defensively to 

hold them. Attrition is basically a

deathmatch, but it culminates with the

losing team scrambling to a dropship to 

evacuate. Stopping them feels like

delivering a final boot to the ribs, while 

escaping is salve for your wounded pride.

It’s looking excellent, but is it enough to 

revive the flagging fortunes of XO? That’s 

less certain. As refined as Titanfall is, it’s

not a guaranteed money-maker like COD. 

Much like getting into a Titan for the first

time, EA’s next big success is anAA

exhilarating uncertainty. Q�Matt Elliott

War of the Machines
A cockpit view of three towering Titans

Atlas
The Atlas might be the 

pie-and-gravy mech, but 

that also makes it the 

most versatile. Like all 

Titans, custom loadouts 

can be chosen that focus 

on ranged attacks, heavy 

artillery or infantry- 

bothering assault.

Stryder
As the name suggests, 

the Stryder is the fastest 

of the three Titans. It has 

a rangy, lighter design, 

and increased mobility 

gives it a significant 

edge in a game all about 

outflanking your 

enemies.

Ogre
The Ogre is a 

knuckle-dragging 

defensive Titan, able to 

absorb more damage 

than its lighter brothers. 

If you want to eat up 

bullets and rip apart 

your enemies, this is the 

choice for you.

Abandoned Titans will go 

into auto mode. When used 

strategically, this can add a 

risky but exploitable 

tactical twist.

Piloting a damaged Titan is a risky game of ejecting at the right moment. Certain 

perks also make your machine into a walking bomb when destroyed.

Instant Reaction

+
Battles are brilliantly 

balanced and the game is 

effortlessly slick – you’ll feel deadly 

both on foot and in Titans.

–
The lack of story will upset 

some, and the similarity to 

COD means this doesn’t feel like a 

wild revision of the FPS genre.

THRILL-O-METER

Effortlessly playable, it promises to 

be a fluid, incendiary thrill.

54321

95% 
complete
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D
elsin Rowe – protagonist of Infamous: 

Second Son – is a publishing exec’s

dream hero. New-gen lighting effects 

play beautifully off his trendy beanie hat. 

He’s got the voice and face of Troy Baker, 

gaming’s resident A-lister. And he’s full of 

attitude. Maybe even enough to single-handedly pull 

Infamous into the new generation with one heave of his 

magical fire fists.

How so? Because playing with fire is fun. Delsin chugs it from his 

palms at the rate of a semi automatic, the resulting fireballs

slamming into hapless enemies, sending them flying. Aiming is

simple and smooth, just like third-person shooting should be in 

60fps. And while Delsin seems to have an issue with using cover 

(to be fair, most of it gets blown up anyway) he makes up for it 

with – you guessed it – even more fire powers.

Holding down and then releasing R2 shoots out a heavy blast 

of flame – think a shotgun after it’s been taking supplements for 

a year – and the subsequent destruction is brilliantly cathartic. 

Buildings, iron girders, men – all of them singe, fragment and fall. 

Sucker Punch appears to have nailed that feeling of bristling

power that’s so crucial in a superhero game.

Ne-on, ne-off
It’s a feeling even more evident when it comes to traversal. 

Delsin can dematerialise and slip past physical barriers as a 

whiff of smoke, re-appearing behind surprised enemies before 

slamming them to the ground with a flaming whip. Not only 

that, our cocksure hero glides through the air by using his 

powers as makeshift jet engines, aiming a concentrated burst of 

flame towards the ground to propel himself skyward. It looks

“THE POTENTIAL IS THERE 

FOR INFAMOUS: SS TO 

BECOME PS4’S FIRST MUST-

HAVE EXCLUSIVE”

INFAMOUS:
SECOND SON

Developer Sucker Punch Publisher Sony Format PS4 Released 21 March

Series new boy Delsin gets 2014 
off to a flaming start

              Could Infamous become Sony’s 
biggest exclusive IP?

YES!
I feel being the PS4’s 

first major exclusive 

besides Killzone puts it 

in a good position if it 

ends up matching its 

predecessors. If Second 

Son pulls it off, it puts 

the franchise in a strong 

position for the future.

Ben Hughes, Facebook

NO!
I don’t think Naughty 

Dog need worry about 

Drake or Joel being 

usurped. I’d rather see a 

new Resistance than 

another Infamous.
Tom Hockin,  

@notjustgraphics

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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Instant Reaction

+
There’s lots of freedom in the 

combat, allowing you to 

make use of the environment as

you take down enemies.

–
Delsin is too cookie cutter

cool for our liking, as if he 

 was dreamt up in a strategy

meeting by middle-aged suits. 

THRILL-O-METER

Handles brilliantly and could

become PS4’s best exclusive yet.

54321

awesome and feels even better. But fire 

isn’t Delsin’s only trick. We also get to try

out his newly revealed neon power, 

activated by holding the DualShock 4’s touch 

pad when in range of a likely source – a buzzing shop sign, for 

example. Doing so heralds a sexy little animation as strobing 

fuel snakes its way through Delsin’s body, imbuing him with a 

new purple aura and a fresh moveset to go with it. 

You can still fire mini bits of energy by spamming R2 (a neat

sound effect has the neon sounding like an ’80s laser rifle) but 

more impressive is Delsin’s wall-run ability. Hold down sprint

and he melts into a gaudy blur of ultra speed, capable of 

running pretty much anywhere – up walls, over buildings, even 

through the air. Using the touch pad to suck in smoke reverts 

Delsin back to his fiery default, and you can switch it up 

whenever a suitable fuel source appears. 

Character study
While combat is undeniably smooth and pretty (did we mention 

how incredible the smoke effects look? because they really are 

awesome) Delsin himself is where our main concern lies. We’ve 

been in his company only briefly, yet already his idiosyncrasies 

have started to grate. In particular the way he whoops like an 

extreme skater from the ’90s every time he smokes up a 

ventilation shaft. Every. Time. The brazen way he approaches 

combat – “don’t tell me how to fight,” he whinges attt his partner 

at one point while charging beanie-first into an enemy armada 

– and his general preening swagger have us wondering 

whether or not we’ll be able to tolerate 15-odd hours of forcibly 

scripted wisecracks. 

But there’s every chance he’ll grow on us, and he’s certainly 

a darn sight more interesting than his angry potato-in-a-

tracksuit predecessor. In every respect, this feels bigger and 

better than last-gen Infamous. The powers are prettier, noisier 

and more destructive, the visuals and animation naturally 

shinier, and the world more inviting. The potential is here for 

Infamous: Second Son to become PS4’s first must-have 

exclusive, and as our demo ends and Delsin wheels through 

the sky ready to perform his signature, city-levelling attack – 

a ‘Karma Bomb’ – only one thought goes through our head;

we can’t wait for next month’s review.t Q�Rob Pearson

Saturday night? It was cool. I went to a few bars. Had some drinks. Met some new people. Sucked a bunch 

of neon into my arm... You? 

Ranged combat works best, but find 

yourself in close quarters and 

Delsin can do massive damage with 

his flame whip.

96% 
complete

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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Instant Reaction

+
Captures the deliberately 

crappy look and riotous 

comedy of the show perfectly 

during cutscenes.

–
Despite being active affairs, 

the turn-based battles could 

end up feeling like filler between 

comedic beats.

THRILL-O-METER

Loads of laughs, but can combat 

remain interesting throughout?

54321

twitter.com/gamesmaster

Clyde’s in charge of the armoury to 

begin with, though our exploits lead 

Cartman to banish him from existence.

SOUTH PARK: 
STICK OF TRUTH

Developer Obsidian Entertainment Publisher Ubisoft 

Format PC, PS3, 360  Released  7 March

O
h, herro

Mongorians!” We’ve

casually entered the

City Wok, a Chinese 

takeaway in South

Park, Colorado, and

Trey Parker’s familiar catch-all Asian

accent greets us from the proprietor. 

It turns out a Mongolian horde, in full 

Genghis Khan get-up, has taken over 

the neighbourhood, enforcing its rank-

tasting beef onto this humble eatery. 

It’s up to us, as the new kid in town, 

to beat up the Mongolians’ kids

to persuade them to leave. 

Yeah… South Park in game 

form is just as capable of 

brushing up against 

controversy as the show. 

It’s also equally as hilarious.

We Khan do it!
Comedy in games is a tough nut to 

crack. As the old adage goes: it’s all about 

timing. So when said timing is in the 

hands of the player, how do you ensure 

they’re hitting the intended comedic 

beats? Much of the gut-busting comedy 

on offer here comes during cutscenes. In 

fact, between the turn-based bouts, you 

may feel like you’re watching a regular

episode of the show. It’s the RPG bits we 

were worried about going in…

The first time you see your created 

character batter a Mongolian child with 

a silicon funstick, it’s hilarious. Can it be

funny the second time? The tenth? The

fiftieth? We’re not so sure. Our hour-long

hands-on reassured us that it could still

be fun, however.

Hammer time
Just like comedy is about timing, 

so are SOT’s battles.

Borrowing more from the 

Super Mario RPGs than

from ’90s era Final Fantasy, 

getting through in one

piece is all about watching

your enemies and timing your 

attacks. Have Butters strike a foe 

with his hammer and you’ll have to 

watch out for a glinting indicator before 

tapping the A button. Likewise, carefully 

executed taps will let you block under fire.

However involving the battles are, 

though, it’s what happens in between

them that keeps the laughs ticking over. 

From the ’90s Saturday morning 

cartoon-styled opening, through to the

Facebook-ish pause menu, there are 

plenty of chuckles to be had. But it’s the 

evolution of the combat that will be the 

ultimate deciding factor of the full game’s

quality.Q Matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman

Goin’ down to the town that never 
bleeps…

Kupa Keep, also known as Cartman’s back garden, acts as your starting base. Scott

Malkinson mans the stables. And, yes, Cartman does rip into his ‘power of diabetes’.

Tuong Lu Kim, the owner of the City Wok Chinese restaurant, becomes a mystical 

warlord in the boys’ imagination. 

95% 
complete
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Instant Reaction

+
An update to please existing 

players rather than tempt

new ones. Garrissons could be 

huge though.

–
It sounds ungrateful, but 

many of the tweaks really

should have been implemented 

long ago.

THRILL-O-METER

WOW finally gets player housing, 

but could this be a tad lightweight?

54321

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Above: A player garrison before 

customisation… Below: …and after.

80% 
complete

The level cap has been upped to 

100 and a token to get an instant 

level 90 character is also available.

WORLD OF 
WARCRAFT: 
WARLORDS  
OF DRAENOR

Developer Blizzard  Publisher Blizzard

Format PC  Released TBC 2014

L
ong time Azeroth 

addicts will look at 

the content roster 

for upcoming 

expansion 

Warlords Of 

Draenor with one eyebrow firmly in 

the ‘O RLY?!’ position. 

While there are no new classes and no 

new races to speak of, WOD delivers a 

brand new area and harks back to a time 

before Pandas and world-destroying 

dragons. Here it’s all about Orcs and 

Humans, Horde and Alliance, duking it 

out old skool stylee.

The story follows legendary Orcish 

warchief Garrosh Hellscream as he 

travels back in time to unite the Orcs of 

the past under one future technology-

fuelled banner. Following this

errant villain through time, 

we’ll get to explore the old

Orcish homeworld of 

Draenor. While lore hounds 

will point out that we’ve 

kind of already been to

Draenor in post-apocalyptic 

destructo fashion via The 

Burning Crusade’s Outland, this 

past version of the Orc homeworld will 

be entirely new.

Dr Drae
Many of the fan-pleasing updates within 

WOD’s folds whiff distinctly of Blizzard 

attempting to keep up with its often 

faster-moving rivals. PvP, for example,PP

is getting a makeover; a Trials of 

the Gladiator mode replacing 

PvE-earned gear with player-wide

standard loadouts to allow for more 

skill-focused combat.

Visually, the nine-year-old character 

models are finally being reworked, with 

facial emote animations to boot. The UI, 

especially the inventory system, will see 

significant tweaks and improvements as 

well. WOW still wins out over its rivals in 

terms of numbers, but it’s hard not to see 

these smoothening tweaks as 

reactionary, rather than revolutionary.

Pro build
If you find your mouse finger hovering 

unconvinced over the resubscribe

button, perhaps Draenor’s freshest 

sounding feature will have you 

swayed. With the introduction

of Garrissons, players will 

finally have a form of

in-game housing. These 

buildings can be expanded 

and customised, and you’ll

even be able to send out a 

group of chosen NPC

adventurers to complete quests 

and gather up precious loot. Cynics 

might point at Star Wars: The Old

Republic’s ship and crew systems and 

say it’s been done before, but we 

wouldn’t bet against this being one of the

standout additions for this much needed 

renovation. Q�Matthew Sakuraoka-

Putting the craft back into World 
Of Warcraft... 

Prep your free time for a mauling across seven new PvE zones, as well as seven 

new dungeons and two new raids.

Think you’re fly? Not in Draenor you’re not. No flying mounts are allowed, y’see. 

There’s a delay until you can join the mile high club.
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95% 
complete

W
e’ve danced with 

death Dark 

Souls-style before. 

You’d think then, 

what with all that 

experience behind 

us, we’d be well prepared for what lies 

ahead in its much-anticipated sequel. 

Not so, the game reminds us as we 

free-fall through a black abyss to

find ourselves unequipped and 

all alone in Drangleic, Dark Souls 

II’s unfamiliar new setting. We’re 

as screwed as the rest of this 

world’s unhappy inhabitants. 

We can’t customise our character 

right from the off; instead, we

stumble, heavily masked and 

cloaked, into a dilapidated shack in 

Things Betwixt, a cryptically named

starting area that seems to be both 

everywhere and nowhere. Inside 

the nearby house are three old 

crones and their servant, who 

cackle merrily to one another at the 

futility of our fate. Through gummy, 

faraway smiles they tell us we’re 

destined to die again and again (no 

surprises there for anyone who’s had the 

particular pleasure of playing the first 

game) and then promptly send us on 

our way, but not before allowing us 

to customise our appearance, 

choose a class and take our 

chances with an ambiguous 

starting gift. 

Now sea here
Stumbling through a 

tutorial area tucked between 

the twisted roots surrounding 

the shack, we press forwards and 

suddenly find ourselves, blinking, on 

some bluffs overlooking a ragged 

coastline, lit up by sunset. The wind 

whistles through the long grass at our 

feet, and far below us we can hear waves 

crashing against jagged rock. There’s 

some gentle music playing on the 

breeze. It’s almost peaceful – or as 

peaceful as you’re likely to get in a Dark 

Souls game. Making our way down the 

cliff to Majula, a settlement of sorts, we

decide to investigate a couple of the

nearby houses.

Put ’em up
A downtrodden-looking 

merchant languishes in 

one, and a talking cat, 

Shalquoir, dozes fitfully in 

another. The latter sells a 

variety of rings, while the 

former supplies a range of 

sub-par armour that we 

dismiss outright, much to the

seller’s dismay. Near the centre of 

Majula a bonfire twinkles invitingly, so 

we stop and spark it up before going any 

further. A few paces away, a hooded

figure looks forlornly out to sea. We

approach her, and she offers us a gift – 

a single Estus Flask. Gee, thanks lady. 

Every little helps? 

DARK SOULS II
There’s no smoke without fire, and no gain without (copious) pain

Majula’s as safe a spot as any for a

moment of quiet contemplation

before the storm. And what a 

storm it will be…

Developer FromSoftware  Publisher Namco Bandai Format PS3, 360, PC  Released  14 March (PS3, 360), TBC (PC)
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Instant Reaction

+
Despite all that talk of making

things, “more accessible,” the

sequel is (thankfully) just as

challenging as the original.

–
The inclusion of more

traditional multiplayer

functions such as voice chat seem 

a little at odds with the dark tone. 

THRILL-O-METER

There’s death, doom and despair 

everywhere – ain’t it grand?

54321

              Is Dark Souls the toughest  
game ever made?

NO!
Dark Souls may be the 

hardest game on 

7th-gen consoles, but 

not the hardest game 

ever. I Wanna Be The Guy 

on the other hand… That 

is, I believe, the world’s 

hardest game to date.
Christopher Zack Sherwin, 

Facebook

NO!
It’s manageable to 

master; while possibly 

the most unforgiving 

and unrelenting game 

it just takes time to 

overcome the difficulty.
Tom McShane,  

@tbmcshane

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

By this stage we’re jonesing for a fight,

so we leave the relative safety of the 

fireside through some nearby ruins. 

Emerging on the other side, we find 

ourselves in the so-called Forest of the 

Giants, and mere moments later, we’re 

pitted against our first real enemy. It’s a

small and slow-moving undead, much 

like those that populated the Undead 

Burg in the first game, but we’re not 

about to make the mistake of

underestimating anything that’s thrown

at us. Keeping our shield up as the foe 

flails blindly in our direction, we lock-on 

and circle around to the rear for a critical

strike on his back, and not a moment 

after we’ve landed the killing blow, two 

more of his ilk are right on top of us. 

Dispatching them through a 

combination of light footwork and

careful stamina management (dropping 

your shield between blows will allow you 

to regain stamina faster), we scale a 

ladder at the far end of the forest

clearing. Again we find we’re completely 

surrounded – this time by no fewer than 

five of the blighters, with one firing

arrows from a nearby rooftop.

Welcome to die
Once each enemy is dealt with and

enough of the new healing lifegems 

are consumed, we pass through a mist

door (a familiar sight to players who’ve 

braved the challenges of Lordran) and 

find ourselves on the ramparts of a 

great castle. Through a set of heavy 

stone doors and down another ladder 

we’re inside the fortress proper, and 

it’s here that Dark Souls II really hits 

its stride.

Trickster enemies litter the cramped 

corridors, only waking up and attacking 

when you’re passing by. Items are laid

out in full view, luring you into ambushes 

from which you’re highly unlikely to 

escape unscathed. 

Once we finally navigate our way 

through this obstacle course and make 

our way onto a rooftop arena of sorts, 

we’re greeted by a hulking armoured 

figure, who cuts us down in seconds 

and sends us right back to the start of 

the area. It’s brutal. It’s foreboding. It’s

pure Dark Souls, and it’s magnificent. 

Launch day can’t come soon enough.Q�

Aoife Wilson

Bonfires are just as crucial to survival as they’ve always been, and now the option to fast-travel to and from bonfires you’ve already 

visited is unlocked from the outset.

This Wicked Eye Greatshield was a winner of FromSoftware’s 

shield design contest. It’s said the prints can never be cleaned.

If you’re a sword and shield class, remember to keep your 

guard up. Ambushes abound in the early starting areas…

“ITEMS ARE LAID OUT IN FULL VIEW, 
LURING YOU INTO AMBUSHES FROM 
WHICH YOU’RE HIGHLY UNLIKELY TO 
ESCAPE UNSCATHED”
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70% 
complete

Instant Reaction

+
Scope for experimentation 

and a physics engine capable

of conveying the bike-fight 

sensation of Motocross.

–
It’s not a great looker, and 

with no new-gen version in 

the works we wonder how long it 

can keep pace.

THRILL-O-METER

If bikes are your thing then you’ve 

little excuse not to give this a look.

54321

MXGP

Developer Milestone  Publisher PQube 

Format PC, PS3, 360, PS Vita  Released 28 March

No scrubs? Yes scrubs, actually.

Manually perform this tough mid 

jump arc to reduce time in the air.

W
e lost count of the 

number of times 

we heard the word 

‘fight’ during a 

recent hands-on 

with the official 

game of the 2013 MXGP calendar. As 

a rider you fight with your bike; 

with the increasingly 

churned-up track; and, 

often physically, with

your opponents.

But what gets us revving, 

almost as soon as our

fingers wrap around those 

virtual handlebars, is that there’s 

no right way to race. There’s not

newbie-pleasing coloured line to tell you 

the correct way to complete a track and 

there’s more than one way to deal with 

each bump, jump and turn. Will you grind 

dirtily around a ramp or scrub gracefully 

over the top of it? The ones who can say 

they are doing things right are the t

players with the shortest lap times.

Hello moto
A Career mode stands out among 

MXGP’s single-player offerings, thanks to

intriguing ‘Social Feed’ elements. This 

sub menu allows you to interact 

with other AI riders outside of 

races to earn more fans. 

Overall, there are 60 official 

riders to choose from, with

the option to create your

own rider, too.

Motocross fans can look

forward to this, then, though 

it’s not all good news. We’re told 

that there are no plans whatsoever to

bring it to new-gen consoles. For all its

technical aspirations, everything other

than the bikes in MXGP looks like the 

contents of a music festival’s upchucked 

portaloo. Which just makes us ’cross.Q�

Matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman

New off-road biker is tasty,
like Scrambler-ed eggs…

There’s a helmet-topping GoPro cam, inspired by the vomit-inducing YouTube 

coverage of the same name.

Multiplayer modes can handle up to 16

riders at once on PC and consoles.

Tracks retain the impressions made in them by your opponents, giving you a 

general guide as to how you might want to approach each turn.

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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Instant Reaction

+
Finally a Sherlock game gets 

the dark tone it deserves, 

along with a pleasing level of 

player autonomy.

–
The cross-generational 

release means the visuals 

don’t truly pop, and lack of variety 

could be an issue.

THRILL-O-METER

Puzzle difficulty will be key, but the 

presentation is promising.

54321

80% 
complete

 Sherlock Vision will let you notice 

pieces of evidence at crime scenes 

that you might have missed.

W
hat with all the drug

addiction and 

enjoyment of 

bloodsports, the 

mind of Sir Arthur 

Conan Doyle’s 

great detective is perhaps not hugely 

appealing as a holiday destination.

But rather than continue with the 

investigative ride-alongs of previous 

games in the series, that’s precisely 

where developer Frogwares wants you

to go in Crimes & Punishments – 

and in a very literal sense.

Mental work
At the end of each of the

game’s six cases you reach 

your conclusion by 

creating neural pathways in 

Holmes’ brain, done by 

deciding what each piece of 

evidence represents and, ultimately, 

whodunit. For instance: was the man 

pinned to the wall using the whaling 

harpoon stuck there with brute force, or 

a lucky throw? Based on the case you 

build using this deduction board, you’ll

then be able to point your accusatory 

finger at one of a number of suspects.

When questioning potential perps or

analysing crime scenes you also get the 

benefit of Sherlock Vision: special insight

which will allow you to pick up on clues 

that you otherwise might have missed, 

either with regard to your environment 

or the background or motives of those 

you talk to. And, in a nod to the on-going 

BBC series that you might have heard a

thing or two about, on-screen text pops 

up at certain moments to let you know 

just what’s going on underneath 

that deerstalker.

What’s on?
What all of this builds to is 

a fresh, and welcome,

sense of independence.

Depending on the diligence

of your detective work you’ll 

have varying amounts of 

evidence to rely on when building 

your conclusions, and the game doesn’t

guide you down one path or another. 

You’re also free to make a complete hash

of things, condemning innocent suspects

if you’ve failed to interpret the case

correctly – and the game won’t even tell 

you that you’ve just laughed in the face

of justice (unless you specifically ask).

With a grittier tone, respectable 

presentational aspects and precious little

hand-holding for a puzzle game, Holmes 

could be where the heart is this spring.Q�

Joel Gregory

Even once you’ve pointed the finger the case isn’t closed: you can hand criminals 

over to Scotland Yard, or let them go free.

One way to gather more information on the case is for Holmes and Watson to 

perform experiments that recreate the conditions of the crime.

SHERLOCK 
HOLMES: 
CRIMES & 
PUNISHMENTS

Developer Frogwares  Publisher Focus Home Interactive

Format PS4, PC, PS3, 360  Released Spring 2014

And justice for all. Or not, as the 
case may be… 

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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IndieMaster
The Best Of The Indie Scene!

#1 PLANETARY 
ANNIHILATION

twitter.com/gamesmaster

Who is...

Lauded for its FTP sensation 

Monday Night Combat, Uber is a 

Kirkland-based US developer staffed 

with industry vets that’s worked on 

RTS luminaries such as Total 

Annihilation, Supreme Commander, 

C&C and Demigod. Planetary 

Annihilation is its first Kickstarter.

S
eventeen years have 

passed since Total 

Annihilation 

originally rocked PC 

gaming, convincing 

armies of beige box 

owners of their platform’s Supreme 

*cough* status. The series is about to 

come full circle  with the might of 

Kickstarter reuniting original 

programmer Jon Mavor with many of 

his Gas Powered Games and Cavedog 

alumni and birthing this… the belated 

renaissance of the macro-scale RTS. 

One thing’s for sure: Planetary 

Annihilation’s got great genes. 

We say macro, because compared to 

Planetary Annihilation and its ilk even 

RTS behemoths such as C&C can seem  

a bit, well, micro. Now even gravity isn’t 

strong enough to shackle our various 

machines of war; battles spill out across 

the stars as ’bots blast between warring 

worlds in a manner that half recalls Mario 

and Luigi in their Galaxy guise.

That said, Planetary Annihilation’s 

setup is instantly evocative of Gas 

Powered skirmishes past. You’re placed 

in control of the colossal mommy 

Commander, who you’ll use to bang out 

bucketloads of cute baby mechs, tanks, 

warships and the like. Then, simply 

smash them into each other to decide 

who pwns the universe. As you begin to 

experiment with your build options 

and harness more metal and energy 

(Planetary Annihilation’s two key 

resources) the true wealth – and 

ginormous scale – of the game slowly 

reveals itself.

The fab phwoar
For instance, concern yourself primarily 

with attack and you might win through 

owing to sheer Blitzkrieg bombast, but 

– more likely – if you fail to appreciate the 

merits of defensive Fabricator units then 

the soft underbelly of your economy 

might be exposed. 

It’s all clickety-lovely, as you smoothly 

grind out ever-escalating numbers of 

death machines and watch them toddle 

off to the other side of the map to dish 

out metallic genocide. This all abounding 

mega death is really well realised, too, 

with beefy explosions eminating all the 

way from the death of a meagre grunt 

Get ready to Supreme Commander & Conquer…

Developer Uber Entertainment  Format PC  Due 2014 (beta out now)

The key to glory lies in working out the most efficient unit building strategies –  

don’t expect to be cut much slack by the merciless AI.

Individual planetoids aren’t massive, 

but they’re stuffed full of 

mech-mashing action.

“SIMPLY SMASH THEM INTO EACH 

OTHER TO DECIDE WHO PWNS 

THE UNIVERSE” 
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Yep, this really is an asteroid with gigantic rockets strapped onto its surface. We predict impending pain for one rather 

unfortunate rival Commander out there in the universe.

It’s imperative to boast handsome kabooms when your game is crammed with 

carnage, and Planetary Annihilation certainly doesn’t disappoint. 

through to punching a continent-sized 

hole in a planetoid.

Naturally, the more advanced your 

economy, the more tantalising the 

offensive possibilities on offer. Our 

favourite upgrades? Planetary thrusters 

(yep, we’re talking about attaching mega 

rockets to an asteroid before joyriding 

through the galaxy like some 

Unicron-sized battering ram), 

good ol’ tactical nukes and 

orbital launchers – which 

allow you to blast your 

’bots off into space to 

invade enemy gas 

giants, lava worlds 

and more. Whatever 

would Brian Cox say? 

There is a caveat here 

though: the multi-planet 

idea, cool as it undoubtedly 

is, can be confusing in practice, 

especially when a nuke arrives from 

outer space and obliterates your hapless 

Commander. We’re thinking we’ll have to 

have grown a third eye by release to 

overcome the often overwhelming sense 

of disorientation, or at least hope the 

devs will have invented a workable 

minimap. No small ask when you 

consider the on- (and off-) screen insanity 

at work.

Cam get some
It’s worth flagging up two laudable 

features Uber Entertainment is planning 

on bringing to the party. First up is the 

ChronoCam; a seismic leap forward in 

camera/replay design that offers more 

than a mere in-match 

recording feature or rerun 

function, since it’s 

accessible in real-time 

in-game and is fully 

customisable. Just 

realised you’ve lost a 

key unit but haven’t 

the foggiest what 

happened to it? No 

worries; simply scroll back 

without having to leave your 

game and discover their grisly fate, 

then make sure it doesn’t happen again. 

The devs describe it as, “DVRing a live 

broadcast,” and it’s been conceived as a 

homage to the ‘Let’s Play’ YouTube 

generation. In short, the ChronoCam is 

incredible – we expect to see it heavily 

influence the subsequent progeny of 

in-game video.

Secondly is game director Jon 

Mavor’s personal pet – the 40-strong 

multiplayer scraps that it’s hoped will 

eventually comprise thousands of units 

and span a multitude of planets. It’s on 

a scale undreamed off way back in ’97 

and sounds like a logistical nightmare 

to us. That said, this series has always 

been heavily focused upon multiplayer 

and – heck – if anything can handle 

cutting edge, it’s the PC. 

As Team GM tends to preview more 

and more public betas (no bad thing of 

course – constructive fan input is always 

a boon) the usual early door caveats 

apply. At this point visuals are bland 

(especially compared with the scrummy 

launch trailer) and yet performance 

– even on our MEGA RIG – is erratic, 

while pathfinding is painful and the 

difficulty curve is heinous at times. 

Battles also have an unfortunate 

tendency to descend into chaotic 

click-fests.

Currently then, we’re looking at an 

interstellar idea that’s on the cusp of 

being most stellarly realised – but there’s 

a little ways to go yet for Mavor and team 

before Planetary Annihilation can truly 

be labelled ‘out of this world’. Q

  
Planetary 
Annihilation is 
a new-gen RTS 

that’s taking the genre to 
places it’s never been 
before. The scale is just 
incredible. You don’t just 
fight on flat maps – battles 
are waged across solar 
systems on entire planets. 
Solar systems are the 
playground in Planetary 
Annihilation.

And we’re giving players 
the kind of control that 
they want. You can build 
your economy by mining 
swathes of a planet with a 
simple drag and click. We 
want your interactions to 
be as powerful, yet simple, 
as possible. The goal is to 
always put you in a position 
to fight and execute on 
your strategies without 
having to fumble with UI. 

The ease of control 
allows for you to focus on 
sending your Commander 
to colonise other worlds. It 
lets you focus on epic 
battles, think about how 
you’re going to crack a 
world and plop down a 
teleporter, and otherwise 
annihilate your foes. 
Micro-level strategy is 
totally possible in Planetary 
Annihilation, but we really 
enjoy macro-level decisions 
and the freedom 
macro-based 
games give players.

Uber’s Brad Nicholson 
on the future of a genre

The 60 
Second 
Pitch
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Described as a cross 

between EVE Online and 

Starcraft, Novus AEterno 

smashed its modest 

Kickstarter goal this Jan:

novusaeterno.com
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#2 QUADRILATERAL 
COWBOY
Eye spy with my little iBook

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

IndieMaster
Best Of The Indie Scene!

twitter.com/gamesmaster

H
alf spy, half computer coder 

and no intersects or Caseys  

in sight to help you out, in 

Quadrilateral Cowboy you  

are the coolest nerd there has 

ever been. The game’s a 

self-branded 20th Century Cyberpunk 

adventure from the developer of an old 

IndieMaster favourite Gravity Bone, and when 

it eventually, finally and at-long-last-don’t-you-

know-how-excruciating-a-wait-this-has-been-? 

arrives it’ll hand you a suitcase computer and 

send you off to secret places to code your way 

past security systems. 

 

Code to Joy
And by code, we mean code. Not ‘hold E to hack 

this camera’. Not ‘link up these wires by spinning 

circuit board tiles’ to override door controls. 

Actual typing-words-into-a-computer-to-make-

things-happen coding. 

It’s set in the ’80s and your handy portable 

computer – or ‘deck’ as it’s known in the game 

– is your key to everything. Take a locked door. 

In most games you’d need to find a key, but here 

you open your deck on a nearby bench and 

code your way past it. One glance at the deck’s 

screen once it’s connected to the security 

systems software and you’ll see the following:

 >door 3

available commands for ‘door 3’:

door3.open(x) Open door. x = seconds 

  to stay open

door3.close() Close door.

telnet>

What do you do? It’s obvious. you type in: 

door3.open(3) 

...to open the door for three seconds so you 

can sneak past. With most doors rigged to 

alarms that sound if they’re ajar for too long, 

you don’t want to open them for any longer.

So far, so simple, but the complexity ramps 

up fast. What do you do when you’ve got two 

security cameras, cam A and cam 2, next to one 

another that need to be disabled without raising 

the alarms? Three seconds isn’t enough time to 

run past both, which is where the wait 

command comes into play:

camA.off(3);wait(2);cam2.off(3)

Execute the above command and two 

seconds after the first camera fails the second 

one will switch off, letting you sneak past.

It’s not all coding. There’s some acrobatic 

clambering needed to leap over walls and into 

vents, and your gadgets extend beyond the 

deck: drills allow you to unscrew vents by 

clicking on bolts, for instance. But with a core 

hacking pillar that asks players to think a little 

before they take action, Quadrilateral Cowboy 

is the subject of many a Most Wanted poster 

around the GM office. Q

Developer Blendo Games  Format PC  Due TBC  2014 

The detail hass been upped considerably 

since Blendo Games’ spiritual predecessor 

Thirty Flights of Loving.

Yes, you’ll have to learn a programming

language to play, though the game will 

guide you through commands.

GONE HOME
So embarrassing was our Gone 

Home review overlook that ed 

Matt P is handing in his badge 

and walking away in shame.  

A first-person story-focused 

exploration game set in 1995, 

Gone Home sees you return to 

America to visit your family’s 

new home only to find it empty 

in the middle of a storm...

TOWERFALL
An Ouya exclusive heading to 

PS4 and PC later this year, 

TowerFall is the offspring of 

Spelunky’s sordid affair with 

Smash Bros. It’s a round-based 

battle royale where everyone’s 

an archer and one arrow to the 

knee, face or indeed anywhere 

is enough for a kill. Fast, frantic 

and utterly amazing.

STICK IT TO THE MAN
A trippy point-and-click/

platforming combo adventure 

with shades of Psychonauts 

coursing through it, this PC, PS3 

and PS Vita papercraft comedy 

follows a man suffering from a 

head trauma who wakes up to 

find a pink arm attached to his 

brain. Cue mind-reading powers 

and a bellyful of laughs.

KENTUCKY ROUTE 
ZERO
This five-act point-and-click 

about a delivery man driving 

along the mysterious Route 

Zero to track down an address 

was supposed to have dropped 

through the Steam letterbox 

long ago. It hasn’t, sadly, but so 

good are the opening acts that it 

demands exploring right away. 

AMAZING FROG
The second Ouya game 

worth ribbiting on about is 

the bizarre Amazing Frog, in 

which Swindon-based dev 

FAYJU builds a virtual version 

of its home town, populates it 

with comical bipedal frogs 

and asks you to rack up the 

points by leaping into fans 

for mad air. Q

Small…  
But 
Perfectly 
Formed
Top five indie games 
we missed last year
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A 
game or an 

interactive 

experience? A 

gripping adventure 

or a load of waffle 

wrapped around a 

Facebook photo album tagging 

system? Real or fake?

Okay, so it’s definitely fake, and to 

answer the other two questions we’ll 

pick answers ‘interactive experience’ 

and ‘gripping adventure’. Extrasolar is 

an Alternate Reality Game where 

you’re cast as a participant of a 

science project run by the fictional 

eXoplanetary Research Institute 

(XRI). They’re a privately funded 

science research company who’ve 

sent exploration rovers to the surface 

of the planet Epsilon Prime to seek 

new life, and as one of their research 

team you’re in charge of piloting a 

rover, taking pictures and then 

tagging points of interest for the lab 

to then process and analyze.

Joy of the rovers
Driving said rovers isn’t all that taxing 

– you basically drag a line over a 

top-down map to set the rover’s path, 

then play with camera settings and 

angles to snap a shot. Then you wait. 

If you’re playing the free version it 

takes four hours for the signal to 

reach the rover, the rover to do its 

business and for the image to beam 

back, though you can ‘donate’ to buy 

the full game to upgrade the rover 

and cut the wait to an hour, among 

other beneficial bolt-ons. 

We started out just taking 

pictures of the landing pod and some 

basic plant life, but it wasn’t long 

before more surprising discoveries 

popped up – and with them hints that 

not all is right within the XRI ranks. 

As well as official mission updates 

we began hearing from a mysterious 

hacker who needed our help to 

break through security locks and 

pretty soon our serene exploration 

experience descended into a 

full-blown thriller, with 

misinformation around every turn. 

Two weeks into the closed beta 

and we’ve no idea where it’s headed 

– just that we’re determined to see it 

through and are convinced you 

should play a part as well. Q

F
RACT is weird. Really 

weird. It’s a

first-person musical

puzzle-exploration 

game that we’re going 

to describe as Metroid

Prime meets PS1 aural experience 

Music 2000 and then stare at the 

screen for five minutes while we 

decide if we can come up with a better 

way of describing its abstract premise. 

*stares* No, no we can’t. Sigh.

Explore, Rebuild and Create are the

three key words first-time dev 

Phosfiend is using to describe the 

game: exploration of a colourful-but-

broken world, the rebuilding of its 

forgotten and damaged machinery, 

and the creation of music that 

underpins everything.

Different areas of the game are

built around different synthesizer 

effects, and the puzzles are intended 

to actually tutor players in the theory 

and application of real synthesizing 

tools. So when you’re filling in four

rows of blobs on a computer screen to

power up a generator, you’re actually 

piecing together a piece of music at 

the same time.

Synth city
The game’s hub also doubles up as 

a recording studio, and the deeper 

into FRACT you press, the more it 

becomes filled with musical tools 

and effects. Return to the studio and

you’ll be free to create your own 

tunes for fun with tools so robust 

that they rival some standalone 

music-making software. Q

#4 FRACT OSC
Uh-oh, we smell another ‘are games 
really art’ debate…

Developer Phosfiend Systems  Format PC  Due TBC 2014

Your home screen is where all private messages and mission objectives live, 

along with an album of snapped Epsilon Prime photos.
Come the final game traditional puzzles and progression will live harmoniously 

alongside completely abstract music-making tools. 

#3 EXTRASOLAR
Dream to worlds beyond

Developer Lazy 8 Studios  Format Browser  Due TBC 2014

“YOU’LL BE FREE TO CREATE YOUR 

OWN TUNES FOR FUN”
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Reviews
The Final Verdict!

twitter.com/gamesmaster

Will Retro’s gorilla 
day out drift in like 
a summer breeze or 
give us the cold 
shoulder?

60 Donkey Kong Country: Tropical Freeze

Playing Thief as an FPS is certainly 

enjoyable, until your arrows and health 

packs run out.

Peering through the keyholes of locked doors is advisable before opening or even picking them – but 

be careful doing it in the asylum as you don’t know what will peer back…

Burning   
Question
              Are you buying Thief?

Yes!
It looks awesome: 

excellent graphics, 

good looking 

backgrounds and the 

box art looks amazing.

Joseph Wharton-Brown, 

Facebook

The

No!
No...I haven’t the time 

nor the patience for 

messing around in the 

shadows! Big guns… big 

mechs… TITANFALL!

Alex Shute, Facebook

Maybe
I’m gonna get it at a 

cheaper price, then it 

would be a ‘steal’… 

Tumble weed…

Andy Rigby, Facebook

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.
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Format PS4, XO, PC (reviewed), PS3, 360    

Publisher Square Enix Developer Eidos Montreal  Out 28 February  Players 1

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Who’s that man 
with the three-piece 
suit? Nobody 
suspects how awful 
this can be.

64 Octodad: Dadliest Catch 66 Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy XIII 70 Castlevania: Lords Of Shadow 2

Lightning’s final 
outing could have 
done with a few 
more dress 
rehearsals.

The vamp look is 
back in season, but 
does Lords Of 
Shadow 2 have the 
body to pull it off?

After three days of looking at nothing 

but Thief, the way we see the world has 

changed. Drainpipes are routes to the 

rooftops and freedom. Every fork and 

plate is accompanied by a twinkly glow.

And loose change on the street

mandates a sickening dipping sensation 

as our Tommy Cooper-poised hands 

swoop towards it. Despite their ubiquity, 

we can’t say that any of these are 

enjoyable feelings. 

Square Enix’s previous two reboot 

gambles paid off handsomely. Deus Ex: 

Human Revolution was a fine amalgam

of innovative mechanics, robust research 

and a rich world; Tomb Raider was a solid 

exploration of modern action-adventure 

arenas and plot clichés. Thief is the latest 

to sneak out of that Montreal-San 

Francisco collaboration axis, but has 

a bigger trick to pull off: the paradox

of creating a successful, brash modern 

game where in-game 

achievement is quiet and 

understated. And it all 

takes place in the elegant 

shadow of 2012’s 

Dishonoured 

(GM 257, 95%).

City-slicker
The choice to go with a 

reboot, rather than a 

prequel or the originally-mooted sequel, 

has enabled Eidos Montreal to meet that 

challenge, though classic elements from 

previous Thiefs have been retained. 

The new game takes place in the same 

semi-magical, semi-steampunk, 

semi-Medieval setting – simply called The 

City. It has the same hero 

at its heart – the soft-

voiced thief Garrett. And

the core game – the 

stealing, the tools, the 

sneaking – is the same. 

However, it has disposed 

of much. The factions 

have gone, so Garrett is 

no longer an erstwhile 

member of a hidden 

order – he’s just an extremely-agile thief. 

The memorable layout of the old city has 

gone. And the sense of a history that’s 

more than architectural is absent too – 

despite all of the books and manuscripts 

you’ll find in the game, there’s no 

meaningful narrative depth to the world 

or its inhabitants. 

Your task as Garrett starts simply. 

Following a short tutorial, where your 

THIEF
I

t’s been 16 years since the master rogue 

Garrett first skulked onto our screens in 

1998’s Thief: The Dark Project. With its 

innovative use of sound and shadow, 

Thief was the first game to show how 

stealth could be done subtly – and 

backed it up with rich fantasy world-building and a 

strong overarching plot filled with intrigue and plenty 

of quick-fingered pilfering. Square Enix had a master 

plan to steal this gem from the past and revive it today.

But, as we all know well, heists rarely work out the way 

that you planned…

Is Square’s remake a master thief or 
a criminal condemned to the shadows? 

The small print: We rate games in comparison to what else is available on the

same system in the same genre at the time of release. So a 90% score for an 

iPhone puzzler is awarded in relation to other iPhone puzzlers, rather than a 

blockbuster shooter which might have got 89%. Likewise, this year’s FIFA might

score less than a FIFA from three years ago, but still be a better game. Because 

time, and our expectations, move on. Hey, you’re smart, you get it…

HOW WE SCORE
0-399 Awful Avoid it as you would a bullet with your name on.

40-599 Poor Major issues here that won’t be solved with a hug.

60-799 Decent A mixed bag filled with sweets and sharp stones.

80-899 Good You’ll feel happy taking this home to show mum.

90-1000 Superb Don’t buy this and everyone will laugh at you.
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“THE CHOICE TO GO WITH A REBOOT 

HAS FREED EIDOS MONTREAL

 TO MEET THAT CHALLENGE”
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THIEF

twitter.com/gamesmaster

FACES OF  
THE CITY
All the oily, antisocial types 
who you’ll meet on your 
purloiner’s quest

#1 Basso
Your fence, who buys your stuff and 

gives you missions. Also, supposedly, 

your friend, but actually the only 

thing he vaguely likes is his familiar 

magpie, Jeneviere.

#2 Baron Northcrest
The ruler of The City, mainly through 

brute force. Wants to take the 

population into the modern era 

by building a robot workforce. 

Idealistic, deluded. 

#3 Orion
A mysterious man attempting to help 

the poor. Sends you off on dodgy 

missions though and his motives are 

unclear. He’s also the leader of the 

uprising citizens, The Graven.

#4 The Queen Of Beggars
Granny Rags in all but name. 

Donating money to her gives you 

focus points to spend on improving 

your powers. Otherwise she’s 

completely useless. 

#5 The Thieftaker General
The Baron’s righthand man. Has an 

arm-mounted crossbow, a love of 

money and, given his name, a hatred 

of Garrett and anyone else who 

shares his profession.  
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We delve into 
Garrett’s kitbag to 
discover the tools

of the trade  

INFO  
BURST!

Wrench
The Baron’s industrial push 

seems to have the primary 

effect of shoving ventilation 

shafts everywhere. If there 

was ever a Xenomorph 

outbreak, they’d be screwed. 

Anyway, it lets Garrett 

explore the city – as long as 

he’s picked up a wrench from 

the local storekeeper to 

unscrew all the bolts. A 

wrench that costs the same 

as a hundred gold flashes. 

Lockpicks
Thankfully, Garrett has 

these from the start. You can 

upgrade them to increase 

their sensitivity, but you 

won’t really need to as you 

can pick any lock right from 

the word go. However, it still 

takes a long time to pick the 

hardest locks and someone 

could stumble across you – 

so the ability to glance 

around while picking is 

really handy.

Wirecutter
For the first few hours traps 

are absolutely lethal; you 

won’t be able to do much 

about them except absorb 

the damage. After you get 

the wirecutter, the first thing 

you’ll do is walk into a room, 

scope it out with focus on, 

and try to track the wires 

back to the control box 

before disabling it. It adds 

another puzzle element to 

the game’s toolset. 

Razor
Despite Garrett being 

relatively clean shaven, he 

doesn’t seem to possess a 

razor. You can buy one at 

great expense from the 

storekeeper, but you don’t 

use it for personal grooming. 

Instead, when you stumble 

across one of the prized 

Montessoni paintings, you 

can cut it from the frame 

to add to your stash of 

collectibles at home.

impetuous protegé Erin falls into the

middle of a magical ritual run by The 

City’s leader Baron Northcrest, you wake 

a year later with amnesia and strange 

new focus powers. Following that

ridiculous coincidence, Erin has vanished 

and The City is in the grip of a mental 

disease called the Gloom. Your fence

Basso tasks you with helping a group 

ominously named The Graven, and from 

here on out events drag you along a

back-alley tour of your home town.

The tools of stealth
Job number one is to stay undetected.

Thief is a proper stealth game, so you’ll

need to stay anonymous by sticking to 

the shadows and staying whisper-silent

while you fill your pockets with goodies.

In previous Thiefs, walking on stone was

enough to alert the over-caffeinated 

guards to your presence. Things are less 

punishing now: sound ‘traps’ come in the

forms of rarer surfaces such as water and 

broken glass, or as animals (such as pet 

birds) that squawk if you disturb them.

As you’d expect, the lighting effects 

are gorgeous. Garrett clings to the 

shadows naturally, avoiding or negating 

brightly-lit areas with his toolset. He’s 

undetectable if he’s motionless and he 

has a dash move that lets him quickly 

transition between patches of shadow. 

Of course you can cheat and make the 

actual game as light as you want in the 

settings, but even so you’ll find yourself 

occasionally navigating dark vents or 

cobwebbed corridors by touch, using 

your regulated focus skill as a makeshift 

night vision. And the game just isn’t the 

same without a pervasive gloom…

Garrett also has another tool for 

staying undetected – the levels’ 

verticality. You’ll find yourself hopping 

onto the rooftops (or onto bookshelves 

or rafters) for alternative routes past 

patrolling guards. Plain old running isn’t a 

guaranteed escape plan if you should fall, 

either: the guards are quite capable of 

pursuing you anywhere you go.

Of course, how the AI reacts to these 

skills is key. When you’ve not been 

detected, the AI patrols efficiently but 

formulaically. Guards will follow the 

same paths, peering into the shadows 

and muttering incessantly to 

themselves until they’re jolted out of

their routine by an alert. It’s easy to judge

their behaviour: a hollow eye icon sits

above every guard’s head to denote their 

suspicions. It fills up according to your 

proximity, exposure and noise level, and 

once a guard’s suspicious it’ll continue to 

fill until it turns fully red – meaning the 

guards have clocked you and will start 

chasing you down. 

GAME OF GRAPHS
Tracking the stealth genre through the years

1985 1993 2000 2007 2015
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Tom Clancy’s 

Splinter Cell – 2002

Similar to MGS. Not 

particularly original

but very shiny. 

MGS – 1998

Seminal action-

adventure that

introduced the 

cardboard box.

Castle Wolfenstein – 1981

The spiritual precursor to 

id’s FPS involved sneaking 

and disguise. 

Thief – 1998

First-person 

sneaking with 

superb audio.

Dishonoured – 2012

A modern classic where 

stealth is optional.

Thief – 2014

Square Enix’s revamp of the series 

remains in the shadows.
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BREAKING INTO NORTHCREST  
MANOR (TWICE)
Only a fool returns to the (heavily-guarded) scene of the crime

BEST LEVELS
The City’s central themes 
mostly involve variations  
on wood, fog, damp, despair 
and endless gloom, but 
there’s still stand-out area 
design hidden among all 
of The City’s grime. Here 
are three of the best levels 
to explore… 

The Brothel and Below
Descending through ruins, then into a 

hidden brothel, the spy tunnels at its 

basement and an ancient vertical library. 

The Asylum
Yes, there’s an asylum. Yes, it’s 

reminiscent of The Cradle. Yes, it’s bloody 

scary. No, it’s not particularly original.

Audale Bridge
Running across Audale Bridge as it burns 

involves absolutely no stealth. It’s straight 

out of Assassin’s Creed.

Even if you avoid this stage, a 

suspicious guard is a dangerous guard. If 

they suspect someone’s around but 

they’re not sure they’ll explore every

corner they know about. Eventually, they 

will track you down if you don’t get out of l

the area – take our word for it. 

Invisible, not invincible
Thief’s all about stealth, so if guards spot 

you you’ll want to run. Forget early 

demos featuring combat: you’re a wimp

when it comes to fighting, which is how it 

should be. The solitary duck/parry move

you’ve got takes a couple of seconds to 

recharge, and with no sword to rely on 

you must repeatedly club enemies with 

your blackjack to knock them out. Using 

focus lets you eliminate baddies faster,

granted, but against more enemies 

Garrett will be overwhelmed unless he 

flashbombs his way to safety.

Desperate to spill blood? Then engage

enemies from range with Garrett’s 

arsenal of arrows. He’s got eight types in 

total, which are much more combat-

oriented than old Garrett’s quiver. Out 

goes the moss arrow (useless now you 

don’t have to soften surfaces to walk 

quietly), in comes the blast arrow (think: 

BOOM!). Garrett’s arrows also fire 

dead-straight, so when you’re killing 

people with your blast, fire, broadhead

and sawtooth arrows you won’t have to 

worry about gravitational pull.  

The four that are genuinely useful in

ways that don’t (always) murderise are 

the water, fire, blunt and rope arrows. 

Water arrows extinguish unshielded fires 

and torches, while fire arrows light 

them up (useful against light-fearing 

freaks later in the game). Blunt arrows 

can be used to knock switches, pulleys, 

and so forth, opening up areas or 

dropping large items on enemies. 

Finally, rope arrows attach to specific 

rope-bound areas in the world, opening 

up new areas higher-up. Enemies will 

only notice the impact of any of these 

arrows if they’re looking right at the thing 

when it hits – and even then they might 

not notice you’re around. 

These few items – combined with 

Garrett’s flashbombs and preternatural 

agility purloined directly from Assassin’s 

Creed – massively increase your survival 

chances as you move through levels. 

There are other upgrades too, but 

they’re much less effective and 

interesting than the few gear-gated ones. 

Lockpicks, blackjack, bow and armour all

have upgradeable facets to make you 

tougher, faster, more lethal and so on. 

Despite this, we made it through the 

entire game without buying any of them.

Similarly, the expensive trinkets that are

available don’t really change how you 

play the game. Instead, they mostly 

reduce resource costs (unlike 

Dishonoured’s innovative Bone Charms).

And what of Garrett’s all-important 

‘focus’ powers, which were born from 

that prologue ‘incident’? These are more 

clearly magical, but only work when 

“YOU REALLY ARE A WIMP IN A 
FIGHT, MUCH MORE SO THAN CORVO 
IN DISHONOURED”

1.

You start in a 

corner, trapped 

between noisy water 

and a sleeping dog. 

There’s a collectable 

brooch on a pillar-top 

here.

2.

Seven guards are 

in the next area. Hug 

the wall and take out 

the patrols – or just

sneak past them like a 

true thief.

3.

A collectable statue 

sits on a plinth here. Go 

under the patio to 

turn off the water to the 

waterfall to access it.

4.

Return to 

where the dog is.

Now that you’ve 

stopped the water you

can access the cellars. 

This is one of at least 

three ways into 

the manor.
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you turn on focus mode. Using focus at

different times makes tasks slightly 

easier. So you can pick-pocket quicker, 

knock out enemies in combat with a 

single blow, highlight the important areas

in a given environment, enjoy a healthy 

zoom for steady aiming, spy footsteps 

through walls and so on… 

Using focus makes the game much, 

much easier (with the exception of focus 

lockpicking, oddly, which we found 

tougher than regular lockpicking). We 

can’t imagine how difficult it would be to 

track the wires from a trap without these 

magical ‘n00b’ skills. 

Stolen moments
Individually these core mechanics work 

well, but something doesn’t quite feel 

right. Where Deus Ex: Humant Revolution 

was an inspired meeting of engine, plot 

and mechanics, Thief feels like it was 

conceived as a set of mechanics and a 

series of vignettes separately, in

buildings continents apart. Afterwards, 

the story was then plugged in. 

That lack of coherence occurs across

the whole City. Entire levels feel like

over-familiar setpieces. The majority of 

The City has that ugly Tomb Raider 

‘shanty’ design about it; occasionally 

spruced up with a seafront or a tall 

building. It’s simply not distinctive and, 

without using waypoints, it’s almost 

impossible to know where you’re going

or get a feel for how it all links up into one 

giant world. Though the storyline takes 

you through every area The City feels

fractured. Where Dishonoured wowed

you with each new setting, Thief drops 

you into a series of grimy tumbledown 

towns linked by cheeky quicktime level 

transitions you can’t back out of. Start 

opening a window and Garrett will sit 

there until either you hammer the 

buttons enough to finish the animation

or reach the point of total cosmic

entropy, whichever’s first.

Moreover, it’s not always obvious how 

you find your way around The City. You 

can replay story missions, so we 

attempted to find a particular quest we 

felt we could easily ace second time over 

in order to unlock challenges. Only that 

became a challenge in itself: we simply 

couldn’t find the starting point, as the 

representational map is functionally 

useless if you’re not on a mission. 

We walked around and around The City 

aimlessly, and couldn’t tell if the map we 

could see included neighbouring areas 

or was just the area we were in; or 

whether we could walk through the piled 

junk in doorways or not. Eventually, 

pin-cushioned with arrows from pursuing 

guards, we gave up. 

These frustrations are exacerbated by 

the writing. Though there are plot 

elements we’re not allowed to spoil 

they’re simply not interesting enough 

and feel like they were nailed together 

arbitrarily to justify the transitions 

between vignettes. Just a few hours after 

the credits rolled the generic details of 

the main story were already beginning to 

drift out of our minds. Why were the 

guards stripping the corpses on a 

production line? Why was the Baron 

running an asylum when he seems 

“WHY WAS THE BARON RUNNING 

AN ASYLUM WHEN HE SEEMS HAPPY 

TO LET MOST OF THE CITY ROT?”

You have to pick locks in the strangest 

places sometimes, including your own 

eye. Here’s locking at you, kid.

WHAT’S THE STORY, 
INVENTORY?
The PS4’s inventory 

system is all thumbs

O
f the three inventories we 

tried – PS4, XO and PC – the 

PC wins hands down, as you 

can select any item whenever you 

want, in real time. But then it does 

have all the keys in the world… The 

XO gamepad D-pad inventory is 

almost as easy-to-use, with the 

bonus of pausing gameplay while 

it’s happening, though the 

assignable shortcuts are confusing. 

But the PS4 touchpad inventory is 

truly dreadful, with poor touch 

recognition and a system that 

makes it really quite hard to pick 

the right item at the right time. 

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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THIEF

The stealth mechanic works

well; mistakes are your own. 

The sandbox level design 

complements the stealth.

LOVES…

Features a generic paint-by-

numbers storyline. 

Clunky movement exacerbated 

by poor button mapping.

HATES…

Batman: Arkham
Origins
The third-best Batman game of all

time, we say, damning it with faint 

praise. Asylum and City fare better.

Better than…

Worse than…

Dishonoured
The best stealth-action game of recent

years. It has a silly plot, but a superb 

world and amazing design, from its 

powers to levels and even to its DLC.

“It’s the customisable 

difficulty settings which 

please me the most. I 

found that going off the 

beaten path, and doing so 

without focus turned on, was the most 

rewarding. Not in measurable gamey 

terms, but because I love chasing that 

euphoric sense of a challenge well met.”

Matt SG, Games Editor

2ND OPINION

A swagbag of stolen 
promises, not all of 
which deliver. Still, it 
outshines many 
new-gen titles.  
Dan Griliopoulos
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Focus mode lets you see all trap wiring, allowing you to 

track down the central mechanism box and disarm it.

You’ll find safes hidden behind some paintings – focus 

mode will reveal them to you.

LIGHTS OUT
Thief had a troubled development

T
hief hasn’t been in development hell, per se. Instead,

it’s been in some sort of development purgatory. 

Before the initial announcement it was called Thi4f, 

according to early branding, a name that thankfully

went quietly into the shadows, as did the concept of this being a

sequel. When that was done away with, a problem was raised

about the XP system, which was deemed too gamey for Thief 

and was subsequently removed. Then the QTEs were criticised,

so away they went too. Then they changed the voice actor. 

Then, apparently, another ten months were wasted just on 

developing a promotional demo, which was heavily scripted

and didn’t contribute to the final game. And along the way, key

staff left the team as well.

So, what did this mean for the finished game? Well, it means 

that an awful lot of development time was likely wasted. What 

we’ve been left with here probably doesn’t match those 

breathless, excited visions that the designers had when they 

first started working on the game. The way you unlock focus 

powers and new equipment reflects that, a little: the tools you

get are ridiculously cheap, so why not give them to you straight

away? And neither the tools nor the powers actually make 

much difference to how you play the game. This is not the game 

it could have been – but there’s great, exciting promise here and 

Square Enix loves its franchises. Thief 2? It’ll be AMAZING.

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

happy to let most of The City rot? The 

game doesn’t prove to us that the 

designers know these answers either. It’s

frustrating because at times the scripting 

is entertaining, and well-researched and s

witty to boot. But story decisions and plot

points jar with these moments. 

Shadow of a man
This isn’t a first for Square’s games: 

similar simplistic story revelations are 

also visible in Tomb Raider, for instance,

where characters are also ham-acted 

caricatures. Another mealy-mouthed 

gritty hero, another impetuous protegé, 

another authoritarian despot, another 

abusive henchman, another dodgy 

outsider, another mob that’s reduced to 

inhumanity so it’s okay to kill them… 

Like Tomb Raider, people are flagged as

betrayers so far in advance that their 

mothers must have looked down at their 

swollen bellies and thought, “Oops, I’ve 

got a bad ’un coming.” 

Compared with the three-way 

factional struggles of the original Thief 

series, even with its ancient lack of 

animation, compared with To The Moon, 

compared even with Lost Odyssey, 

there’s a real poverty of imagination in 

the narrative and how it’s presented. 

To be fair to Thief, it’s not an awful lot 

worse than a number of other AAA 

games’ plots (Assassin’s Creed’s 

nonsense-on-stilts has a lot to answer for) 

but it still irks us.

Primarily because it could be robbing 

you of a good experience. When we first 

finished the main storyline we’d left 

most of the optional side missions that

are designed to build up the colour of 

the world unexplored. Did we feel the 

need to go back to finish any of these? 

Not especially – and that’s the problem. 

These side-quests, so easily ignored, 

actually provide Thief’s greatest 

unexpected challenges. 

In one mission we had to sneak into 

a man’s house to uncover some

carefully-hidden loot. After slipping 

through some vents we found ourselves 

inside a wine cellar. Even with focus 

activated, there was nothing obvious in 

this cellar – until we looked up. Behind the 

beams on the ceiling, invisible from the 

entrance, were four buttons. Hitting them 

with arrows dropped a rope, leading 

down to an ancient tomb where gilded 

cups waited to be snatched.

Would it be worth doing that mission 

for anything more than the challenge of 

that puzzle? No. The money you get 

from the side-quests certainly doesn’t

require you to deviate from the main 

path to succeed. But because the puzzle 

we just described was probably deemed 

too challenging for the average player, it 

would never have been allowed to be 

a part of any core mission – certainly 

there’s nothing like it in the main quest. 

Indeed, the impetus to complete the

challenges in any given level is for the 

thrill of the challenge itself, nothing more. 

The fact that doing so also unlocks a 

series of so-so leaderboard quests, where 

you run around the same location trying 

to grab as much loot as possible in as 

short a time as possible, doesn’t excite us.

But we were hooked, regardless, not 

for the story, but for the mechanics of

stealth and exploration. Finding routes 

through the levels peaceably and intact 

is a genuine challenge on the normal 

‘Thief’ difficulty – and with the aids 

turned off, it gets much, much harder.

Add in the custom difficulty modes, 

which allow you to recreate old Thief – 

indeed, which allow you to make a much 

harder game than any Thief – and it’s an y

enjoyable, challenging customisable 

sandbox. It’s just sad that the main story 

and The City itself don’t match up to the 

toolset Eidos Montreal has created. Q
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Donkey Kong Country: Tropical Freeze is 

the Uncharted of side-scrolling platform 

games. That’s not because it can boast at 

least one ex-Naughty Dog staffer among

its artists, but because the two games are 

equally committed to placing their 

heroes in the gravest peril with alarming 

regularity. Both, too, share a similar 

appetite for destruction and 

hair’s-breadth escapes. You’ve heard of 

the spectacle shooter, now it’s time to

give a big, gorilla-sized hand for the

spectacle platformer.

Of course, Donkey Kong Country has

historically pushed the graphical 

envelope – it’s been part of the series’

DNA since the very first game, way back 

in 1994 – but here it finally has the 

hardware to bring its grand visual 

designs to fruition. Vibrantly colourful

and enriched by environmental detail,

it’s a stunner even when the levels aren’t 

disintegrating before your eyes. Like a 

slightly hairier Nathan Drake, you can

rarely stay still for very long: the ground 

frequently crumbles and

cracks beneath your

simian toes, while 

platforms shift, pivot and 

fall on a regular basis.

Where Drake would cling 

desperately to collapsing

scenery with his 

fingertips, your job is to

leap to solid ground 

before it slides off the 

screen. Either way, you’re seemingly 

constantly engaged in a battle against 

Mother Nature that she’s determined 

you’re going to lose.

Country bumpkin
It’s full of blockbuster bluster, its chaotic 

sequences revealing you as the calm eye 

amid a howling storm – in

one stage, that’s literally

the case, as you dodge

debris whipped up by

sudden whirlwinds. It’s all

sound and fury, each

noisy setpiece playing out

like the climactic action

scene of a family film –

rated PG for frequent

moderate peril.

The sound effects, meanwhile, evoke 

the onomatopoeic text in superhero 

comic books: WHAM! CRASH! SLAM!

POW! BOP! OOF! Tropical Freeze’s

peers invite you to marvel at their

protagonist’s acrobatics; here, as Donkey 

Kong barrels his way through the 

mayhem, you’ll be moved instead to 

admire his survival instinct. 

DONKEY  
KONG COUNTRY: 
TROPICAL FREEZE

R
arely has the announcement of a

follow-up to a much-loved game received 

such a hostile reception. Tropical Freeze’s 

debut was greeted with a combination of 

bile and apathy, though in truth, the vitriol 

centred more on what it wasn’t than what 

it was. Simply, Wii U owners were hoping for – nay, expecting 

– a new Metroid from the folks behind Prime, and in an

already platformer-heavy software line-up, a sequel to

Donkey Kong Country Returns felt like overkill. So Retro

Studios has something to prove here – can DK win over the 

doubters? Read on to find out…

Time to go ape for DK’s latest, or will Retro’s 
monkey magic leave you cold? 

“IT’S A STUNNER EVEN WHEN THE 

LEVELS AREN’T DISINTEGRATING 

BEFORE YOUR EYES”
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Even perfect runs feel like breathless,

panicked scrambles for safety, with

last-minute rolls, swings and leaps 

carrying you through obstacle courses

where one wrong move could lead to

disaster.

Ice to beat you
There is, of course, a narrative excuse for 

all this chaos. The game begins with DK 

preparing to celebrate his birthday by 

blowing out the lone candle on his cake.

A rush of cold air promptly extinguishes 

the flame, heralding the arrival of the

Snowmads, an invading army of 

penguins, walruses, and even hamsters, 

who are every bit as merciless as their 

Viking headgear suggests. 

Their towering leader blows a large 

Alpine horn, conjuring an enormous ice 

dragon that circles DK’s island, creating 

a storm that blows him and his family 

away. Your objective, then, is simply to 

hop back across five islands and retake 

his freshly frozen home: an ape icescape, 

if you will.

Tropical Freeze’s worlds aren’t content 

to settle on a single unifying theme, 

either. While each one is focused on a 

certain archetype – jungle, ice, water – it 

uses these ideas as jumping-off points, 

with a restless desire to mix things up. 

World 2, for example, takes you from a 

rhino-powered gallop across terra firma 

to a place beyond the alpines; you’ll end 

up bouncing off hot-air balloons as you 

climb above the clouds. Along the way 

you’ll dart through a crumbling cavern 

and find yourself inside a giant horn, its 

low-register parps creating updrafts that 

carry you to the top. 

World 3 is even more varied: after 

tornadoes and fires you’ll pilot a barrel 

rocket over moonlit waters patrolled by 

grinning leviathans before a series of keg-

powered flights of a very different kind. 

Then, ahead of an awkward boss 

encounter, Bramble Scramble takes you 

through a stage choked by living vines 

that squirm and writhe ominously as

dandelion platforms somehow wriggle 

upwards through the thorny tangle.

Talking of bosses, they’re a powerful 

bunch, testing you with evolving attack

patterns, changing the pace and 

approach of their offensives to keep you 

on your toes throughout. They’ll steadily 

eat into your supply of lives, but you’ll 

rarely, if ever, get a game over. Indeed,

there’s a very real possibility you’ll end 

up with 99 red balloons. 

Crusty junglers
The reported absence of a super guide 

feature caused some to fear that they 

might be in for an easier ride, but happily 

that isn’t the case – the surplus of lives 

allows Retro to leave the difficulty as is. It 

still occasionally tips over into frustration: 

there are moments where you’re keeping 

an eye on what’s ahead without noticing 

that the ground beneath your feet isn’t as 

Two-player mode feels a little scrappy, 

particularly with the levels allowing 

scant room for mistakes.

Unexpected camera movements add excitement to the otherwise familiar mine cart 

stages, though gauging the timing of your jumps is less straightforward.

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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Quite possibly the best-looking 

Wii U game so far.

David Wise’s soundtrack is 

wonderfully eclectic.

LOVES…

It’s fairly ‘safe’ in terms of 

overall structure.

There are a couple of sudden 

difficulty spikes.

HATES…

Donkey Kong Country 
Returns
There’s not much between the two, but 

Freeze’s superior graphics make a 

return to Returns less tempting.

Better than…

Worse than…

Super Mario 3D World
In fairness, you could say this about

most games, but following so soon 

after such a heavy-hitting Mario

highlights DK’s deficiencies.

Extremely polished 
traditional gameplay 
enhanced by 
sumptuous 
presentation. Safe but 
sound. Chris Schilling

You can use the 

GamePad or Pro 

Controller to play TF, 

with the option to 

switch between the 

GamePad’s display 

and your TV at any 

time. It also supports 

remote-and-nunchuk 

controls. 

NEED TO KNOWi

FREEZE A  
JOLLY GOOD 
PLATFORMER
Celebrating five of Retro’s 

wonderful worlds

T
he one thing TF doesn’t want

for is visual variety. Sure, each

level has platforms and pitfalls, 

barrels and baddies, but it takes you 

on a delightfully diverse journey. 

Here are some of the highlights.
1

Autumn Heights is a gorgeous leafy 

world of windmills, alpine horns and 

– why not? – gigantic rolling cheeses. 

2
Papier-mâché animal heads and

spiky fruit surprises ‘welcome’ you

to Bright Savannah.

3
Water, water everywhere, and 

several drops of ink as DK escapes 

the embrace of a giant octopus.

5
DK’s eventual homecoming offers 

a somewhat frosty reception 

complete with avalanches and alphorns.

solid as you first thought. A successful 

run is as much a test of memory as reflex.

You can, however, tilt the balance a 

little more in your favour, in a way that’s

entirely optional – and, as such, is 

arguably preferable to the shame-

provoking golden blocks that arrive after 

repeated failures in recent Mario games.

Funky Kong sets up shop in each world, 

doling out a range of power-ups in return 

for coins, assuming you can put up with 

his questionable cut-offs and tiresome 

surfer-dude shtick. 

Among his wares is Squawks the 

parrot, who alerts you to the presence of 

nearby jigsaw pieces and green balloons 

that rescue you from the first pitfall you 

bounce into; clumsier players might wish 

to fill all three inventory slots with this

one. Banana juice makes you temporarily 

invincible from the point at which you’d 

first take damage, while a bonus heart

gives you a useful extra buffer, handy for

the occasions where you need to keep a 

partner alive to pass a difficult section or 

reach a secret exit.

There’s a tangible weight and heft to 

both DK’s movements and the powerful 

forces of nature pulling the levels apart. 

Often, it’s you prompting the destruction: 

DK rips handles from the ground to send 

platforms crashing into position, and

hauls up sinking ships, straining visibly 

as the prow creeps above sea level.

Despite all the debris, the particles and 

the lush fur effects, the action maintains 

a consistently smooth framerate, with 

no obvious dips.

Brain freeze
If we find ourselves irresistibly drawn 

back to how Tropical Freeze looks, that’s 

because it’s ultimately how it 

differentiates itself. Beyond its undeniable 

visual personality there’s little else it 

contributes to its genre: it’s a rock-solid, 

slickly constructed traditional platformer, 

but little more. 

To some, that’s hardly a complaint – 

few developers, after all, are still making 

games such as this – but in the wake of a 

certain Wii U game released just a couple

of months back – *cough* Super Mario

3D World *cough* – it’s hard not to 

compare the two and find Tropical Freeze 

come up slightly wanting. Variety in 

settings doesn’t always translate to

variety in action, and while it’s satisfying

to unearth those secret exits, its stages 

allow for little meaningful self-expression.

As much as camera trickery might try

to disguise it, for the majority of the time

you’re following a prescribed route from 

left to right. You could argue it’s a good fit

for the irresistible forward momentum of 

its avatar, but underwater stages aside, 

there are few real changes of pace: you’re 

on the go all the time, and towards the 

end the constant tumult eventually 

becomes wearying.

All that said, repeat visits to these

levels in Time Attack mode demonstrate 

just how well put-together they are. 

Here, you can upload record-breaking 

runs – even if it’s just your own personal 

best you’ve beaten – to leaderboards, as 

well as downloading replays of attempts 

from the players at the top of the table. 

It’s a pleasingly swift process, and 

besides the joy of watching platforming

masters at work, it also offers a valuable

glimpse at the path of least resistance 

through each stage. Of course, pulling 

it off is quite different from simply 

seeing it in action, but making it through 

within the strict gold medal times is a

rare thrill indeed.

Tropical Freeze is old-fashioned, then, 

but it’s exquisitely fashioned, too; as long

as you’re not expecting a genre-shaking 

masterpiece, you’ll find plenty to enjoy. 

For all its visual dazzle, it is determinedly 

old-school in its approach, and audiences 

seeking a challenge to match that of its 

predecessors will appreciate that that 

isn’t necessarily a criticism. Retro by 

name and by nature, Tropical Freeze may 

not be another Mario, but it still comes 

out swinging.Q

PLEASURES OF 
THE PALM
We know Kong Pow…

C
ollect 100 bananas and you 

can give your partner a 

high-five, triggering their 

Kong Pow ability. It’s a smart bomb, 

essentially, killing all enemies on 

screen. With Diddy, they’ll turn into 

life balloons, while Dixie gains extra 

hearts. Banana coins are your prize 

for teaming up with Cranky, though 

be careful where you do it – enemies  

sometimes double as platforms.

4
Even curmudgeonly Cranky can’t

be down when pogoing around 

a world of jelly. 

“AFTER TORNADOES AND FIRES 

YOU’LL PILOT A BARREL ROCKET 

OVER MOONLIT WATERS”
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Review
The Final Verdict!

twitter.com/gamesmaster

A
s Shakespeare once 

wrote, brevity is the 

soul of wit, so it’s

easy to understand 

why Octodad

struggles to be 

funny. This offbeat indie game 

attempts to stretch its comedy set-up, 

of a besuited octopus trying to blend 

in with common folk, across the entire 

story. He has a family, goes shopping 

and mows the lawn. But he’s an 

octopus. He frog-marches through his 

home, leaving a trail of displaced 

furniture and ornaments in his wake. 

He accidentally cooks his appendages

on barbeques. He fears aquariums.

Such an approach can pay off in theory; 

Groundhog Day managed to work by 

repeating its shtick, but it also glimmered 

with character and introduced ideas that 

evolved the core concept. Octodad

doesn’t carry such qualities; instead it 

calls back the first gag and hopes this will 

hold the player’s interest throughout. 

The opening joke is quite funny, of 

course, and watching a buttoned-down 

octopus trying to queue for tickets raises 

a smile. But for a game with such an 

eccentric concept at its heart, what’s 

surprising is how quickly it runs out of 

ideas and imagination.

Octodad can’t talk, of course, so 

subtitles explain what he’s mumbling 

while giving observational wisecracks 

on the side – descriptions such as, 

“nonchalant retort,” and, “garbled 

excuse.” Irrespective that these quips 

ignore the time-honoured ‘show don’t 

tell’ principal of good writing, they’re not 

funny either. They describe the obvious 

to the extent that Octodad’s family is so 

clichéd it’s hard to believe they’re real 

either. A faultless and devoted wife, a son 

who hates studying but loves sports, a 

wide-eyed daughter with irritating levels 

of child-like wonderment…

Fortunately there is another character,

a manic chef obsessed with cooking

Octodad, who manages to give some life 

to the story.

Old sole 
Charm and humour, while often 

supplementary in modern games, were 

vital for Octodad to thrive. Not just 

because it’s supposed to be funny, but 

also to provide some relief from the 

gameplay, which is often frustrating.

Octodad’s objectives and scenarios 

are so lacking in ambition that one 

wonders whether this was supposed to 

be part of the joke. Certainly, the goals 

couldn’t possibly be any more ordinary, 

tasking players with the likes of dressing 

for a wedding, some gardening, some

shopping, exploring an aquarium and 

buying tickets. 

A branching path of missions and 

consequences this is not. Octodad is 

instead a rummage sale of miniature 

fetch quests (find the wedding ring, find 

the pizza, make a coffee) and everyday 

tasks (open the door, open the other 

door) that have no valuable connection 

between one another. Players tick a

shopping list of goals, even literally at one 

point, and move on to the next level.

OCTODAD: DADLIEST CATCH
Format PS4, PC  Publisher Young Horses  Developer Young Horses  Out Now (PC), TBC (PS4)  Players 1-4

A squelchy misstep

“PLAYERS TICK A SHOPPING 
LIST OF GOALS, EVEN LITERALLY 
AT ONE POINT”

Octodad has managed to keep his true 

identity secret from the family – no idea 

how he consummated the wedding.

A REAL OCTODAD?
It’s totally possible, kind of 

S
o what are the chances that 

a real octopus could 

masquerade as a human? 

Incredibly high, according to one 

senior ichthyologist who we met at 

the Post Office. Firstly, he said, 

octopuses are generally considered 

the most intelligent of all the 

invertebrates (not a lie), and as 

active predators they study 

behaviours and gradually learn 

things by observation. In fact, he 

said, there was one octopus that was 

so amazingly smart he correctly 

predicted 11 out of 13 outcomes 

during the 2010 World Cup (actually 

true). Plus, these things can squeeze 

into anything, so an old blazer 

wouldn’t be an issue. 
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It’s different from any other 

game you’ve played.

There’s a couple of genuinely 

funny moments.

LOVES…

Environments are hampered by 

a lack of imagination.

The gameplay, though 

intentionally sloppy, isn’t fun. 

HATES…

Octodad
The original prototype released in

2010  that planted the secret octopus

theme understandably has fewer ideas

but, then again, is free. 

Better than…

Worse than…

QWOP
A free Flash game where, like Octodad,

you control a character’s limbs.  It’s

way funnier and more accomplished

than the broody cephalopod.

“I’m not ashamed to say I 

like it. Rob’s right – the 

mechanics get quite painful 

late on and the final game is 

a joke stretched out beyond 

its extremities – but I’m a sucker (ha!) for 

the character and the theme tune is 

ridiculously infectious. Fingers crossed 

this is a PS+ game when it hits PS4.”

Matthew Pellett, GM Turncoat

2ND OPINION

Octodad is a sloppy 
and surprisingly 
unimaginative 
journey through a 
dreary world.  
Rob Crossley

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Not that there’s much reason to switch

to different surroundings. Octodad’s 

world is plain and unadorned 

throughout, too often resembling a 

pre-last-gen era of boxed rooms lacking 

detail. Octodad didn’t need to look so 

bare and clean. The game’s original

prototype, developed by DePaul 

University students back in 2010, carried 

rough-and-ready visuals (resplendent 

with bad drawings on scraps of paper), 

which was a comfortable fit for the

humour. Dadliest Catch, by contrast, 

looks stale and sandblasted. It is a punk

band dressed for church.

The credits lists about a dozen core 

staff who worked on the full game, and 

most indie teams of this size wouldn’t go 

near a 3D adventure game. A project of 

such scope usually requires art divisions 

bigger than the entire Young Horses 

team. But because Octodad’s core 

concept is a 3D character’s awkward 

negotiations with a physics-based world, 

the Chicago based start-up studio had 

little choice in the matter.

That does go some way to explain 

why the world looks so mundane and

limited, but doesn’t excuse the lack of 

creative thinking. One segment, slightly 

reminiscent of the Metal Gear Solid 2 

Tanker chapter (don’t get excited), is the 

sole occasion when the player enters an

unknown scenario. During this segment, 

the player asks questions and the world 

becomes interesting.

Eight left feet
But even Octodad’s best idea is 

hampered by a gameplay system that, to 

be frank, had little potential in the first 

place. The cephalopod is controlled with 

two buttons assigned to his left and right

‘human’ legs, which will launch skyward

when pressed, and must be directed with 

the mouse (or analogue stick) to simulate

a walking motion. Naturally, movement 

becomes a series of semi-controlled 

stumbles and tumbles, which must be 

steered in the right direction.

Those who have cried with laughter 

playing QWOP shouldn’t be optimistic. 

Octodad’s challenges are more unrefined 

and unfulfilling than a 100-metre race; he 

must climb boxes of cereal, pull a reel

lawn mower and play carnival games. 

As such the gameplay is more akin to

controlling Mario with broken arms and

legs. Failure is constant, unsophisticated 

and sometimes unbearable. 

Perhaps the thinking was that 

Octodad’s basic missions and unadorned 

world were necessary to provide a 

balance, or some relief, to its wacky 

gameplay. Intentional or not, the whole 

package as a result is a laborious, 

inelegant journey through an 

uninteresting world. 

Fish out of water
The main campaign clocks in under three 

hours, which is a significant problem 

considering it costs £11.99. Players can

collect various items hidden around each 

level, and there’s the option to play co-op 

(with users controlling different limbs), 

but such add-ons are hardly tempting

once the credits start rolling. 

It’s understandable that Octodad was 

considered a promising game by those 

who sampled it in the past. A short demo

will showcase its strengths and that initial 

gag, while concealing how the full game 

does not build on this.

Even so, this is not a cynical attempt 

or a cheap cash-in. Octodad is the result

of a small group of young developers 

trying to accomplish something

spectacular. It’s an unsuccessful result

given its price, but an honest attempt 

nonetheless, and hopefully the only time 

Young Horses attempts comedy but 

ends up with tragedy.QW
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Just to settle an argument, you can say Octopuses, 

Octopi and even Octopodes. They’re all correct!

You can also use the analogue stick to control Octodad’s 

arms for superhuman tasks such as opening drawers.

NOBODY SUSPECTS A THING
The theme tune in all its brilliance

T
urn up the sound, clear out your throat and

get ready to sing along with Ian McKinney’s

incredible Octodad theme tune with our handy

lyrics guide:

Who’s that man with the three piece suit? 

Makin’ a doll with a log and fruit 

Who’s that man with the eight strong legs? 

Tried to make me breakfast but he broke my eggs 

Octodad – nobody suspects a thing 

Who’s that man with the hard, hard beak? 

Three feet tall with a soft physique 

How’s a man like that man feel? 

Running for his life from a moray eel 

Octodad – nobody suspects a thing 

Octodad – he’s got a good thing going
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Stoic to the bitter end, Lightning can’t 

even muster a smile in a photobooth 

shoot with a couple of moogles.

E
verything in 

Lighting Returns is 

tailored around 

speed. Battles

whizz by in a blur of 

costume changes 

and fancy particle effects. An

apocalypse countdown hurries you 

through every conversation, quest,

and potion purchase. 

Judging by the listless world in which

Lightning Returns takes place, it seems as 

though the developers were under a fair 

bit of time pressure themselves. You can 

see it in the flat textures – what should 

have been a lush, sun-dappled forest in 

one of the game’s four main hub areas 

looks more like a cardboard cut-out. You 

can see it in the sloppy dialogue, the 

hoards of NPCs whom you can’t talk to, 

and in a narrative so goofy it’s a wonder it 

doesn’t start wagging its tail.  

“So I’ve got to save people’s souls and 

offer Erradia to Yggdrasil to delay the end 

of the world?” Lighting asks Hope, for the 

umpteenth time. “Yes,” Hope replies. 

“You’ve got to save people’s souls and 

offer Erradia to Yggdrasil to delay the end 

of the world. But you’ve only got 13 days.” 

No one knows why there’s a 13-day time 

limit. No one knows why Hope is a boy 

again. Maybe Square Enix accidently 

deleted his adult assets from Final 

Fantasy XIII-2, which would explain why 

they’ve trundled out his exact charactert

model from the original Final Fantasy XIII. 

Striking out
It screams of laziness. Square’s stated 

goal was to give players more freedom

(you’re given four sizeable hubs to quest 

through in any order you choose) and to 

encourage multiple playthroughs (the

time limit means it’s impossible to 

complete every side-quest). Through 

everything, another goal shines through 

brighter than Lightning’s rose-coloured 

barnet: how much mileage can we wring

out of these art assets we still have?

It’s not all bad news. If you hated the

monster-riddled linearity of the original 

FFXIII, then the open nature of this 

threequel is a welcome change. Luxerion 

is a winding mass of urban squalor and 

gothic spires whereas Yusnaan is a glitzy, 

playboy sprawl. They’re both dense cities 

and they both scratch those itchiest of 

JRPG itches; the need to rummage 

through shops, grill locals for optional 

back story, and peer into every nook and 

cranny for secrets. 

Alternatively, nature lovers have got 

the Wildlands and the Dead Dunes, the 

former a swathe of airy green with that 

aforementioned forest that doesn’t look 

quite as nice as it should, and the latter a 

chunk of yawning desert scrub. While 

occasionally pretty, these two amount to 

little more than apologetic RPG box 

tickers (although Square Enix did forget 

‘volcano’ and ‘ice level’). Yes, they’re big, 

fat ovals of openness as opposed to 

cutscene-filled story gutters, but they’re 

also sparse and lifeless. Monsters appear, 

you kill them and then you continue 

running through scenery. If only 

gameplay satisfaction was intrinsically s

linked to an increase in square kilometres. 

All four hubs are sadly hogtied by that 

ridiculous countdown, however. There’s 

no time to enjoy the game, to dig into the 

“THERE’S NO TIME TO ENJOY THE 
GAME, TO DIG INTO THE STORY AND 
UNRAVEL THE LORE”

#RETURNS
Lightning rejected your 

friend request

L
ightning Returns has made a 

strange attempt to jump on 

the social media bandwagon 

by letting you take still photos 

during your adventure and submit 

them to the ‘Outerworld’ (Final 

Fantasy’s name for the internet). 

These messages then appear in 

other people’s games as 

conversation options with NPCs. 

Talk to the NPC and you’ll be able to 

download the photo. 

You can even send a message 

and an item if you’re feeling extra 

generous, although we regretted 

sending a valuable X-Potion into the 

online ether as soon as we realised 

no one was sending anything back. 

Format PS3 (reviewed), 360  Publisher Square Enix Developer Square Enix Out Now  Players 1

LIGHTNING RETURNS: 
FINAL FANTASY XIII
Lightning strikes a third time and completely misses the mark
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LIGHTNING RETURNS: FINAL FANTASY XIII

The pre-rendered cinematics 

still look amazing.

A deep and rewarding battle 

system will keep tacticians busy.

LOVES…

That 13-day countdown. Just let 

us explore the world!

Snow Villiers. Snow Villiers. 

Squeaky moogles. Snow Villiers. 

HATES…

Star Ocean:
The Last Hope
The pinnacle of the ‘used to be good, 

now absolute rubbish’ genre, The Last

Hope is an outdated mess of a JRPG.

Better than…

Worse than…

Ni No Kuni: WOTWW
Now this is how to make the traditional s

JRPG fresh again. Beautiful art style,

likeable characters and an emotive,

world-spanning story. Simply amazing.

A surprisingly deep 
battle system fails to 
outweigh a duff story, 
forgettable characters 
and a sterile world.
Rob Pearson

“If you ignore the words 

‘Final Fantasy’ in the game’s 

title you’ll find yourself with 

a passable action game. 

Customising the schemata 

is a lot deeper and more rewarding than 

a simple costume change, and you don’t 

miss the traditional turn-based battles of 

yore. It gives hope for FFXV’s action.”

Daniella Lucas, Production Editor

2ND OPINION

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Enemies 

can have

elemental affinities

that you’ll need to be

wary of and adjust 

tactics for. The Dryads

here chuck out wind

like a British

January. 

Each

schemata

comes with a preset 

ability that you can’t

change. All the other

slots are fully

customisable for your

preferred style of 

play.

You can 

change the 

weapon and shield 

loadouts – each with 

varying stat boosts – of 

any schemata, tailoring 

them to your battle

needs.

If you 

can’t take out 

these pesky Dryads 

quickly enough, they’ll 

summon a bunch of 

mates to help out. 

Stagger them quickly 

to boost your

chances.

Hope is back, this time in a supportive, non-whiney role inside 

‘The Ark’ – the big white room in which nothing happens.  

Help this beautiful white chocobo out of a tight spot and you 

can ride him around the Wild Lands. Yee haw!

story and unravel the lore. Every in-game 

day you’re sucked back into Hope’s 

sterile exposition centre at 6am sharp 

(he calls it The Ark) wherein Lightning 

releases her Erradia (glowing currency 

obtained through completing quests)

and extends the dreaded countdown. 

It doesn’t make anything exciting, 

just stressful. You’ll find yourself holding

R2 and sprinting past the world just so 

you can get to a specific point in the 

map before a set amount of time elapses. 

You can’t take a breath. Lightning can

freeze time for a limited period, but that 

does little to alleviate the sense that 

Square is rushing you through the game 

– maybe so you don’t have time to notice 

the dead hollow under Lightning Return’s

spritzy façade. 

Hold X to win
Thankfully time stands still when it 

comes to scrapping with monsters, and 

it’s the battle system that saves Lightning 

Returns from being a complete and utter 

stinker. AI controlled companions have 

been shorn away leaving the focus

squarely on Lightning, and it’s a 

responsibility her flashy brand of 

swordsmanship handles with tactile ease. 

Initially it feels overly simplistic – all 

you do is hold down one of the face 

buttons to spam the corresponding 

move until your opponent keels over. 

But then you’ll obtain more schematas 

– nifty costumes each imbued with 

unique abilities – and that characteristic 

FF depth slowly begins to reveal itself. 

Customising your schematas with spells 

pertinent to the monsters you face

becomes a game unto itself – you’ll need 

to pick and choose from a selection of 

elemental spells, physical attacks and 

debuffs to take advantage of your

opponents’ weaknesses.

‘Staggering’ is still the key, but doing 

so requires you to swap between

schemata mid-battle as you probe away 

at your enemies’ defences while ensuring

you don’t get knobbled yourself. 

Considering you can only take three 

schemata into battle with you at any one 

time, equipping yourself with the right 

setup really can save you a ton of grief. 

It’s a stylish system. Lightning flows 

through her moveset with aggression 

and grace, plus the fact you can move 

her freely about the battlefield opens up 

more tactical possibilities – you can 

prevent an enemy from casting magic by 

getting in close and hacking it to bits, or 

by pulling away and blitzing them with 

ranged spells. 

Final Fantasy XIII?
Battling is the only time you begin to feel 

like you’re playing a Final Fantasy game, 

however. That, and when the obligatory 

chocobos and moogles appear. The 

series used to be about tackling ice-cool 

villains with a band of colourful heroes, 

about a sweeping adventure that took in 

an entire world, about airships, death, 

magic, love, and playing onway past y

bedtime. Nowadays it’s more about

pandering to an action audience that 

doesn’t care anyway, and Lightning 

Returns does little to change that.

It’s a rushed, shameless cash-in of 

existing assets and a prime example of 

why the series’ reputation has sunk so far.  

If that seems harsh, it’s only because we

know what Square Enix’s dev team is truly 

capable of, and it’s so much more than 

this. It’s about time we put this generation 

of FF behind us, and if this is the last we 

see of Lighting and her forgettable 

universe of insipid characters and bubbly 

J-pop, then we’ve only one thing to say: 

goodbye and good riddance. QH
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Review
The Final Verdict! Bite-sized trips down memory 

lane for Tony Hawk fans.

Spelunky-like Daily Grind 

challenges are ace.

LOVES…

Vita’s thumbsticks aren’t up to 

the trick system’s demands. 

Why are the leaderboards so 

messy and scattered?

HATES…

Tony Hawk’s Pro
Skater HD
Disappointingly rough remake of

gaming’s skating granddad. Input 

imprecision will leave you… board.d

Better than…

Worse than…

Rayman Fiesta Run
Similar side-scrolling action with

rhythmic inputs, Rayman’s mobile 

outing will have you replaying levels

up until your morning alarm. 

Why’s it called OlliOlli 

and not OllieOllie? 

Roll7’s Tom Hegarty 

reveals it was a 

design choice for 

logos and that, “it 

was originally 

OlliOlliOlli, and 

OllieOllieOllie would 

have been weird.” 

NEED TO KNOWi

A great goofy take on 
skateboarding that 
will hopefully lay the 
groundwork for a 
very special follow-up. 
Matthew Pellett

Some later levels can be completed by

combo-ing grinds if you time it right 

and preserve your momentum.

OLLIOLLI 
Format PS Vita Publisher Sony  Developer Roll7  Out Now  Players  1

Ollie Ollie Ollie, Oi Oi Oi!

O
lliOlli is the cross 

between Tony 

Hawk’s Pro Skater

and Canabalt that 

you foolishly never 

realised you needed 

in your life. Mixing the tricks and 

challenges of the Birdman’s classic

series with the speedy forward 

momentum and one-hit-wipeout 

mechanics of roof runner Canabalt, it’s

an intense one-more-goer that poses a 

risk to both the surface of your left 

thumb and the fixings of the shelf that 

holds up your swear jar.

The premise is simple: you guide your 

skateboarder over the undulating terrain

of side-scrolling levels until you hit the 

end point, faceplant-free. Succeed and

you’ll unlock the next area (there are five

environmental zones, each containing 

five Amateur courses). Scrape your 

facemeat down to the skull and it’s back 

to the start of the level to do it all again.

Plain survival’s boring though, and so 

OlliOlli rightly asks you to inject some

style into your runs. Every course comes 

with five skill goals for you to hit: one 

total score target, one combo score 

target and three wildcard goals that 

can involve collecting items, gapping 

specified scenery spots, grinding certain 

rails and performing particular tricks. Hit 

all five and you unlock that level’s Pro

version, which both changes the level 

itself and asks much more of your thumb 

and patience alike. Complete all of those

and an uber-hard RAD mode awaits.

Trick roll
Left thumbstick flicks and quarter-, half- 

and three-quarter-rotations combined 

with shoulder button presses break out

the tricks. You don’t have to jump as 

holding the thumbstick in a direction

winds up your leap, but youdo have to

land. Just before you touch down you’ll 

need to stab q to nail the trick, 

otherwise you’ll wipe your points off the 

board with a sloppy touchdown more 

befitting a Red Bull Flugtag entrant.

It’s not a perfect button mapping. The

Skate-style thumbstick trick system is

nice in principle but it’s a little fiddly to 

pull off the more complex movements 

given the thumbstick’s size. When rails

come into play, you land and grind by 

pressing the thumbstick in a direction. 

The window between a perfect, 

momentum-boosting, slide, a regular 

grind and a miss-and-pavement-kiss is 

incredibly small, and a button input 

(say,w to stick with the classic Tony 

Hawk’s Pro Skater pad layout) would 

have improved the feedback and 

eliminated some frustrating rail 

misses. And f-bombs. And angry 

glances in our direction from fellow 

train passengers.

For the most part, however, OlliOlli’s 

difficulty comes from the level design 

and challenges. Roll7 wraps a lot of 

game around a basic but brilliantly

balanced selection of levels, and even 

finds room for a 24-hour, one-attempt-

only, Spelunky-style Daily Grind 

challenge and some high-score spot 

challenges too. 

With tighter controls and a more 

generous momentum system we’d love 

to see complex branching levels in the 

vein of Sonic (maybe an idea to pocket 

for a follow-up?) but, with OlliOlli 

hand-planting only on the PS Vita, Sony’s 

handheld lozenge of wonders has 

bagged itself yet another exclusive it can 

be immensely proud of. Q
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Smoother, sharper and with tons

of tiny graphical improvements.

Even without additional 

content, this is still a great game.

LOVES…

Was it too much to ask for some 

new side tombs or weapons?

There’s still no good reason to 

spend any time in multiplayer.

HATES…

Every Tomb Raider since
Tomb Raider

y

This version comes close to attaining

the action adventure crown the

original invented all those moons ago.

Better than…

Worse than…

Assassin's Creed IV: 
Black Flag
Too much went right for Ubisoft's 

pirate-themed cross-gen adventure. 

It's the ships that do it.

The PS4 version of 

Tomb Raider: 

Definitive Edition 

clocks in at an almost 

constant 60fps, while 

XO owners have to 

make do with a 

significantly pinned 

back frame rate at 

around 30fps.

NEED TO KNOW i

Not played the 
original? Then this is 
essential, but there’s 
not enough new here 
for returners. Matt 

Sakuraoka-Gilman

TOMB RAIDER: DEFINITIVE EDITION
Lara still 

manages to make 

the shift from passive 

student to mass 

murderer in about the 

same time it takes to 

make a cheese 

toastie. 

Multiplayer 

mode returns and 

is as instantly 

forgettable as ever. 

Aside from a few 

extra maps there’s little 

to keep your 

attention.

If you’re on a 

PS4 you’ll get a 

neat red/orange light 

bar effect on the 

DualShock whenever 

fire’s nearby. 

Gimmicky, yes, but 

a nice touch.

J
ust what is it about 

this new-gen 

version of Tomb 

Raider that makes 

it so darned 

‘Definitive’, eh? Well, 

while there were certainly no 

complaints about the atmospheric and 

visually beauteous vistas of Yamatai 

back in 2013, we can honestly say this 

version has upped the stakes 

somewhat. New-gen Yamatai is 

gorgeous, with particle effects leaking 

out of its ears and textures so vivid you 

could taste them. Eww.

For anyone unfamiliar with Lara’s

hard-hitting, survival-themed reboot, 

perhaps it’s telling that the first (though 

not the last) thing we were impressed by 

was that when the camera gets right in

close we can almost feel the congealed 

gore that accrues on Lara’s sweaty, 

mud-caked skin. There was blood before, 

sure, but now you could almost run your

fingers over the bumps and grazes. You 

can define the cracks in the leather of

Lara’s boots and appreciate, with the 

increased fidelity that new-gen systems 

offer, myriad other tiny details that 

suddenly become clear.

It doesn’t always work. Much ado was 

made of TressFX, the hair tech that 

supposedly gifts Lara with lush flowing 

locks. While initially impressive, we found 

its constant clipping through shoulders 

and rifle butts a tad distracting. There are 

some moments when it just goes barmy, 

too. On a gondola half way through the 

game the wind should blow it backwards 

naturally, but it only bends at certain

angles… Also jarring is the fact that 

everyone else’s hair remains painted to 

their heads like they’ve been dunked in 

wall plaster and sat in a wind tunnel.

Relic relish
But the occasional bad hair day aside, 

Tomb Raider remains a fantastic game. 

It retains all the things that made the

original version so essential. The

memorable world, the slick cover system 

that never seems to err and the best bow

in gaming all make the grade. Veterans

will lament the few fixable problems that 

haven’t been addressed. The paltry 

offering of side tombs remains 

disappointingly slim, for example. Not 

much could be done, we suppose, about 

the toilet paper script, which still honks 

worse than Bear Grylls’ morning breath 

after a night on skunk anuses.

We’re also upset by the lack of fresh 

additions: when it comes to making the 

Definitive edition definitive, it’s short on 

new content. Aside from a few outfits and 

the one additional DLC tomb that came 

with pre-orders of the original there’s 

nothing else to shout about. Apparently 

this is because Crystal Dynamics is 

already hard at work on a full-blown 

sequel. And the prospect of an entirely 

new-gen Tomb Raider on this evidence, 

without the hampering necessity to cater 

for PS3 and 360, is exciting indeed…

It comes down to this: do you own 

Tomb Raider already? If so, the full whack 

price point on the front of this Definitive 

Edition should have you patting down 

your wallet and walking away with head 

held high. The improved graphics, while 

impressive to the point of madness, don’t 

quite warrant your full wad without 

additional fixes and features in tow. Did 

you miss the Croft train first time around? 

Then jump aboard for one of the best 

looking and most crucial adventures of 

the last 12 months. Q

“THE OCCASIONAL BAD HAIR DAY 
ASIDE, TOMB RAIDER REMAINS A 
FANTASTIC GAME”M
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Format PS4, XO Publisher Square Enix Developer Nixxes Software BV (PS4), United Front Games (XO)  Out Now  Players 1-8

TOMB RAIDER: 
DEFINITIVE EDITION
Is Lara’s returning reboot hair today, gone tomorrow?

Which 

Lara will you 

play as? Hunter 

Lara? Demolitions 

Lara? Extra costumes 

add some variation to 

the otherwise 

identical 

campaign.
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Format PC, PS3 (reviewed), 360 Publisher Konami  

Developer MercurySteam  Out 28 Feb  Players 1

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

CASTLEVANIA: LORDS OF SHADOW 2

It starts with a great reminder of

MercurySteam’s strengths. Dracula sits 

besieged in his castle, with a 

never-ending tide of meatlings offering 

ample opportunity to get to grips with 

revamped combat. Or should that be 

vamped-up? The artist formally known

as Gabriel Belmont still favours swirling

whip attacks, only now it’s a solidified 

cord of his own corrupt blood. Likewise,

the first game’s light and shadow magics

evolve into standalone weapons: the 

health-sapping Void Sword and the 

armour-melting Chaos Claws. Both feel

familiar under the thumbs, even as they

inflict all-new pain. 

Mankind’s push on Dracula’s abode 

offers a scale and variety the first game 

took hours to warm up to. In 30 minutes 

you’ve slain would-be assassins, fought

an angelic boss, scaled a castle-sized 

steampunk titan (continuing to fight said

angelic boss as you go), puked up a

hilarious amount of blood – the game 

loves the red stuff – and finished off that 

angelic wannabe once

and for all. Most games

fail to deliver this level of 

spectacle in their 

climaxes, let alone the 

prologue. Dracula, it turns

out, is as fun to play as he

was difficult to kill in

Castlevanias of old. 

No sooner has this

potent action force been 

introduced he’s whisked away, plot

machinations draining his powers and 

rendering him little more than a 

particularly malevolent raisin. It’s a tried

and tested hook: give a taste of Dracula 

running at full pelt, then force him to 

learn to walk again. Some abilities are 

imparted through prescribed story 

moments, others require 

mystical doodads hidden

in the world. The latter

often can’t be found

without the former – 

they’re hidden

tantalisingly out of reach

behind bars or on high 

ledges – forcing a fair

degree of backtracking.

Older Castlevanias were

often lumped in with Nintendo’s Metroid 

due to this exploration (the ‘Metroidvania’ 

genre) and LOS2 feels closer to MetroidL

Prime than Symphony Of The Night.

Dracula doesn’t level up, for one. Want to 

improve odds of survival? Sniff out 

health-bar gems. And, like Metroid Prime,

its stiff difficulty means you’ll need to. 

Drac even gets his own morph ball, with 

CASTLEVANIA: 
LORDS OF 
SHADOW 2

L
ords Of Shadow 1 was a come-out-of-

nowhere, put-a-studio-on-the-map gem. 

MercurySteam dug the fangs of modern 

tech into the neck of Konami’s 8/16-bit 

adventures resulting in a supercharged 

take on those simpler times. It was a linear 

action romp in the vein of God Of War, but shot through 

with a bleak Gothic beauty and Patrick Stewart delivering 

enough ham to fill a deli counter. We loved it, many of you 

loved it, but some of the hardened ’vania core didn’t. It’s in 

trying to get that last lot on board that LOS2 may have 

bitten off more than it can chew...

What is a man? A miserable little pile of upgrades! 

“BELMONT STILL FAVOURS SWIRLING 
WHIP ATTACKS, ONLY NOW IT’S A 
CORD OF HIS OWN CORRUPT BLOOD”
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the power to possess rats and scuttle

through vents. 

City watch
Answering to the critics of the first game 

– those unhappy with an ashamedly 

A-to-B affair – sees MercurySteam leave

its comfort zone. Exploration doesn’t kick 

in properly until you regain the Chaos 

Claws at the four-hour mark, and even 

then the openness wrestles with a desire 

to shepherd Drac through his story. 

Cutscenes yank him between locations, 

serving up the world as self-contained 

segments that give little impression of a 

cohesive whole.  

Castlevania City doesn’t hang together 

organically. Unlike Arkham City, this is a 

linear world pretending to be open. Areas 

are built of wider fighting spaces

connected by snaking corridors or 

platforming tasks. The game invites you 

into a world of gothic spires stabbing at 

the moon only to force you into sewers

and back alleys.

The final nail in exploration’s coffin is 

automated platforming. Everyone does it

these days – from Nathan Drake to Lara

Croft – but in a game that sells itself on 

the hidden potential of the environment, 

having big ‘climb here’ symbols negates 

the point. You walk into a room, look for a 

bat cluster – signifying a grip point – and 

follow the fixed route until you either 

reach a secret or... you don’t. A later 

double jump reveals new verticality in 

previously visited areas, but it’s still the 

same push-analogue-stick-to-win 

drudgery once you get up there.   

Goth milk?
Wonky world-building and platforming 

so wooden you could stick it in Dracula’s 

heart raises the question of why there’s a 

juicy 82% on the page. For all its failings, 

there’s no suppressing MercurySteam’s 

talent. Conceptually, this is a fascinating 

take on Castlevania’s gothic leanings, 

alternating between a metropolis grown 

from the ruins of Dracula’s abode and the 

memories of his former home made 

flesh. Visiting this mind palace reveals art 

design as stunning as anything we’ve 

seen this gen. Almost seems a shame to

dash harpy brains all over it. 

And yet dash them you will. Lords Of 

Shadow’s combat may lack the speed of 

God Of War and the depth of a Platinum

brawler, but it has its own sense of 

righteous weight to it. Dracula’s whip 

delivers whirling crowd control before 

making way for punishing lashes. 

Physicality extends to the swords and 

claws, the former stealing health with

a quick snicker-snack and the latter 

pummelling foes until armour glows 

red and shatters. That all three can be 

levelled up by mixing up attacks is a 

smart way to tempt us towards more 

obscure corners of the move list. 

Blood flood
A big part of LOS2’s appeal is playing as LL

Dracula. Throwing his medieval wrath at

modern day military or feasting on the

necks of dazed foes makes a change 

from cookie-cutter badasses. His tale is 

deliciously overwrought – the celebrity

cast is competing in a scenery-chewing

contest from the sound of things – and,

bar one horrible moment early on (as we

discovered last month), is gleefully camp.

Well, as camp as Drac can be while

slitting wrists to power ancient machines

or squeezing hearts into his gob like he

was drinking a refreshing Capri Sun. 

“VISITING THIS MIND PALACE 

REVEALS ART DESIGN AS STUNNING 

AS ANYTHING WE’VE SEEN THIS GEN”

CASTLEVANIA (1986)
The NES original kicked off two 

bloody feuds: that of the Belmont 

clan and Dracula, and one 

between our thumbs and 

Konami’s cruel level designers. 

Rock hard, but still a classic – and 

readily available on Nintendo’s 

Virtual Console service.

CASTLEVANIA: 
SYMPHONY OF THE 
NIGHT (1997)
Castlevania’s RPG dabblings 

culminated in the PS1 

masterpiece that dumped 

Alucard on Dracula’s front 

porch and let you have the run 

of the place. 

CASTLEVANIA: LORDS 
OF SHADOW (2010)
MercurySteam took ’vania back 

to its roots, lopping out 

exploration in favour of an epic 

medieval murder spree. Mixing 

in Shadow Of The Colossus-style 

titans and a gripping story made 

this an unexpected hit.

CASTLEVANIA LOS: 
MIRROR OF FATE (2013)
Like those tiny crisp packets you 

used to buy at school fetes, MOF 

shrinks a triple-A  experience into 

a bite-sized snack. Sandwiched 

between LOS1 and 2 its events are 

key to fully understanding the 

latest romp. 

SERIES GUIDE
Get a Lords Of Shadow 2 primer with info from the GM vaults

Not yet played Lords Of Shadow? Try the PC version for vamp-slaying at a glorious 60fps. Swoon!
Mirror Of Fate’s amazing 3D should be witnessed on 

3DS, though the XBLA/PSN port is solid stuff, too.

LOS2 constantly nods to the NES original, be it with 

music cues or returning bosses. It’s nerdy as hell.

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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CASTLEVANIA: LORDS OF SHADOW 2

1
It’s easy to fall back 

on three or four 

favoured moves, 

though this prevents 

you from ‘mastering’ 

other moves and 

levelling up the 

weapon in question. 

When it comes to 

spending XP, opt to buy 

skills over upgrading as 

it gives you more 

avenues to master.

2
Buy the 

somersault skill 

early on as leaping 

over a blocking 

enemy’s head will open 

up its unprotected 

back for some easy 

stabbing. Failing that, 

Dracula’s evasive dash 

doubles as a handy 

shoulder barge and will 

help knock over 

smaller enemies.

3
Always be sure to 

carry dungeon 

keys as the locked 

shrines are a great 

source of XP. These  

can either be 

purchased from the 

Chupacabra shop or 

are dropped by the 

jailers who patrol the 

cells in the Halls Of The 

Damned beneath 

Dracula’s Castle. 

4
Be careful with 

saving your 

progress, 

particularly when 

hunting trinkets. The 

game only checkpoints 

when you leave an 

area. If you’ve been 

hunting for treasure in 

a larger room, step 

near the entrance or 

exit door to ensure the 

goodies are saved.

INSTANT EXPERT
Four tips to help seize Lords Of Shadow 2 by the jugular

Every 

weapon has 

two stages of 

mastery, reached by 

mastering individual 

attacks. Worth working 

on early on, to make 

later bosses a 

pushover.

Pummel 

enemies into a 

dazed state – they 

glow a golden colour – 

and Dracula can initiate 

a health-replenishing 

neck slurp before 

finishing them 

off.

Drac’s aerial 

skills are much 

improved, with the

addition of an air dodge 

that makes it easier to 

scoop up goons for 

free-falling 

drubbings.

Fill up your 

Focus Meter with 

cool combos and 

enemies will drop 

energy that Dracula 

channels into either his 

Void Sword or

Chaos Claws. 

THE BREAKDOWN
How to be the best vampire you can be in Lords Of Shadow 2

As proven first time round,

MercurySteam knows how to pace 

action, mixing common scraps with 

puzzles, platforming (however brainless)

and kooky narrative asides. Along with its 

kamikaze rat conundrums, LOS2 finds L

time for a chaotic game of hide-and-seek

on a speeding train, a battle with 

possession and a beautiful moment 

where a tragic figure’s backstory is filled 

in with a Dracula-directed puppet show.

Boss fights are typically sharp, requiring 

nimble-fingered play and rewarding 

aching digits with horrible QTE finishers. 

Stealth sections won’t give Kojima

sleepless nights, turning the game into 

a trial-and-error puzzle as you distract

invincible grunts with a reduced 

moveset. And there’s a special circle in 

hell for the sod who designed the maze 

section in the greenhouse. If earlier 

stealth was trial-and-error, this is 

trial-and-blind-luck; the last time a 

sequence made us this angry was 

carrying a very fragile bomb through 

Castlevania 64. Hey, guess it wouldn’t be 

a true 3D ’vania if it didn’t make you 

contemplate staking your heart with a 

biro at least once.  

Would these hiccups have slipped 

through had the team been focused on 

the template perfected in the first game? 

Who knows. The true irony? The story is 

about a man brought low by listening to 

the advice of others. Just as Gabriel was 

wrong to answer the call of fate, so 

MercurySteam should know to tread its 

own course, instead of swaying to satisfy 

the Castlevania old guard. In trying to be

all things to all people it offers less to 

those that loved it for what it was. Forget 

the dead family and vampiric curse 

– thatÕs the true tragedy of this Dracula. s Q

The gleeful gruesomeness of

playing as Dracula.

Gorgeous art design and lush

orchestral soundtrack.

LOVES…

Exploration is on-the-rails and 

at odds with the action.

The ‘goat maze’. Abandon hope, 

all ye who enter here. 

HATES…

God Of War: Ascension
Can the perpetually angry Kratos puke 

up a pure torrent of blood to stop a 

steampunk titan in its tracks? Yeah, 

thought not.

Better than…

Worse than…

Castlevania: Lords Of 
Shadow
It maybe be less ambitious, but it feels 

far more accomplished with it. More 

of this please.

A hefty slurp of 
bloodied bombast, 
tainted by a sorely 
misguided attempt to 
please everyone.  
Matthew Castle

Dracula’s Tomb 

edition is a ghoulish 

affair, cladding the 

game in a steelbook 

before entombing it 

in a plastic coffin. 

Seems like overkill to 

us: the platforming’s 

bad, but it’s not that 

bad.

NEED TO KNOWi

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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Review
The Final Verdict! Challenging but rewarding and

constantly expanding.

Loads of scope for exploration,

which is unusual for the genre.

LOVES…

The story often gets in the way, 

literally blocking the screen.

Are there too many health orbs 

between scraps? Yes there are.

HATES…

Ninja Gaiden 3
Pretty much everything that we 

missed from the series in the

Itagaki-less NG3 is captured in 2D 

form here in Strider.

Better than…

Worse than…

Dust: An Elysian Tail
Dean Dodrill’s one-man lesson in

side-scrolling awesome still reigns 

supreme and plays out with a story 

worth experiencing to boot.

Get this: Strider Hiryu 

doesn’t use a sword. 

The Cypher blade he 

uses is actually a kind 

of tonfa with an 

electrified edge 

attachment. Tonfa? 

What the deuce? Sun 

Ce from Dynasty 

Warriors uses ’em too.

NEED TO KNOWi

Strider’s pacy combat 
cuts deep and its 
challenge escalates 
at a consistently 
rewarding rate. Matt 

Sakuraoka-Gilman

twitter.com/gamesmaster

These sisters have the unfortunate 

name ‘Pooh,’ though we doubt they’d 

be invited to Hundred Acre Woods.

STRIDER
Format PS4, XO, PC, PS3, 360 (reviewed)  Publisher Capcom  Developer Double Helix Games, Capcom  Out Now  Players 1

At least, that’s what he’s known as around these parts...

S
eeing as it’s been 14 

years since the last 

legitimate Strider

game threw its

kunai into the side-

scrolling hack ’n’ 

slash ring, news of this series reboot

likely pinged loudest on only the most 

hardened of fan radars. But long time 

series fan or not, you won’t forgive 

yourself if you let 2014 Strider’s 

relentless barrage of adrenaline-

charged action slide by you again.

You are Strider Hiryu, a red-scarfed and 

be-bladed ninja hero out to take down a

domineering overlord breathing down 

the collective neck of a dystopian 

Kazakh City. Dashing through the 2D 

levels, you’re tasked with slicing up

guards, mechs and bosses, while steadily 

dissipating the fog of war across a series 

of surprisingly open maps.

Exploration is a much bigger facet of 

Strider than we had any right to expect, 

with plenty of hidden nooks and crannies 

to uncover. It’s not a frivolous feature, 

either, with non critical (but rewarding) 

upgrades, such as health and special 

attack bar boosters, awaiting discovery 

each time you scurry off the beaten path.

Moving about this world as Hiryu feels 

slicker than an oiled sea cucumber. His

repertoire is initially limited to running, 

climbing and jumping, but as you

progress you’ll learn to double jump, 

ground slide and more. Again, these

aren’t upgrades for the sake of it. Each 

time you unlock a new move you’ll open 

up new vestiges of the world and tactics 

for traversal. A prime example is Hiryu’s 

Downstrike ability. Unlock this essential 

doozy and you can bash weak floor 

panels to access the treasures beneath.

In your stride?
The word of the day when referring to 

combat is relentless. Blades, bullets and

baddies fly at you from all directions and 

there’s a gasping pace to fights that 

reminds us – in all the good ways – of

Gunstar Heroes. Remember that old

Mega Drive gem? Bosses are a joy to

tackle, being tough to handle at first but 

steadily revealing the secrets to beat 

them with each inevitable death. Strider 

throws you into near-impossible fights 

and forces you to master its combat 

systems. When you do it feels great, and 

the stakes are forever rising.

At one point a hulking mecha tank 

with spiky balls for hands and the 

affability of a rabid pitbull in a stuck lift 

starts swinging at you. The first time you 

fight it you’ll die a few times before 

working out the perfect tactic. “Ah,” you’ll 

proclaim, “I just need to time a jump over 

his head to get a few good hits in.” You 

figure this out, beat him, and in the very 

next stage you’re up against him again, 

only this time you’re forced to rethink 

your tactics, as he’s now equipped with 

a fire bomb ability that knocks you out of 

the air if you try your old ruse. The next 

time, there’s two of him. Challenging, 

rewarding and, yes, relentless.

But Strider’s not perfect. Checkpoints 

can be locked behind the occasional 

unskippable cutscene and dull dialogue 

in obtrusive speech boxes are plastered 

over important patches of the screen 

mid-flow. Also, in Normal mode there are 

way too many health orbs knocking 

about. Although maybe it’s just us with 

our mad ninja skills… They’re small 

gripes, however, that aren’t too 

distracting from this otherwise brilliant 

downloadable reboot. Q

“A HULKING MECHA TANK WITH 
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The opening section still has 

impact after all these years.

Lots to see and do as it includes 

the Lost Chapters add-on. 

LOVES…

Having to go back to the guild.

For. Every. Quest.

Fussy, overly-complicated 

menu systems.

HATES…

Fable: The Journey
We should probably just be happy 

Lionhead didn't happen upon the idea

of having us actually laugh/fart/

cossack dance in front of Kinect...

Better than…

Worse than…

Fable II
This superior sequel added by 

subtraction, simplifying Fable's 

fussy systems, making for a more 

streamlined experience. 

Also seen in Halo: 

Anniversary, the 

ability to pull up 

screenshots of the 

2004 original at 

certain points in play, 

allowing you to do a 

direct contrast, is one 

of the better uses of 

SmartGlass tech.

NEED TO KNOWi

Stunted, bitty world 
design and cut and 
paste quests drain the 
colour from one of 
gaming’s most vivid 
worlds. Alex Dale

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

A year-and-a-bit of polish 

can’t undo ten years of world 

design aging, sadly.

FABLE ANNIVERSARY
Format 360  Publisher Microsoft  Developer Lionhead Studios  Out Now  Players 1

The devil is in the retell

A
fable is a timeless 

story of myth and

legend. Sadly, 

timelessness isn’t 

something the now 

ten-year-old Fable 

can put on its CV. At the time of its 

original release Fable was criticised

for over-promising and under-

delivering – but its lofty ambitions 

and commitment to making sure the 

decisions you made had a lasting 

impact on the world around you 

meant most were eager to forgive. 

Ten years on and numerous RPGs have 

built on the moral-choice groundwork 

Fable laid. What was once bold and brave 

is now familiar and cosy. Without the 

forcefield of novelty to shield them, 

Fable’s creaky underlying mechanics are

exposed to the elements, and they wilt 

under the scrutiny.

On a broad level, it’s an RPG of 

tremendous charm and charisma. Fable 

tells a classic coming of age story – 

casting you in the moist boots of a 

recently-orphaned farmboy who is

destined to become a fearsome warrior.

You follow him on his journey from

childhood to adulthood and beyond,

making moral choices that affect how 

Albion’s denizens react to you. Will you 

become a ruthless villain who leaves

villagers quivering at the mere sight of

you, or will you lace yourself into a

princess dress and cossack dance for 

their amusement? While Fable’s idea of 

good and evil is as binary as it comes, a

smattering of wit and West Country

accents gives flavour to an otherwise 

uninspiring cast of characters.

Feeble anniversary
Unfortunately ten years is an absolute

age in videogames and the truth is that 

for all its charm, 2004’s edition of Albion 

is no fun to explore. Technical limitations

of the time forced Lionhead to carve the 

game up into short, bitty sections, 

stymieing any illusion of exploration and 

giving the game a stop-start flow. Even 

within these sections opportunities to go 

off the beaten track are few and far 

between, and the rigid geometry of the 

level – necessitating huge detours to get 

past ankle-high fences – will frustrate 

today’s parkour generation.

Combat is clumsy and thoroughly 

uninteresting: enemies attack in linear, 

boring patterns and are generally happy 

to wait their turn as you lay the 

smackdown on one of their mates, rather 

than capitalise on openings. Lionhead has

attempted to freshen it up by refreshing 

the control system so it resembles the 

‘one button’ system introduced in Fable II

– C for melee attacks,D for archery, B

for magic attacks. While this is a positive 

move, Lionhead’s hands are tied for the 

most part – Fable’s faults lie right at the 

heart of the way it’s designed, and can’t 

be ironed out in post-production.

With that being the case, you begin to 

wonder why Fable Anniversary exists at 

all. The graphical makeover is decent 

enough but it’s hardly going to blow you 

away. Changes to play are strictly 

cosmetic or superficial. The smell of 

desperation around the SmartGlass 

support is overwhelming (it flashes a 

reminder on start-up, and tries to bribe 

you with an Achievement). What’s left is 

a game that valiantly fails to reinvent 

itself. With the spine of the game carved 

in stone, Fable Anniversary is unable to 

address the flaws that lie at its heart – 

and so is doomed to repeat them. Q

“FABLE’S FAULTS LIE RIGHT AT THE

HEART OF ITS DESIGN – AND CAN’T 

BE IRONED OUT POST-PRODUCTION”A
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Anything beyond five minutes can be 

exhausting, as your mental 

engagement is absolute for each clash.

N
idhogg is often 

described as a 

‘perfect’ game by 

those who have 

sampled it. That’s 

not said in the 

hundred-percent sense of the word, or 

to suggest it carries some profound 

superiority, but instead in praise of its 

flawlessly pure concept.

It’s not an unfair description either. This 

sword-fighting peculiarity takes one idea 

and runs with it, and what it 

accomplishes in doing so is a testament 

to the timeless virtue of simplicity. 

Nidhogg is as unspoiled as Tetris and as 

blissfully silly as a playground game of 

tag. Though the key objectives are as 

basic as they come (stab, run), the human 

element adds a layer of psychological 

complexity akin to a rock-paper-scissors 

tournament.

That being said, it’s not perfect. When 

exhibited at games conferences and 

tournaments, those who play it for a 

fleeting half-hour come away declaring it 

an unimpeachable versus game. But 

thirty-minute bursts are the only way to 

enjoy Nidhogg. Its intensity gradually 

overpowers; the back-and-forth of brutal 

and exhilarating duels bring in fatigue at 

rapid pace. 

To describe the basics of Nidhogg is 

to explain the rules in their entirety. Each 

match opens with you and your 

opponent facing one another at the 

centre of a tunnel-shaped arena, which is 

about 30 times wide as it is high. To win 

the match, a player has to fight their way 

past their opponent and reach the exit at 

the other side, while preventing their foe 

from doing the same.

On the fence
The problem is that the screen can only 

scroll in one direction, so to earn control 

of the camera, players must slay their

opponents. Here, a dazzling range of 

possibilities escape from the game’s 

tightly defined rules.

Combatants always begin with a 

sword in hand, so the natural option is to 

kiss your opponent with a blade. It’s quite 

incredible how Messhof, the game’s 

two-person development studio, has 

managed to map the complexities of

fencing onto four directions and a single 

button. Thrusts, feints, lunges, parries 

and ripostes are all possible with the right 

timing and inputs.

In fact, you can even disarm your 

opponent if you hone those anticipation 

skills. Swords can be held out high, 

medium or low, and if you switch to the

position your opponent is lunging from 

at the precise moment, their pixelated

NIDHOGG
Format  PC  Publisher  Messhof   Developer  Messhof   Out  Now  Players  1-2

Delivering a winning blow

“YOUR CHANCES OF UNARMED 
SURVIVAL ARE SLIM, BUT THERE’S 
ALWAYS A GLIMMER OF HOPE”

IS THIS THE BEST 
SWORD FIGHTER? 
Steel on steel evolved…

B
lades and button bashing are 

nothing new, but rarely has a 

game enabled psychological 

battles between opposing 

swordsmen/women.

Most recently Metal Gear Rising: 

Revengeance managed to convey 

the ebb and flow of knife-ery with its 

initially unwieldy but eventually 

rewarding parry system. Dark Souls’ 

PvP did this in multiplayer. Bushido 

Blade and Soulcalibur are both 

awesome fighting games rammed 

with movesets and features but 

none pack the purity of Nidhogg.

The only thing that could make 

Nidhogg’s blade-brandishing better 

would be a Monkey Island ‘insult 

sword-fighting’ mode. Guess which 

member of Team GM fights like a 

dairy farmer. Hint: it’s Dani.

BLADE RUNNER 
Everything is permitted...

Fighting all the way to victory from the 

precipice of failure is enough to get 

even the calmest of gamers gyrating 

in celebration.
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Flawlessly balanced,

exhilarating battles.

Silly moments inspire 

entertaining anecdotes.

LOVES…

Player fatigue comes quickly; it’s 

only playable in short bursts. 

There are currently only four 

different arenas. 

HATES…

Bushido Blade
The insta-kill fighting systems of this 

PS1 era classic were revolutionary for 

the time. In Nidhogg however, they’re 

also accessible for everyone.

Better than…

Worse than…

Super Smash Bros Brawl
For multiplayer, there really is nothing

out there like Nidhogg. Nintendo’s

party brawler is the go-to game for 

four-player mayhem.

“A peculiar, thrilling 
and essential addition 
to your PC games 
collection. Best played 
with friends/enemies.” 
Rob Crossley

“Exceptional multiplayer 

with drum-tight 1v1 combat. 

Especially exciting is the 

prospect of professional 

fighting tournaments such 

as EVO welcoming this into their 

line-ups, as Nidhogg provides fertile 

ground for intense mind games and 

moments of gruelling carnage.”

Matt SG, Games Editor

2ND OPINION

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Long grass 

makes for some 

neat hiding spots in 

the Wilds. Stand still for 

too long in the Cloud 

stage and the floor will 

evaporate under 

you.

For a 

game four 

years in the making 

you might think that 

Nidhogg looks basic. It 

really isn’t. The detail of 

movement squeezed 

into each pixel is 

astounding.

Colichemarde will fly out of their hands 

and a tremendous wave of pride will rush

through you.

Though such graceful manoeuvres 

make you feel like a digitised d’Artagnan,

Nidhogg is only a fencing game when it 

wants to be. Other times it wants to be a 

platformer, often it’s a 100-metre race,

sometimes it’s a beat-’em-up, and once it 

was even an impromptu game of 

hide-and-seek (we cowered in some 

bushes). Considering the swordplay is so 

flawlessly balanced, it may seem like a 

mistake to broaden the combat beyond 

this, but it is an ingenious decision. 

This is prison-rules fencing. 

Combatants can overcome each other 

with dive-kicks, jabs to the face, ninja 

sweeps and even the option to throw

their sword. The advantages here are 

similar to Ryu’s fireball; it forces your foe 

to jump or block the shot while you move 

in for a sweep or diving kick.

The pointy end
If you miss (and you will), your chances 

of unarmed survival are slim, but 

Nidhogg always offers a glimmer of 

hope. The first time you are disarmed 

but manage to pirouette past your 

opponent’s attack, knock them to the 

floor, snap their neck and reclaim your 

sword, you’ll feel like Batman.

Once you eliminate your adversary, 

the floor is yours to dash across until –

just seconds later – they reappear in front 

of you, fully armed. Now they must 

vanquish you in order to regain 

possession of the camera, which ever so 

slightly tips the balance in your favour. 

You can either slay them again to gain 

another 20 yards, or you can try to slip 

past them and potentially dash through 

an entire section. The latter is often 

riskier, but it does result in delightfully

absurd scenes of one swordsman

chasing another a la Benny Hill.

The combatant trying to regain 

possession is always in a trickier position. 

They need to kill their opponent but must 

not give them an opportunity to pass 

through either. With each yard you lose 

the pressure creeps towards the

unbearable. This in turn forces more 

mistakes and desperation moves, but on 

occasion inspires moments of incredible 

nerve and clarity.

Much like those tales you hear of 

last-gasp comebacks on Street Fighter, 

Nidhogg players will soon retell 

cherished moments when they were 

pushed all the way to the precipice and 

fought against all odds.

Nidhogg’s defining achievement will 

be the sheer variety of those stories. Its

rules and mechanics conflate so

beautifully that each player’s favourite

anecdote will be different. Like the first 

time you tossed your sword mid-air and 

caught a bunny-hopping adversary, or 

when two online strangers improvised a 

salute animation as they grew to respect 

each other’s abilities, or that time you 

managed to roll under three oncoming 

swords and stumble straight into a pit.

But after 30 minutes of such intense 

bliss, you’ll need to cool off. Battles are 

distressingly frantic, with players pushing 

each other back and forth for as long as it 

takes. That’s not a flaw in the traditional 

sense of the word, but it is a reason to 

turn your PC off and take a rest.

Sword art online
There are some rough edges too. Setting 

up an online match (at the time of 

writing) requires staring at blank screens 

with no clear sign of what’s happening.

And while the AI in single-player is robust, 

working your way through a queue of 

clones is a little bare-bone for a campaign 

mode. Also, the choice of just four 

separate levels doesn’t exactly paint a 

flattering picture.

Yet Nidhogg arguably doesn’t need 

diverse levels, much in the same way that

chess doesn’t need any colour beyond 

black and white. This is a game which, at 

its core, is so impeccably balanced that it 

would shine on a blank screen. Its raw

layout and design sometimes comes 

across as unfinished work, but the 

fundamentals are exceptionally refined.

So then, not perfect. Not yet at least. 

But certainly unforgettable.Q�

Tapping up or

down will see you 

cycle through four 

stances: low, mid, high 

and throw. That last one 

can lead to some 

hilarious long-range 

revenge. 

The 

arrows 

indicate when you 

can move ahead, but 

only appear once you’ve 

scored a kill. Cautious 

playing often leads to 

tantalising 

stalemates.
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NOW 
PLAYING 
This month’s biggest time 

sinks on Team GM

Bloodstroke’s visual design 

is its greatest success.

BLOODSTROKE
Format iOS Publisher Chillingo  Developer Moon Shark  Out Now 

This is what it sounds like when doves cry

Format PC Publisher Deadalic 

Entertainment  Out Now 

BLACKGUARDS
Blackguards harks back to the classic 

computer-RPGs of the early 2000s,

telling an intriguing tale involving a 

band of adventurers brought together

by circumstance. Battles play out across 

a hexagon-packed grid with each

participant taking turns to move 

around the board and attack. Think

XCOM with swords and you’re on the 

right track. Unwieldy menus and an

overly harsh difficulty curve sully the 

package but the interesting cast and 

subtle writing (with plenty of 

subtle plot points to uncover)

paper over the cracks.Q�MSG

Format PS3, PS Vita

Publisher Namco Bandai  Out Now 

DRAGONBALL Z:  
BATTLE OF Z
Dragon Ball Z deserves more than this. 

Battle of Z’s four-player arena battles are 

chaotic, but without depth or focus and

filled with button-mashing. The 

characters do look great, with Akira

Toriyama’s character designs and the 

original show’s animation style smoothly

realised in 3D. Predictably, fans of the 

show will drink in the 70+ characters and 

familiar locations with blind glee.

Everyone else will be left wondering how,

almost 20 years after the show

finished, these also-ran games

are still being made.Q�MSG

Format 3DS  Publisher Nintendo  

Out 28 February

SENRAN KAGURA  
BURST
The pitch: health bar goes down, 

clothes fall off. That both bar and togs 

belong to busty teenage students lends 

it a leery edge, at odds with a cheesy 

tale of rival schools. Look under the

dressing – figuratively, not literally – 

and you’ll find the heart of a warrioress. 

Button-mashing brawls see ludicrous 

aerial attacks hypnotically push combo

meters into quadruple figures. It’s 

ultimately let down by a wheezing 

framerate and the inability to 

play within 20 metres of a 

fellow human being.QMC

A
ccording to Chillingo,

Bloodstroke is the 

product of a

collaboration with

action movie auteur 

John Woo, and represents its attempt 

to bring his ‘signature balletic violence’

to mobile gamers. In this respect,

Bloodstroke is an unqualified failure.

Playing as murderous bodyguard Mai 

Lee, your job is to protect your cowering 

client as they run through a series of

enemy-infested levels. But a chronically

imprecise virtual joystick ensures that 

the onscreen action is anything but 

graceful. And even when you’re not

getting stuck on the scenery, the core 

combat is disappointingly basic. Firearms 

are handled by a single onscreen button, 

and targeting is entirely automatic. Melee 

attacks ask even less of the player, since 

Mai Lee will simply lash out whenever 

she’s in range of an adversary.

Other than a smattering of doves and 

a high bodycount, Bloodstroke doesn’t 

seem to share an awful lot in common 

with John Woo’s films, but that’s not to

say it’s a disaster. The ability to upgrade 

your weapons and equipment between 

each encounter lends a certain 

compulsive element to the endless 

escort missions, as well as providing an

incentive to perform well.

What’s more, the game’s distinctive art 

uses bold lines and a restrained palette to 

evoke Chinese brush paintings to great 

effect. Unfortunately, there’s precious 

little substance behind all that lavish 

style, and the wonky controls and limp

narrative lack the

excitement we’ve 

come to associate

with John Woo’s

works. Q�JN

1
EXTRASOLAR
BROWSER

The IndieMaster star has 

me waking up in the middle 

of the night to issue new 

commands to my rover. 

Every new discovery just 

drags me deeper into the 

game’s fake reality.

Matthew Pellett, Editor

2
DEAD RISING 3
XO

So what if it looks like an unwiped 

bum? Dead Rising’s new-gen debut 

offsets its grey visuals with a fun 

premise and insane-o weapons that 

frequently unleash laughter.

Matthew Pellett, Editor

4
HEARTHSTONE
PC

With TESO and Guild Wars 2 filling my 

time outside work I’m reluctant to 

return to WOW. This cracking card 

game is making it hard though...

Matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman, Games Editor

3
GUILD WARS 2
PC 

At time of writing two new 

world bosses require 

100-player-strong PvE 

groups to best. Bring. It. On. 

Join me on Fissure Of Woe 

server (search for my 

human ranger Tarren Mak).

Matthew SG, Games Editor

5
BROTHERS: 
A TALE OF TWO 
SONS 360

After being bullied for 

months by the two Matts 

into playing this little 

charmer I’m now kicking 

myself for not getting 

stuck in sooner.

Dani Lucas, Production Editor

OFFICE LUNCHTIME 
GAME OF THE MONTH:

NIDHOGG PC

replaced Super Mario 3D 

World as the lunch hour 

game of choice. Predictably, 

Evil Phil has proven to be an 

adept back-stabber.

6
BURYING THE EDITOR
REAL LIFE

Having successfully dethroned the 

chief I’m now one step closer to my 

grand and not-in-the-least-bit-evil 

magazine takeover. 

Evil Phil, Deputy Art Editor/Usurper

twitter.com/gamesmaster

 

The one-on-one dueller has 
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DANGANRONPA: 
TRIGGER HAPPY HAVOC

Format PS Vita  Publisher NIS America  

Developer Spike Chunsoft  Out Now 

Best frenemies forever?

Format Wii U

Publisher Nintendo  Out Now 

DR LUIGI
This forgettable puzzler may prove a 

bitter pill to swallow. A bit like that joke, 

which was Matt P’s, by the way. (Yeah

right! – Ed.)

You’re tasked with dropping pills

onto the heads of germs to match up

colours and make them vanish. That’s 

right: this is a re-skinned Dr Mario with 

bonus L-shaped pills.LL

Unless you have some kind of

crippling need for more L-shaped things LL

in your life then this is a needlessly 

expensive digital ditty. Hardly 

the ointment Ninty needs to

soothe its Wii U woes.Q�MSG

Format PS3, 360   

Publisher Namco Bandai  Out Now 

NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: 
ULTIMATE NINJA 
STORM 3 FULL BURST

material shines through in this 

one-on-one brawler. Those unfamiliar 

with the show will rage at the slow pacing

of the story, while fans will relish the 

opportunity to see the huge cast of 

characters steadily unveil. In contrast, the 

one-on-one battles play out at a frenetic 

pace, though newcomers will certainly 

need to search out more effective 

tutorials as the ones included with the 

game are cack.

New additions for this outing include 

Hero and Legend paths through the

main story. At certain times during the

narrative you have to choose which path 

you’ll tackle, with Legend being the 

harder of the two. An early example sees

you pick between two separate battles, 

though you actually end up fighting both 

anyway. While there’s little narrative 

incentive backing up either path, rewards 

differ depending on your decision.

Multiplayer’s packed with content: 

beefy Tournament and Endless battle 

modes live online, and the whole game 

perfectly evokes the visuals of the show. 

Yet the feeling that the game is using its 

source material to mask less-

than-refined mechanics is 

inescapable.Q�MSG

Format PC  

Publisher Ubisoft Out Now

MIGHT & MAGIC X: 
LEGACY
It’s reassuring that no matter how 

gorgeous and freeform western RPGs

get there’s still room for oddly comforting 

titles such as Might & Magic X: Legacy. 

This fairly open, first-person, grid-based 

dungeon plumber may not boast the 

looks of Skyrim, but it’s still got the 

inventory-sorting, skill-tree-perusing and

character-building fundamentals down 

pat. Controlling a team of four, you have 

to journey around a world map clearing 

out dungeons and collecting

loot. C’mon, you know the drill 

by now.Q�MSG

L
et’s clear something up 

for you. Despite the 

bonkers title this is no 

shooter. In fact this

cerebral visual novel 

mixes unobjectionable Phoenix 

Wright trimmings and a dark, violent 

and more than occasionally disturbing

Battle Royale pitch.

15 students find themselves imprisoned 

in a locked down high school complex 

with no means of escape. At the behest ofA

a villainous teddy bear called Monokuma, 

they discover the only way out is to kill

another one of the students and then get 

away with it. Playing as ‘everyman’ kid

Makoto Naegi, you have to act as a voice 

of reason as your fellow students

descend into murderous despair.

Not as intelligently concieved as Zero 

Escape, but every bit as riveting, the 

secret to Danganronpa’s quality lies in its

cast. Very quickly you’ll become attached 

to individuals thanks to excellent writing.

Breaking through someone’s outer layer

and feeling like you’ve got to know them,

only to discover they’ve been killed, or

worse, are capable of

murder themselves, is

powerful stuff. *wipes

away tear* Q�MSG

Sony fans get the lion’s share of 

downloadable goodies this month. First 

up, The Last Of Us’ first, and probably 

final, slice of story DLC touched down. 

Placing Ellie front and centre, Left

Behind takes us back to before her 

fateful meeting with Joel.

The second part of TellTale’s ‘other’ 

point-and-click adventure The Wolf

Among Us has also landed. Subtitleds

Smoke & Mirrors, this episode

continues the story of big bad 

wolf Rigby. 360 owners were

left huffing and puffing on 

release as season passes failed 

to work, but Microsoft has 

since fixed the problem

plaguing Fabletown.

PS Plus subscribers on PS4 can 

enjoy (is that the right word?)

first-person horror title Outlast for no t

extra cost this month, as it steps up to

the Instant Game Collection pedestal. 

We gave it a walloping 91% when it first 

emerged on PC and stand by that score 

for the game’s new-gen version as well. 

If you’d rather shed tears of the, “aw, 

isn’t that sweet?” variety rather than 

the, “oh God, it’s cornered us and is 

ready to eat our intestines,” 

kind, Borderlands 2 has a 

new DLC pack. Mad 

Moxxi And The 

Wedding Day 

Massacre is the fourthe

chunk of Headhunter 

DLC, tasking you with 

crafting a love potion for 

wedding antics. Expect unique head 

and skin rewards for blasting the final 

boss away. Gearbox also announced 

that the next major expansion is due to 

land in April. Dubbed Sir Hammerlock

And The Son Of Crawmerax, it’ll be 

Borderlands 2’s final slice of DLC.

Also in the download chamber this 

month is Call Of Duty: Ghosts – 

Onslaught. The first of four DLC packs, 

Onslaught offers four new multiplayer 

maps, one of which features an odd 

cameo from legendary horror 

film antagonist Michael Myers 

as one of the player activated 

Field Orders. Also included in 

this pack is Nightfall: Episode 1; 

story DLC which takes place in 

an Alaskan wilderness. With 

aliens. Oh yes.

Over on Xbox One, Killer Instinct

has a brand new character to get to 

grips with. Skeletal pirate type Spinal 

costs £4 on his own, or comes at you for 

no extra cost with the Ultimate Edition 

or Combo Breaker Pack bundles.

So what does Danganronpa mean? It’s 

a mix of the Japanese words for ‘bullet’ 

and ‘refute’, which kind of makes sense.

The latest DLC and  
expansions explored

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

 

The developer’s love for the source 
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upon receipt and will not be returned. You warrant that the Competition entry is entirely your own work and not copied or adapted from any other source. If you are a winner, you may have to provide additional information. Details of winners will be available on request within three months of the closing date. If you are a 
winner, receipt by you of any prize is conditional upon you complying with (amongst other things) the Competition Rules. You acknowledge and agree that neither the Company nor any associated third parties shall have any liability to you in connection with your use and/or possession of your prize.

ONLINE

Head to www.futurecomps.co.uk/

gmtesopc to enter the PC competition, 

www.futurecomps.co.uk/gmtesops4 

to enter the PS4 competition and 

www.futurecomps.co.uk/gmtesoxo 

to enter the Xbox One competition, 

where you can fill in your details and 

submit your answer.

TEXT US

For PC: Text GMTESOPC (space) A, B 

or C (eg, GMTESOPC A) to 87474 

followed by your name, age and 

address. The compo is £1 plus 

standard charge to enter. 

For PS4: Text GMTESOPS4 (space) A,  

B or C (eg, GMTESOPS4 A) to 87474 

followed by your name, age and 

address. The compo is £1 plus 

standard  charge to enter. 

For XO: Text GMTESOXO (space) A, 

B or C (eg, GMTESOXO A) to 87474 

followed by your name, age and 

address. The compo is £1 plus 

standard charge to enter. 

HOW TO 
ENTER

RESPECT YOUR ELDERS

I
f you’ve polished off 

this month’s cover 

feature already then 

you’re probably 

counting down the 

lunar cycles until 

you can trade your life for an endless 

adventure in Tamriel. So to help you on 

your way we’ve teamed up with 

Bethesda to give six readers the chance 

to own The Elder Scrolls Online’s 

Limited Physical Imperial Edition: two 

on PC, two on PS4 and two on XO.

Each one retails at £89.99, and on top 

of the all-important game itself they 

contain an adventurer’s sackful of 

treasures, including a 224-page 

Improved Emperor’s Guide of Tamriel; 

a printed map of Tamriel; a steelbook 

shell of Imperial design; and a 30cm-tall 

statue of the dreaded Daedric Prince 

Molag Bal. 

Boot up the game and there are 

even more goodies to find: the Limited 

Imperial Edition exclusively lets you play 

as an Imperial in any Alliance, with 

unique bonuses and gear to help you 

out. You’ll also have access to the white 

Imperial horse and a pet mudcrab 

(we’re calling ours Pinchy), because 

reasons. Experience bonuses when you 

complete the Ritual of Mara is another 

Imperial Edition-only feature that our 

winners will benefit from.

To be in with a chance of winning, 

simply answer the question below and 

enter the relevant competition for the 

format of your choice by 2 April: 

QWhere is the PVP  
component of The Elder 

Scrolls Online set?
   

A. Cyrodiil
B. Morrowind
C. Middle-earth

Win one of six Limited Physical Imperial Editions of TESO…

This illustrated guide to 

Tamriel will look fantastic 

among the other tomes on 

your bookshelf.

Who needs a minimap when you 

can navigate through your online 

experience using the real thing?

The Daedric Prince Molag Bal can 

now menace you on your desk as 

well as in-game.
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RetroMaster
Wes�Old Games!

PLANESCAPE: 
TORMENT

S
tart at the end. That 

was the first step in 

Black Isle’s plan, to 

take the ever-

popular Advanced 

Dungeons & 

Dragons (AD&D) framework and use 

it to shape a truly out of the ordinary 

role-playing experience. Beginning 

with you laid out dead on a mortuary 

slab. Nowadays this approach would 

be called something cretinous such as 

‘disruptive philosophy’; back then it 

was just a team striving to make 

something unique, something 

memorable. And they did.

The origins
Computer and console games grown 

from the fertile soil of Dungeons & 

Dragons, enriched by the blood of heroes 

and the terrible faeces of wyverns, were 

by no means a new thing in the mid-’90s. 

But publisher Interplay, well known for 

Wasteland and The Bard’s Tale, were

ready to step it up a level. Enter Black Isle 

Studios, a dedicated AD&D developer set

up to keep those RPG good times rolling.

AD&D’s Planescape setting also 

arrived around this time, expanding the

Manual of the Planes sourcebook into a 

full-blown world of realm-hopping grit 

and grandeur. After the release of Black 

Isle’s Fallout 2 in 1997, the studio and this 

new setting coincided with a cosmic 

bro-fist; the resulting title, Last Rites, fair

sizzled with ambition. That game 

became Planescape: Torment and 

launched in the last months of the 

millennium, bowling over critics, 

blowing away RPG fans and... not selling 

colossally well. But in terms of sealing a 

reputation, it was hard to beat.

The legend
Torment gave new purpose to familiar 

AD&D rules with the promise of 

otherworldly expeditions, immersing 

players in the enigma that was the life –

or lives – of the Nameless One, a 

man-sized bundle of scars and snarls 

prone to losing his memory in that

inconvenient dead bit between

incarnations. This journey led players

through the crossroads city of Sigil

and out across the planes, but there 

was no world-endangering lunatic to

chase down, no superweapon to

decommission or bleating VIP to 

rescue; just the jigsaw of one man’s 

(admittedly barking mad) existence to

piece back together. 

The cursor-driven gameplay was

typical of the Infinity Engine that pumped

thrumming RPG power into many Black

Isle and BioWare games of that era. But

the overwhelming focus on story was 

something new. Memories and

discoveries fed both into and out of a 

river of branching gamebook-style

interactions. Torment was graced with

“A VITAL TITLE TO LOOK BACK ON AS

GAMING NARRATIVE FINDS ITS FEET 

IN THIS GENERATION”

1
Shifty floating 
skull Morte 
(calling our hero 

‘chief’ as if he was a 
biscuit factory boss), 
reformed succubus 
Fall-From-Grace and all 
the others: these were 
friends tough to forget.

2
Personal 
revelations were 
the story’s great 

driving force – not only 
those relating to the 
Nameless One’s past but 
also a player’s morality 
in making hard choices.

3
Dialogue tree 
options could 
sprout to double 

figures if you stayed 
sharp on those 
Charisma, Wisdom and 
Intelligence stats.

4
Sigil, City of 
Doors, remains 
a classic hub 

world. No antagonising 
its guardian goddess, 
the Lady of Pain! 
Nice girl. 

5
That voice cast: 
Jennifer Hale 
(FemShep and 

Samus) and Dan 
Castellaneta (Homer 
Simpson), to scratch 
the surface.

REASONS  
to REPLAY5

Developer Black Isle Studios

Publisher Interplay

Released 1999

Format PC

Get it GOG.com

A brace of loyal companions, a 

cooking pot, a random desert in 

the Outer Planes and a massive 

dead thing. Party time!
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If it isn’t Dhall the mortuary scribe! 

Hind legs off a donkey. Just saying.

If the models were a bit ’90s, their

nutjob personalities made up for it.

Series Spotlight
Ample decades of AD&D deeds

1 Treasure 
 of Tarmin
(Intellivision, Aquarius – 1983)

Cloudy Mountain may 

have come first, but this was 

the more advanced of the 

earliest AD&D pairings. You 

visited the blocky 3D catacombs 

of Tarmin Island to pilfer the 

bling of, “the repulsive 

Minotaur.” Harsh. A game 

noticeably ahead of its 

time, calling on every last 

button the Intellivision 

had to offer.

2 Pool of 
Radiance
(PC, C64, Amiga, Mac,  

Apple II, NES – 1988)

Not a pretentious anti-ageing 

cream but the return of AD&D 

gaming after years in the 

wilderness. Your party’s escapades 

were shown in both first-person 

view and text with bursts of 

SRPG-style overhead fisticuffs. 

This was the first of SSI’s Gold 

Box forays into the Forgotten 

Realms, followed by Curse of the 

Azure Bonds into which you 

could ferry your twitchy Pool of 

Radiance survivors.

3 Eye of the 
Beholder
(PC, Amiga, SNES, Mega-CD – 1990)

A quest to flush out evil from the 

sewers of Waterdeep became a 

breakthrough hit for Westwood, 

later to become RTS royalty with 

Command & Conquer. Not their first 

AD&D rodeo but, along with sequel 

The Legend of Darkmoon, their 

most affectionately remembered, 

taking some cues from Atari ST hot 

totty Dungeon Master.

4 Dark Sun: 
Shattered Lands
(PC – 1993)

SSI went on holiday from their usual 

straight fantasy fare to a toasty new 

AD&D setting: the parched Dark Sun 

world of Athas. Fleeing the 

gladiatorial arena, surviving in the 

wilderness and rebelling against a 

prune-faced old sorcerer-king was 

the order of the day in this top-down 

rabble-rouser. Ravenloft’s gothic 

menace and Al-Qadim’s Arabian 

sailor shenanigans changed the 

pace again a year later.

5 Baldur’s Gate
(PC, Mac – 1998)

Another vote of confidence in 

Forgotten Realms as BioWare 

dipped their toes into AD&D 2nd 

Edition and created a monster. 

The Black Isle crossover also began 

here as they published Baldur’s  

Gate and adopted its Infinity  

Engine, though BioWare’s games 

were as much about putting 

meat on the gameplay bones as 

Torment was about the gargantuan 

narrative shove.

one of the most well-written and 

thought-provoking stories of any RPG.

The legacy
While Black Isle’s later Icewind Dale 

adventures put action first, Torment’s 

love of words was obvious and

contagious. It put the story at the heart of 

the game and had the courage of its

convictions to the last breath – a vital title 

to look back on as gaming narrative finds 

its feet in this generation.

Despite that, the fact that a spiritual 

successor took this long (and only came 

via crowdfunding) is an indictment of 

today’s big business focus group

mentality, its fixation on the ‘mythical

mass market’ dismissed by Interplay and 

inXile founder Brian Fargo in the video 

for 2014’s Torment: Tides of Numenera. 

Encouragingly, this all-new Torment hit 

its Kickstarter goal in record time, luring 

back original talent such as designers 

Chris Avellone and Colin McComb. So 

with its predecessor’s strengths stamped

onto gaming history, maybe some 

play-it-safe publishers will now watch and 

take note of what can be accomplished 

with games to make them worth 

remembering years down the line. Q

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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RetroMaster
We�s Old Games!

twitter.com/gamesmaster

APOCALYPSE
PlayStation  – 1998

Bruce Willis as a trigger-happy 

nanophysicist trying to stop the 

Four Horsemen from kicking

civilisation in the nutsack? Sign us up. 

A star of Brucie’s stature going all-in 

on brand new game IP was big 

news in ’98, and Neversoft’s

game wasn’t bad 

either.

007: 

EVERYTHING 

OR NOTHING
PS2, Xbox, GC, GBA – 2004

007 games entered original 

territory after The World is Not 

Enough. This 2004 outing got 

Brosnan’s face and voice for the 

first and last time, though 

both Connery and Craig 

had a pop later.

ESCAPE 

FROM 

BUTCHER BAY
PC, Xbox – 2004

Vin Diesel revisited Richard B

Riddick for this game-only prequel to 

Pitch Black. Jails and necks were 

merrily broken as Starbreeze 

Studios’ effort blew away the 

Riddick film released the

same year. 

ENTER 

THE MATRIX
PC, PS2, Xbox, GC – 2003

Shiny’s 2003 tie-in sidestepped 

Keanu to hook us up with Niobe 

(Jada Pinkett-Smith) and Ghost. 

Ropey game, but with script,

direction and new footage from 

the Wachowskis, it was a real

game/film love-in 

landmark.

SIX OF THE BEST…

STAR 
TURNS
From silver screen to cutscene: 
the film stars who got game

A
s games now rival films in their ability to 

whip up a shrieking whirlwind of hard 

cash and column inches, celebrities 

treat them less like a spoddy hobby 

and more like serious star vehicles. 

No more grainy mid-’90s FMV with 

Mark Hamill – nowadays we’re talking hi-def double 

bills with Ellen Page and Willem Dafoe. These are six  

of the most complete celebrity facial and vocal 

performances. Total dedication to the craft is all  

we accept. Recognise!Q
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ONIMUSHA: 
WARLORDS

PC, PS2, Xbox – 2001

Only Samanosuke has led the

demon-gimping charge more than 

once – in this 2001 original and again 

in no 3 with gloomy Jean Reno. 

Takeshi Kaneshiro (House of

Flying Daggers) gave him a 

face and, in Japan, the

voice too.

STRANGLEHOLD
PC, PS3, 360 – 2007

2007 sequel to Hong Kong classic 

Hard Boiled with Chow Yun-Fat back

as Tequila, fan of Mexican standoffs,

banisters and bruises. The slo-mo 

diving felt indebted to Max Payne, 

but repaying Remedy’s own 

John Woo tribute made 

sense.

GRAB BAG
Retro gems from every era

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!
Developer Nintendo  Released 1987  Format NES

Appropriately, when Nintendo signed Iron Mike to reign over the 

NES version of their arcade bruiser, they made him harder than a 

Daim bar and gobstopper pasty. All that could topple Tyson was a 

TKO earned by ungodly reaction times... or being replaced by the 

crappily generic Mr Dream when his licensing deal ran out.

The Sentinel
Developer Firebird   Released 1986   Format BBC, C64, CPC, 

Spectrum, Amiga, ST, PC

After an intense climb up a steep, bleak landscape, teleporting 

from one construct to the next, you reached him. The Sentinel. 

Always turning, always hunting, finally at your mercy. Then you 

pressed Absorb and hoovered up his pixellated essence. So good.

Puggsy
Developer Traveller's Tales  Released 1993  Format Mega Drive, 

Mega-CD, Amiga

Before LEGO, before their early dalliances with Disney, TT created 

Puggsy: a bizarro pear-shaped alien in a curious but very playable 

puzzle platformer with the deliberate pacing and chunky 16-bit 

looks that’d fit right in on today’s (whisper it) mobile devices.

Classic Moment
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CultureMaster
The Outer Regions Of Gaming!

F
rom the restorative chicken 

carcasses of Streets Of Rage and 

embiggening mushrooms of 

Mario, to famous lying cakes and 

the pilfered cheese wheels of 

Skyrim, food in games is 

everywhere. It heals us and keeps those hunger  

bars in check, but it’s only now, thanks to the work  

of Daniella Zelli, that it’s broken through the pixel 

barrier with such style and flavour. Gourmet 

Gaming showcases some of the very best gaming 

treats complete with recipes for you to have a 

go at yourself.

Already encompassing the likes of Metal Gear Solid 

Rations and Ni No Kuni Ice Cream Sundaes, Gourmet 

Gaming covers an extensive range of both videogames 

and food groups, but originally kicked off with the 

humble sandwich and a love of Deadly Premonition.  

“I had a play-through party for a group of friends, and in 

my usual party fashion I provided themed snacks – 

pickles, donuts and of course a plate of Sinner’s 

Sandwiches,” creator Daniella Zelli tells us. 

“Everyone loved eating the Sinner’s Sandwiches as 

Francis York Morgan talked about them, and I suddenly 

released that food and games are actually incredibly 

linked. Mario has his Mushrooms, Sonic has his Chili 

Dogs – there was a rich culture of food and games  

and I thought it would be fun to explore it.”

Best byte
Classics such as the Minecraft cake are real stand outs 

on the blog, as is the stunning Yeto’s Soup from LOZ: 

Twilight Princess and Skyrim’s tempting Sweetrolls. 

But of all the recipes on the site Zelli’s personal favourite 

is, “the Pizza Sundae from Costume Quest simply 

because it’s an ice-cream pie with a cookie crust – 

what’s not to love?”

Choosing what makes it onto the menu isn’t quite so 

simple however. Not every game has food that’s easily 

workable or usable; Fallout’s Squirrel On A Stick isn’t 

going to whet anyone’s appetite. “RPGs and MMOs 

generally have extensive food, so these are fun when 

there’s a lot to pick from. Unfortunately, the appeal of 

these kinds of games aren’t as global so the audience is 

a little smaller,” she says. So while Japanese games will 

often feature fantastic-looking noodle bowls for healing 

purposes very few people will know what they are. 

Gourmet Gaming gets the balance of recognisable 

crowd-pleasers and more obscure, niche titles just right, 

guaranteeing that you’ll find something you know and 

love as well as pushing you to try something you might 

otherwise overlook.

Eye candy
This careful choice of dishes is what makes Zelli’s work 

so striking, each one is picked for the way it looks and 

how close it is to its pixelated cousin as well as for its 

taste, “I play all sorts of games, and as long as the overall 

design is solid and the visuals are striking I’m probably 

We take a closer look at Gourmet Gaming, Daniella 
Zelli’s food blog that takes the best grub from 
games and shows you how to make your own Pokémon – Poffins These sweet puff treats are based 

on  those used to raise your ’mon’s contest stats.

LOZ: Twilight Princess’s Yeto’s Soup and 

Persona 4’s Beef Bowl have us salivating.

“IF THE VISUALS ARE 

STRIKING I’LL BE 

INTERESTED IN MAKING 

A DISH FROM IT’’

COME DINE  
WITH ME

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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GERUDO A LOAD OF THIS!
Violinist Taylor Davis has 
brought the music of Zelda to 
life with her rendition of the 
Gerudo valley theme, complete 
with music video in full Fire 
Link get up. This isn’t her first 
foray into Hyrule however; she 
has an entire album filled with 
music from The Legend Of 
Zelda series, which you can buy 
on her website: www.
taylordavisviolin.com.

ASK FOR MASAMUNE
Ever wondered what it 

would be like to 
swing Sephiroth’s 
sword in real 
life? Well the 
blacksmiths at 
Man At Arms 
have you 

covered after 
recreating the 

6-foot long blade 
in their workshop. For more of 
their creations, including 
Cloud’s buster sword, check out 
their YouTube channel at http://
bit.ly/KDUDDL.

FOLLOW THE  
YELLOW 
BRICK ROAD
These Street 
Fighter LEGO 
minifigs look 
so good that 
we wish they 
were real. Julian 
Fong is the man 
responsibles for Blanka’s 
fetching mop. For more of his 
work check out his Flickr page 
at www.flickr.com/people/
levork.

Golden Axe – Meat This classic Meat Stick has healed many a hero in a tight spot, and Zelli’s version features three 

different tasty animals as part of the recipe. Meatastic!

Minecraft – Cake (in game) This iconic Cake might 

look simple in its blocky form but...

Minecraft – Cake (in real life) ...the real thing requires a 

lot of precision and skill to bake.

going to be interested in making a dish from it. The 

main priority is making the dish look as it does in the 

game – if people don’t instantly recognise it, then it’s not 

going to grab anyone’s attention.

“From there it’s simply deciding if it’s savoury or 

sweet, and then what kinds of ingredients and 

flavours will create the end result, working 

from the outside in. Sometimes I’m 

allowed a lot of creative licence; these 

dishes don’t actually exist and 

sometimes neither do the ingredients 

– such as in Fallout, for example. But if 

I can create the look and hold on to 

the idea of the dish within its universe 

then I feel it’s a success.”

While it’s unfortunate that the 

wonders of Kingdom Heart’s Sea Salt Ice 

Cream aren’t readily available, we’re thankful 

that the Dark Souls Dung Pie isn’t authentic.

Dish of the day
While the final recipes are easy to follow, potentially 

weeks of preparation and research goes into each 

one, followed by a long process of perfecting the dish.  

“If I’m baking I’ll usually attempt a trial one first as 

baking is always more difficult,” she adds. “I’ll think 

about the props I want, if any, and how the 

photograph should look. It can take a few hours, or a 

few days, to make one dish depending on 

what it is, but as a whole the process will  

take the entire week.”

Each of Zelli’s recipes can be 

prepared at home, but if you’re not 

yet a confident cook then each dish 

is helpfully ranked in terms of 

difficulty so if you need to grind for 

XP in the kitchen you can start out 

with the simple Team Fortress 

Sandviches before testing your skills 

with the decadent Chocolate 

Omnomberry cake of Guild Wars 2. 

With so much to inspre us it would be a shame not to 

fuel our marathon Skyrim sessions with a plate of Grilled 

Leeks and Sweetrolls for dessert. What better way to 

immerse yourself in a gaming world than by eating the 

food that fills it? Q�Daniella Lucas

SUPER FANS!
Cool stuff from the 

hardcore of gaming culture
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Want to check out the 

recipes and have a go at 

making them yourself? 

Head on over to Zelli’s site: 

www.gourmet 

gaming.co.uk

Eat 
this!

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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There’ll be plenty of time to

build a proper base later, but 

your first job will be to secure 

a foothold.

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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CHEATMASTER

1
Before you even think about 

all the fiery doom that awaits 

you in Minecraft’s very own 

hellscape, you’ll need to gather the 

materials necessary to construct a 

Nether portal to get yourself there. 

You’ll need at least ten Obsidian blocks 

to build a frame two blocks wide and 

three blocks high. 

If you’re finding it difficult to gather 

the necessary amount of Obsidian, 

consider farming some of your own by 

pouring a bucket of water over a 

prepared pit of lava. You’ll need a 

diamond pick to get at it, though. 

Once the frame is built set fire to one 

of the bottom two blocks by using flint 

and steel and a glowing purple portal will 

open. You’re almost ready for the Nether... 

2
...but hold on to your creepers 

you lava fiend, you! Before you 

delve block-deep into hell, 

make sure you’re well stocked up with 

supplies. We’re talking about food. Don’t 

bother with unwieldy mushroom soup; 

bread or cookies will do the trick. Bring 

loads of suitably blast-resistant building 

materials, such as cobblestone, too. 

Armour and tools are also a must, but 

leave rarer diamond gear at home.

3
As soon as you get through

prepare to defend your portal 

on the other side. This is your 

ticket out of here! It’s a good idea to bring 

extra obsidian and a flint and steel just in 

case you need to build another portal to 

escape.

Protect the portal on the Nether side

by building walls of cobblestone around 

it, leaving room to manoeuvre. Use a 

flame-proof iron door to keep out mobs 

and ghastly fireballs. 

5
Another reason to brave the

Nether, though something 

you’ll want to tackle once 

you’re familiar with its fiery dangers, is 

that it allows for fast travel across the 

Overworld. For every one block you 

travel in the Nether, you’ll have moved 

eight blocks up above. Build a system of 

Nether portals and you’ll be able to travel 

extreme distances across your map 

really quickly. If you do need to build 

bridges over the huge lava pools, make 

sure they’re covered and have walls/

fences on either side. Mobs here have 

frightening knockback abilities... 

7
A final few words of warning. 

Many items that you may use

regularly topside simply won’t 

function as you might expect down here. 

Water from buckets (which would be 

useful considering how likely it is that

you’ll catch fire) will instantly evaporate 

into hissing steam. Maps, though still 

useful for general navigation, won’t 

show the environment, only the 

constant texture of the Nether’s ceiling. 

Also, your player marker will spin, making 

it harder to tell where you are. Whatever

you do: don’t place a bed! It’ll just explode 

in your face.Q

6
Right, enough with the passive 

stuff. How can you not only 

survive, but thrive in the Nether,

tackling any and all enemies in your

path? With caution. 

Zombie Pigmen are of little concern,

as they’re actually passive and won’t 

attack unless provoked. Ghasts, the white 

ghostly dudes firing flame balls at you 

from afar, will likely be the most 

immediate threat. Bring a bow and arrow 

to take them out effectively, or batter 

their fireballs back at them with

well-timed blocks.

Find a Nether Fortress and you’ll 

have to deal with Blazes. Consider

bringing some snowballs along, as these

actually do decent damage to them. Up 

against a Wither Skeleton? Good luck! 

These fast-moving mobs are tough,

speedy and deal ridiculous damage.

They’re three blocks tall, though, so

hastily building low corridors will enable

you to block them off. 

4
So you’ve made it into the Nether and you’re surrounded on all sides 

by fire, lava, hostile mobs and grunting Pigmen. We’ll get to the mobs  

in a bit, but for now you might be asking: why in Notch’s name did I 

even come here?

There are loads of materials that can only be found in the Nether. Glowstone 

Dust, used to boost potion effects when brewing, can be found here, as can Nether 

Quartz Ore, useful for Redstone circuitry. It’s a good idea to gather some Soul 

Sand while you’re here (it’s the stuff that slows you down when you walk across  

it) as this can be used to farm Nether Wart. This can also be harvested in the Nether, 

and is used for cooking up Awkward Potions, important for starting out when 

attempting to craft higher grade potions. 

6

7
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PRO  
TIPS!

We go under the  
bonnet to help you

succeed with 
ease!

MASTER MINECRAFT!
Format PC, PS3, 360  Publisher Mojang  Developer Mojang, 4J Studios  Out Now

Just picked up Minecraft on PS3? Follow our essential guide to become Lord of the Nether!
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“Don’t. You. Love Me. 

Bay-bee?” the last Human 

League seemed to say...

S
o, you’ve played through the tutorial and think

you’re ready for Arena mode? The first thing you 

have to do is pick your deck from a series of 

randomly chosen cards. Deliberate over your 

choices and refer carefully to your entire deck in progress 

displayed on the right hand side.

While the temptation might be to always go for the big hitters, 

remember that winning control over the board early on is key,

so reserve space for three or four low-mana-cost minions.

When you’re in a match notice how your opponent’s mouse 

can be seen hovering over certain cards. Watch them and see 

what they’re doing. Do they keep returning to hover over one 

particular card in their hand? Try to predict what they might 

have and alter your play accordingly. On the flip side, it’s a good 

idea to hide your own actions from the opposition by not 

hovering over your own cards too much. Try to imagine 

potential plays, rather than act them out with your mouse. If 

you’re feeling really pro, then you could even try to bluff your 

opponent by hovering over a useless card for ages, 

psychologically forcing them to play more defensively.

A final tip. Never rush into a move. You’ve got 90 seconds 

each turn so use the time to effectively plan your actions. We 

see too many players rush to get the board full, or to damage 

our hero, without considering the possible outcomes. Use your 

time and make sure you’re trading damage efficiently. Q

L
ooking at your friends’ stupidly 

high scores and wondering how 

you’ll ever beat them? Worry no 

longer, for we’ve got the skillz to 

pay the billz. Ahem. First off, 

always keep your multiplier up and running.s

Each time you shoot an enemy or power up, or

save a human, you’ll ensure your score multiplier

keeps going. 

More than anything else in your hunt for high 

scores, multiplier is key. If you find yourself on the

brink of losing the multiplier then whip out a bomb 

with a tap of the R2 trigger. It’ll take out any

remaining enemies and new ones will spawn for you 

to shoot. There’s a penalty for this, but the benefits of

keeping your multiplier up far, far outway the loss.

Be liberal with your Overdrive skill. Once you’re

alerted that it’s powered up, wait for a load of

enemies to line up and take them all out in one 

screen-clearing blast.

As for the humans, use a bit of boost while

dropping them to fling them long distances. 

This skill is really useful when there are two or 

three of the chaps in the city at once and you

need to cut down travel time saving them. Just 

lob ’em into the green beams from afar and job’s 

a good ’un.

Feeling confident? Keep all your humans alive 

underneath the beam until the end of a stage and 

then save them all at the same time for even 

higher scores. Q

“TRY TO BLUFF YOUR 

OPPONENT BY HOVERING 

OVER A USELESS CARD 

FOR AGES”

HEARTHSTONE: 
HEROES OF WARCRAFT

SCORE IN THE  
MILLIONS IN RESOGUN  BECOME AN ARENA ACE WITH THESE 

PRO POINTERS...

MINI MASTERCLASS
with our very own Matt SG 

EASTER 
EGGS!
Cool curios 
hidden 
inside your 
favourite 
games

HOW TO…

 RETRO MODE 
IN BROKEN AGE
Slide resolution 

settings to the 

lowest in Options 

then open up the 

key mapping 

menu. Assign a 

button to the new 

icon that shows 

up and press it 

in-game to toggle  

retro mode.

 EXPLODING SHIP IN BATTLEFIELD 4
Head to Hainan Resort and snipe a single 

shot into the light on the distant wrecked 

ship to trigger a ridiculous explosion.
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CHEATMASTER

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

QUICK TIPS

DON’T STARVE
Keep Winston and co 
kicking for longer with 
these tips and tricks...

1
When setting up 
your camp, try  

to place it near to a 
beefalo biome. These 
chaps not only grant 
you crucial farm 
manure, but they’ll 
also help take out 
attacking dogs.

2
Stock up for 
winter, as food  

will become scarce.  
You may need to kill 
pigmen for their meat, 
but beware, as killing 
too many at once will 
spawn item stealer 
Krampus.

3
With winter 
comes freezing 

temperatures so you’ll 
need a healthy stock 
of firewood as well. 
It’s worth crafting 
some warm clothes for 
when you do need to 
venture away from 
camp, though.

TOMB RAIDER: 
DEFINITIVE 
EDITION

 UNLOCK THE BEST SKILLS

Don’t mess about with your skill trees. 

As soon as you’re able to go straight for

the Survivalist skill. This little number will 

let you earn more XP from dead animals

and caches. Tap up Advanced Salvaging

and Bone Collector skills next to earn 

more salvage from the crates scattered 

around Yamatai. Do this and you’ll be

able to unlock all the other skills much 

faster than if you pick a different route. Q

NIDHOGG
 RUB IN THE GLORY

ASSASSIN’S 
CREED 
LIBERATION HD

 DRESS FOR SUCCESS

Frequent visits to the dress chambers are 

a must to stay ahead of your foes: trying 

to escape a chase while dressed as a 

Lady, for instance, is going to be about as

successful as trying to enter a jousting 

contest with a shield made of toilet 

paper. As each costume has its own 

wanted level the ability to swap threads 

gives you three opportunities to remain 

anonymous, so don’t be afraid of a quick 

wardrobe change if things get tense. Q

TERRARIA
 BEAT EYE OF CTHULU

You might stumble upon this move by accident while 

playing, but as Nidhogg is such a fast-paced game we

thought we’d point it out just in case you missed it. If you

time a stab just right and instantly stop moving, you can 

hold your sword in the gut/face/arse of your opponent 

indefinitely. Perfect for rubbing their noses in it as their 

luminous blood pours to the ground, or for catching your 

breath between clashes. Q

Terraria veterans may laugh with scorn at the wave of 

newbies turning up via PS Vita and the console versions, but 

Eye of Cthulhu, the first boss fight for many, is a huge hurdle to 

cross. To beat it, put off summoning it until you’ve got gold 

armour. Also, make sure you keep your health points below 

200 so that it won’t randomly spawn until you’re good and 

ready. Still find it tough? Search out a Starfury sword, lootable 

on floating islands, to deal more damage. Q�

 JOHN FROM 

T GOES META IN ACA IV

It took three long 

months, but someone’s 

managed to find a 

hidden message in the 

audio files of ACIV  

from mysterious IT 

weirdo John. Check it 

out at the link below, 

but be warned, here 

be spoilers:

http://bit.ly/1b0vv02

 BIOSHOCK REFERENCE  

IN GONE HOME?

Explore Gone Home and you’ll 

find a copy of Super Spitfire on 

SNES. There’s also an arcade 

machine for it in Bioshock 2’s 

Minerva’s Den DLC. The 

fictitious publisher of Spitfire is 

CMP Interactive. Charles Milton 

Porter? GH dev The Fullbright 

Company confirmed that the 

implication is that both games 

take place in the same world...
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PICK A GAME FOR FREE!

twitter.com/gamesmaster

Hurry! The first 100 new subscribers can choose a free gift…

DJ Hero 2 
(with turntable) PS3

Resident Evil 
Revelations HD 
360

 Super Street 
Fighter IV  
3D Edition

3DS

“SUBSCRIBE TO GAMESMASTER 

AND BE A PART OF THE WORLD’S 

MOST DEDICATED GAMING MAG”

FREE 
GAME!
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SUBSRCIBE

NO MAGAZINE GOES 
DEEPER!

ubscribe to the world’s most 
dedicated gaming mag today 
to save 20% on the cover 

price and get every issue delivered! 
What’s more, if you’re one of the first 
100 new subscribers you can choose 
one of the games below as a bonus 
welcome gift! Simply pay £23.49 
every six months by Direct Debit to 
secure your copy of GM every month.

SUBSCRIBE

Q   You’re guaranteed  to get your copy!

Q   It costs less than buying it in the shops!

Q   There’ll be free stuf every issue!

Q   It’s delivered direct to your door!

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

S

Terms & Conditions: Savings compared with buying 13 full priced issues from UK newsstand. This offer is for new UK print subscribers (paying by Direct Debit) only. You will receive 13 issues in a 

year. Full details of the Direct Debit guarantee are available upon request . If you are dissatisfied in any way you can write to us or call us to cancel your subscription at any time and we will refund you 

for all unmailed issues. Prices correct at point of print and subject to change. For full terms and conditions please visit: http://myfavm.ag/magterms Offer ends: 26 March 2014. Order ref: NEWGM.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO GM VISIT…
myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/NEWGM
OR CALL AND QUOTE REF NEWGM… 

0844 848 2852
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REVIEWS 
SPECIAL!
Starring 
Titanfall / Dark Souls II / 
Metal Gear Solid V: Ground 
Zeroes / Infamous: Second 
Son / South Park: The Stick 
Of Truth / Plants Vs Zombies: 
Garden Warfare / Yoshi’s New 
Island and many more!

Due to the unpredictable nature of the gaming world, all contents are subject to change
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Winter is coming…

Publisher Klei Entertainment  Developer Klei Entertainment  Format PC, PS4  Score 84%

A
aaaand it’s winter. 

Those three words 

pretty much 

summarise Matt SG’s

first forays into Don’t 

Starve’s harsh survival sandbox. No

matter how much wood he’d save or

food he’d store, once the snow began

to fall familiar blurts of dismay would

spew from our gaming corner.

Shortly followed, it should be noted, by

inevitable swears and the odd

coffee-spilling flail. The beauty of Don’t 

Starve is that as ruthless as it is, as

repetitive as pulling up grass and

chopping down wood should be, you’ll

find yourself, like Matt SG, instantly 

hitting restart regardless.

With each exasperating failure 

comes countless tiny successes and

the occasional fist-punchingly big one.

Make it past the wolves for the first 

time and you’ll make sure everyone in 

the immediate vicinity knows it. Finally 

manage to emerge victorious from a 

mineshaft, with loot in tow, and you’ll

feel like a rockstar (pun intended). At

least until winter…

Who knows? Maybe Matt SG will make 

it past day 37 on his next playthrough.

We’ve ordered a few replacement ceiling

panels. Just in case.

In the meantime, have you managed

to survive through winter and beyond?

Send in a screenshot of your longest

survival count via our Facebook or

Twitter pages for a chance to appear in 

next month’s mag.Q

1. ASSASSIN’S CREED IV:  
BLACK FLAG
It’s the pirate’s life for XO owners as 

Edward Kenway dives straight in as the 

must-have game for the console.

2. FIFA 14
The world’s most popular football sim 

feels more life-like than ever. Plus Xbox 

One owners get exclusive content in the 

form of Ultimate Team Legends. 

3. BATTLEFIELD 4
Despite its silly name the ‘Levelution’ 

mechanic (that sees skyscrapers toppling 

onto maps to change the flow of online 

games) makes this the best new-gen FPS.  

4. Call Of Duty: Ghosts 

5. Dead Rising 3

6. Peggle 2

7. Forza Motorsport 5

8. Killer Instinct

9. Zoo Tycoon

10. Ryse: Son Of Rome

1. RESOGUN
This tiny downloadable titan is currently 

the king of PS4, cementing the console’s 

indie gaming credentials with its brand 

of neon shoot-’em-up action. 

2. DON’T STARVE
This Tim Burton-inspired survival 

sandbox game sees you hunting down 

food to keep you going, along with 

shaving kits to stop your beard driving 

you insane.

3. ASSASIN’S CREED IV:  
BLACK FLAG
Sailing the Caribbean sea looks so much 

prettier in all of its new-gen glory than on 

the old-gen consoles.   

4. FIFA 14

5. Battlefield 4

6. Killzone: Shadow Fall

7. Flower

8. LEGO: Marvel Superheroes

9. Call Of Duty: Ghosts

10. Doki-Doki Universe

1. SUPER MARIO 3D WORLD
Shooting straight to the top of the Wii U’s 

games list, Mazza’s done it again. 

Effortlessly amazing and filled with  

classic Nintendo charm.  

2. THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:  
THE WIND WAKER HD
One of the best games released on 

GameCube,  the updated HD-ification only 

adds to an already glorious experience.

3. EARTHBOUND
Praise be to the Wii U for bringing this 

SNES title over to the UK for the first time 

ever. With its humourous dialogue it stills 

holds it own against modern games.  

4. Rayman Legends

5. Pikmin 3

6. ZombiU

7. Monster Hunter 3: Ultimate

8. NES Remix

9. New Super Mario Bros U

10. NintendoLand

1. MINECRAFT
Everyone is talking about this blockbuster  

for good reason: its potent combination 

of retro stylings and simple building tools 

breeds endless creative possibilities. 

2. GUILD WARS 2
One of the best MMOs available, the 

persistent world and lack of commitment 

to subscription fees makes it an incredibly 

enticing prospect.  

3. THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM
With such a strong modding community 

the ultimate RPG adventure can be 

customised to your liking or completely 

refreshed with simple tweaks.  

4. Dota 2

5. Empire: Total War

6. Left 4 Dead 2

7. Portal 2

8. Borderlands 2

9. StarCraft II

10. Spelunky

Matt SG does his best Tom Hanks 

circa Castaway impression: 

“WILSOOOOOOOON!”

Only the greatest 
games make it into 
GM’s marbled halls. 

Each month we 
induct three new 

entrants. Plus keep 
your collection 

pristine with our 
buyer’s guide lists

NEW 

ENTRY!

#1

PCWii UXBOX ONEPLAYSTATION 4

twitter.com/gamesmaster
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HALL OF FAME

Point and clicker proves: if it 
ain’t broke…

What do you mean you’ve not played 
it yet? Make time for Clementine!

BROKEN AGE

THE WALKING DEAD:
SEASON ONE

Publisher Double Fine  Developer Double Fine

Format PC  Score 87%

Manufacturer Sega

Lifetime 1998-2001

Worldwide sales 10.6 million

Best-selling game

Sonic Adventure

Publisher TellTale Games  Developer TellTale Games

Format PC, PS3, 360, PS Vita, mobile  Score 92%

I
s it as funny as Monkey Island? No. Is it as 

essential as Grim Fandango? Nuh-uh. It might 

not be the explosive comedic tour-de-force that 

Double Fine Adventure’s Kickstarter backers 

were perhaps anticipating, but the resulting Broken Age is 

nevertheless worth every bit of your time. 

S
eason two’s just started so if you’ve not polished 

off the BAFTA-winning first season then there 

really is no excuse! We’ve been referring to its 

brilliant storytelling methods in office debates 

for over a year now.

It’s a different kind of cerebral 

experience, for a start. Don’t 

expect story-halting puzzles 

or confusing inventory-

combining nonsense. The 

conundrums up for grabs 

here are soothing, flowing 

affairs hindering the plot not 

a jot. It’s a good thing, too, as 

Broken Age’s script, penned 

with unusual but welcome 

delicacy by Tim Schafer, is a 

wonder. While there are no 

outright guffaws, you’ll be 

smiling and tittering 

throughout.

Two teens from different 

(but linked) worlds both have 

to overcome their own 

nightmare situations. To 

explain any further would be 

to spoil the conclusion of this 

fairly slight first half. At just 

about four hours long Broken 

Age ends much too soon. The 

story-concluding free update 

due in spring can’t come 

quickly enough. Q

In retrospect, the element of 

the series we appreciated 

most was the implied weight 

it placed on your decisions 

and the well-balanced waves 

of pressure it forced upon 

you to make them. 

Remember deliberating over 

who gets what food in 

episode two? 

A few hours down the line, 

though, and the climatic finale 

to episode three comes along. 

In a weird way, the split-

second choice that you’re 

forced to make here tells you 

more about yourself, and 

what you’re truly capable of, 

than any game has a right to. 

Even more so, as once the 

choice is made you’re forced 

to live with it.

The illusion is broken if you 

replay it through from the 

beginning, so we recommend 

you don’t return if you’ve 

already had your fill. If you’ve 

yet to have a taste, though, 

get involved now before 

season two spoilers land! Q

1. HALO 3
Bungie’s third entry in the Halo series is 

the one to get with its pitch-perfect 

campaign pacing, grand spectacle and 

continously thriving online community. 

2. GRAND THEFT AUTO V
It’s still tough to believe that the old-gen 

consoles managed to deliver such a vastly 

rich Los Santos. This rightfully bagged our 

highest ever score.  

3. THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM
The fifth entry in The Elder Scrolls series 

had us glued to our 360s for weeks, even 

without fancy mods. That was until we 

took an arrow to the knee...  

4. Red Dead Redemption

5. Forza Motorsport 4

6. Gears Of War

7. Mass Effect 2

8. Batman: Arkham City

9. Dishonoured

10. Fable II

1. UNCHARTED 2: AMONG THIEVES
The best of all of the Uncharted games,  

2 follows Drake’s action-adventure 

platforming antics on a quest to find the 

mythical kingdom of Shambhala.   

2. THE LAST OF US
Naughty Dog definitely aren’t strangers 

to the top of this list. TLOU’s post-

apocalyptic tale is a deep and terrifyingly 

tense nerve-shredder.  

3. JOURNEY
This emotionally affecting PSN hit has you 

adventuring through the desert as a 

lonely robed figure only capable of 

comunicating through chimes.

4. Grand Theft Auto V

5. LittleBigPlanet 2

6. Metal Gear Solid 4: GOTP

7. Dark Souls

8. Batman: Arkham City

9. Dishonoured

10. Ni No Kuni: Wrath Of The White Witch  

1. POKÉMON X/Y
While still following the traditional 

eight-gym adventure formula, the jump 

into 3D and  battle tweaks made X/Y feel 

like a massive step forward for Pokémon.

2. ANIMAL CROSSING: NEW LEAF
Who knew paying off your mortgage 

could be this fun? The new town-

customising options will keep New Leaf 

firmly glued into your 3DS cartridge slot. 

3. LUIGI’S MANSION 2
After being green with envy for so long, 

Luigi navigated through his second 

ghostly outing by vacuuming up spectres 

and chasing an annoying dog.

4. Mario Kart 7 

5. Fire Emblem: Awakening

6. Super Mario 3D Land

7. Kid Icarus: Uprising

8. The Legend Of Zelda: Ocarina Of Time 3D

9. Resident Evil: Revelations

10. Meal Gear Solid: Snake Eater 3D

1. TEARAWAY
Proving that you don’t need to be on 

home consoles to provide big, magical 

experiences, Tearaway will quickly steal 

your papery hearts.

2. GRAVITY RUSH
Taking advantage of the Vita’s gyroscope, 

tilt to navigate your way around this 

beautiful cel-shaded world from every 

gravity-defying angle. 

3. LITTLEBIGPLANET
Sackboy’s move to handheld puts one hell 

of a lot of creative power in your palms 

and provides the perfect home for short 

burts of platforming.  

4. Persona 4: Golden

5. Spelunky

6. Hotline Miami

7. Guacamelee

8. The Walking Dead

9. Metal Gear Solid HD Collection

10. Terraria

SYSTEM ADDICT
A short ode to a games 
system of bygone times.

This month: 
Matt SG 
on the 
Dreamcast

NEW 

ENTRY!

#2

NEW 

ENTRY!

#3

“The Dreamcast was an age 
ahead of gen-six consoles with 
built-in online tech a good two 
years before the likes of Sony 
caught up. Crazy Taxi, Sonic 
Adventure and PowerStone 
remain classics, while others, 
such as Jet Set Radio and 
SoulCalibur were simply too good 
to be left to drown after the 
console’s untimely demise. While 
Shenmue was undoubtedly 
brilliant, it’s Skies of Arcadia that 
I want to see resurface. Sega 
need to stop dropping Vyse and 
Aika into other games (such as 
Valkyria Chronicles) and make a 
brand new Skies to savour.”

XBOX 360PS3 PS VITA3DS

facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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T
he last few years 

have seen redesigns 

for some of 

gaming’s biggest 

icons. Lara Croft in 

Tomb Raider, Dante 

in DmC: Devil May Cry,  Master Chief in 

Halo 4, Rayman in Rayman Origins… 

Who should be next?

Matt P: This is dangerous territory: 

redesigns are always controversial, so 

anything I say here will land me in 

trouble. I think I’d have a fit if Gordon 

Freeman returned with a new look, or if 

a new Soul Reaver game didn’t star the 

same Raziel. Er, can I say Sonic and pals 

again? That way Sega can redesign them 

back the way they were 20 years ago? 

Matt SG: Wait, Sonic Team are still 

working on their own ‘non-westernised’ 

Sonic games, right? So presumably they’ll 

still be pumping out mediocre tat such as 

Unleashed for some time yet. Amiright?! 

Sigh. As for what series is desperate for a 

redesign: I’ve been waiting for a Skies Of 

Arcadia remake or sequel for too damn 

long. Actually, scratch that. Give me a 

Dreamcast 2. So many great characters 

there waiting to be reborn. Except 

Shadow the Hedgehog... He’s not invited 

to my Sega party. 

Dani: Do you really want someone to 

mess with Skies Of Arcadia and give the 

cast the extend-o-legs treatment? Heck 

no! Leave that perfect memory intact 

please, it doesn’t need a refresh to 

stay relevant. Crash Bandicoot, 

on the other hand, is a 

prime target for a 

makeover. Give him 

some modern skinny-fit 

jeans and stick him on 

Vita and he’ll be fine. 

Evil Phil: I’m not sure I’d 

want to see skinny jeans on 

a bandicoot, I imagine they’d be a 

nightmare to get on with all that hair in 

the way. But if we’re talking animals I’d 

like to see a rebooted Samba De Amigo, 

with Diddy Kong in the staring role! 

Matt P: The only acceptable answer 

involving Diddy Kong involves 

redesigning him into sausages by 

feeding the little jerk through a meat 

grinder. In all seriousness, while 

Duke Nukem is as exactly as 

dated as he should be for 

his character, I would like 

to see a modern refresh 

of the ‘Duke’ who’s as 

outlandish and as 

controversial in today’s 

climate as he was back 

when he first hit the scene. 

Imagine the headlines! 

Dani: Won’t that just turn him into one of 

those dudebros who will say #YOLO and 

actually say the # out loud? Do you really 

want to be responsible for unleashing 

that kind of horror on the world? Maybe 

we should just stay safe and refresh Lara 

again to make her hair even shinier. 

 

Matt SG: If 2013’s Tomb Raider proved 

anything it’s that you never really know 

whether a redesign has worked until 

you’ve got your hands on the game. 

Duke can be as dudebro as he wants but 

if his game is bum fudge then it’s 

irrelevant how many knob jokes he 

spouts. And for what it’s worth I reckon 

that hidden away behind the Skrillex and 

bandages there might be a tidy little 

platformer on the horizon in Sonic Boom. 

Come at me.

Evil Phil: Well that’d be a first! I don’t 

think there’s ever been a good modern 

Sonic game; he just can’t compete with 

the magic and innovation of Mario. I think 

it’s time Sonic should visit the great 

animal graveyard in the sky. 

Dani: It’s interesting: Sonic’s a classic 

hero who apparently ‘needs’ a refresh to 

stay in the spotlight. But Mario’s hardly 

ever changed in style or tone and I think 

we can all agree that he never should.

Matt P: Agreed. Uh-oh, the time has 

finally come for GamesMaster’s editor 

to be redesigned as well.  

 

*fades out of existence like Dr Who’s 

regeneration process*  

Everyone else:  Hooray!  Q

A typical issue meeting before it 

all gets a bit Wolf Of Wall Street 

and descends into chaos.

Matt SG is sad that his cosplay is no 

longer accurate. We’ll have to put 

him on a rack to extend those legs...

“THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE ANSWER

FOR DIDDY KONG INVOLVES FEEDING 

HIM THROUGH A MEAT GRINDER” 
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Look out for reviews of 

Dark Souls II, Titanfall 

and MGS in GM276,  

out 27 March.

NEXT 
MONTH!

MASTERMINDS
This month: With GamesMaster, Sonic and 
Thief all celebrating redesigns in February, 
which other gaming icons desperately 
need a top-to-bottom refresh?
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